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Abstract  

A future with net zero emissions requires scaling up improvements in energy 
efficiency, electrification of end uses and renewable energy generation. For the 
Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), a growing population and rising 
standards of living will massively increase future energy demand. Mitigating 
growing electricity demand and integrating renewable energy into electricity 
generation will therefore be paramount for the region’s clean energy transition and 
avoid lock-in of additional fossil fuel generation. The intermittent nature of variable 
renewable energy and increasing deployment of distributed energy resources are 
putting additional pressure on existing grids. In response to these challenges, this 
report explores the opportunities and challenges for efficient grid-interactive 
buildings in the ASEAN region. 

Such buildings are becoming a crucial element for the global ambition to attain net 
zero emissions, as they can combine enhanced energy efficiency, advanced 
smart digital technologies and decarbonised electricity generation. This integration 
creates the potential for buildings to shift from energy-intensive consumers to low-
carbon prosumers, empowered by digital technologies that can offer flexibility 
benefits to the electricity grids. With the ability to produce, consume, store, sell 
and buy energy, buildings become active participants in the building-to-grid 
ecosystem. 

Drawing on relevant international trends and best practices, the current report lays 
out an analytical framework to assess a variety of factors that can enable a 
building to become energy efficient and grid-interactive. The framework is used to 
analyse the current situation in countries of the ASEAN region. The report provides 
policy-oriented recommendations and guidelines tailored to different stages of the 
process for adopting efficient grid-interactive solutions in buildings. These 
recommendations can support ASEAN policy makers in their policy development 
to create an energy-efficient and grid-interactive built environment, contributing to 
a cleaner and more sustainable energy future. 
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Executive summary 

Efficiency and flexibility are key for the clean energy 
transition  

Energy efficiency is crucial for reducing emissions, enhancing the resilience and 
reliability of the energy system, and improving the well-being of people in support 
of the clean energy transition. In the member states of the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) (Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, 
Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and 
Viet Nam), energy consumption has doubled since 2000, fuelling a regional 
economy that is two and half times larger than it was in 2000 with a current 
population of over 660 million. Energy efficiency therefore has an important role 
to play in this region.  

In 2022, the global rate of energy efficiency improvement accelerated to just over 
2% as the energy crisis increased costs and encouraged the improved 
management of energy. This followed several years of slowing global progress, 
including in the ASEAN region, where intensity improvements slowed from around 
3% per year achieved between 2010 to 2015 to 1% per year from 2015-2020. 
However, to achieve global net zero emissions by 2050, global efficiency 
improvements need to double to 4% per year by 2030 with a tripling in annual 
efficiency-related investment.  

While the ASEAN average annual energy intensity is slightly below the world 
average, the slowdown in energy intensity improvements observed globally over 
the second half of the last decade was also experienced in the ASEAN region, 
with an annual rate of 2.8% per year from 2010 to 2015 slowing to 0.9% from 2015 
to 2020. In 2021, energy intensity in the region actually worsened, rising by half of 
a percentage point following exceptionally strong growth in industrial energy 
demand. Although increased access and use of electricity for clean cooking is 
reducing, the reliance on polluting fuels is still around 30%. Increasing energy 
access in Southeast Asia is crucial for improving the quality of life and reducing 
people’s exposure to pollution. 

A future with net zero emissions also requires scaling up renewable energy such 
as wind and solar. These energy sources will, however, also increase 
intermittency within the electrical grid due to their variability and dependency on 
weather conditions. The grids will also be put under pressure by an increasing 
number of distributed energy resources, such as distributed solar PV and storage 
systems, electric vehicles (EVs), smart meters, and other connected equipment 
and devices. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/unlocking-the-potential-of-distributed-energy-resources
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Grid-interactive buildings provide flexibility services and 
other benefits 

Buildings offer a unique place where many distributed energy resources could be 
installed and connected to the grid or rely on the off-grid electricity supply, 
particularly for ASEAN where electricity demand is expected to increase due to 
growth in electricity use for space cooling and other appliances. Efficient grid-
interactive buildings are energy-efficient buildings that have high-performance 
building envelopes and design as well as efficient appliances and equipment. 
They are also smart, optimising energy performance through the use of sensors 
and controls and intelligent analytics. These buildings are equipped with sensors 
and meters that can send and receive signals to respond to the grid and are 
flexible, meaning that energy loads can be optimised through behind-the-meter 
generation, demand response and energy storage.  

Efficient grid-interactive buildings: Technologies and demand flexibility benefits 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: kW = kilowatts; HVAC = heating, ventilation and air conditioning. 
Source: IEA (2022), Unlocking the Potential of Distributed Energy Resources. 
 

https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/unlocking-the-potential-of-distributed-energy-resources
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These features, alongside smart solutions applied on the grid’s side, can help 
increase power system flexibility by taking advantage of power demand variation 
and greater input of variable renewable electricity generation. To be in line with 
pathway to net zero emissions, by 2030 the global power system flexibility needs 
to more than double and the availability of demand response in buildings to 
increase more than tenfold by that time. Adoption of efficient grid-interactive 
buildings can lead to significant energy savings and peak demand reductions. 

Global demand response availability in buildings at times of greatest flexibility needed 
by 2030, within the Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario  

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: GW = gigawatts; TWh = terawatt-hours. 
Source: IEA (2023), Tracking Demand Response. 
 

This report presents a novel analytical framework developed by the IEA that 
assesses key enablers for adoption of efficient grid-interactive buildings.  

This framework is intended to provide a methodology to assess the policy 
readiness of countries to enable efficient grid-interactive buildings and future-proof 
their buildings sector efficiency policy. While this methodology could be applied to 
any country, the IEA applies this framework through this report to the example of 
ASEAN member states. ASEAN was chosen for this analysis because of the rate 
at which the Southeast Asian region is growing and developing the buildings 
sector as well as the region’s high potential for energy efficiency improvement. It 
was also chosen due to the IEA’s long-standing partnership with ASEAN member 
states and regional institutions, as well as an in-depth expert knowledge of the 
region. The high-level recommendations and group-specific guidelines offered in 
this report are presented in the context of the ASEAN region; however, the 

https://www.iea.org/commentaries/the-who-and-how-of-power-system-flexibility
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/energy-efficiency-and-demand/demand-response
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framework is intended to be able to be used as a standalone global methodology, 
which could be applied to any jurisdiction.  

Efficiency, decarbonisation, smartness and building-to-
grid interaction are key for efficient grid-interactive 
buildings 

Within the framework for efficient grid-interactive buildings the identified enablers 
are grouped into four categories: energy efficiency, decarbonisation, smartness 
and building-to-grid interaction.  

The key enablers for energy efficiency are i) high-performance building envelopes 
and ii) energy-efficient appliances and equipment. Building envelopes as well as 
the HVAC, water heating and lighting systems determine buildings’ energy 
demand and impact thermal comfort, indoor environmental quality and safety. 
Beyond building energy codes, which address the efficiency of the building itself, 
improving the energy efficiency of appliances and equipment is key, including 
setting minimum energy performance standards and other supporting policies, 
spurring innovation, and investing in technology.  

The key enablers for buildings decarbonisation are i) on-site or nearby renewable 
energy generation and ii) on-site energy storage. Distributed variable renewable 
energy generation can help to significantly decarbonise energy used in buildings. 
Buildings can also have energy storage, such as battery systems, to help integrate 
variable renewable energy generation, and mitigate fluctuations in energy supply 
and demand.  

The key enablers for smartness are i) the internet of things; ii) building energy 
management and automation; iii) smart meters in buildings; and the development 
of iv) smart grids. The internet of things is a network of connected equipment, 
sensors and devices in buildings that communicate with one another, collect and 
analyse data from key building equipment to optimise energy performance. The 
internet of things can be integrated using building energy management systems 
to control parameters of the indoor environment and a building's energy 
consumption. Smart meters can collect and store data on actual energy 
consumption in buildings on an hourly or more detailed basis. Smart meters can 
help to collect real-time data on energy use in buildings on a very detailed basis. 
Smart grids and their enabling solutions help optimise system operations, reduce 
costs and increase generation efficiency.  

The key enablers for building-to-grid interaction are i) two-way communication; ii) 
distributed energy resource monitoring and optimisation; and iii) load and 
frequency management. Building-to-grid interaction requires interoperability, 
meaning both sides can communicate with each other. Equipment and appliances 

https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiatives-campaigns/super-efficient-equipment-and-deployment-sead-initiative/?_years=2021
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need to be able to respond automatically to signals from the grid by changing 
electricity consumption or production. Open communication protocols can help 
establish interoperability and automated control to manage voltage and quality 
fluctuations that could be caused by distributed energy resources. Advanced 
metering infrastructure can enable real-time data collection and analysis, demand 
response, and outage detection. Digital tools can help not only manage individual 
distributed energy resources but also aggregate them into a single entity controlled 
and operated as a unified system, such as a virtual power plant, which can monitor 
and manage electricity generation, consumption and storage across multiple sites. 
Load and frequency management strategies can support this through demand 
response programmes, dynamic electricity tariffs and smart charging for EVs.  

Based on the assessment of a country’s context for each of the enablers, the 
country can be placed into one of the three groups: Explorers, Adopters and 
Innovators, depending on the stages of adoption of efficient and grid-interactive 
technologies and policies.  

Assessment framework on enablers for efficient grid-interactive buildings  

  
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: DER = distributed energy resources; EGIBs = efficient grid-interactive buildings. 
 

Growing energy demand increases the need for 
efficiency and flexibility in ASEAN buildings 

Buildings operations account for close to one-third of the global final energy 
consumption and for 27% of total energy sector emissions. Electrification of end 
uses, e.g. space heating and transport, is driving electricity demand growth 
further. In the buildings sector, improving energy efficiency of building envelopes 
and of appliances and equipment can significantly lower energy demand. In 2020, 
the ASEAN buildings sector represented around 4% of global buildings demand 
and emissions and around 5% of global electricity demand in buildings, though 
these numbers are likely to grow. 

Energy 
efficiency

Smartness

Building-to-grid 
interaction

High-performing building envelopes

Energy-efficient appliances and equipment 

Two-way communication 

DER monitoring and optimisation

Load and frequency  management 

Internet of things /smart sensors and controls

Building energy management & automation systems

On-site renewable energy generation

On-site energy storage
Decarbonisation

Smart meters in buildings 

EnablersCategory Evaluation
criteria Country groups

Smart grids

Countries that are in the 
beginning of the process of 
discovering and researching the 
opportunities for EGIBs

Explorers

Countries that have identified 
some opportunities for EGIBs 
and are implementing pilot 
projects and sandboxes to test 
their benefits and potential

Adopters

Countries that have been 
implementing various EGIB-
related practices and solutions 
on a relatively wide scale and 
have integrated some of them 
into policy processes

Innovators

https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2019/Feb/IRENA_Innovation_Aggregators_2019.PDF
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings/building-envelopes
https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiatives-campaigns/super-efficient-equipment-and-deployment-sead-initiative/?_years=2021
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/data-product/world-energy-outlook-2021-free-dataset#tables-for-scenario-projections
https://www.iea.org/data-and-statistics/data-product/world-energy-outlook-2021-free-dataset#tables-for-scenario-projections
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In 2022, ASEAN electricity demand grew by 5.5% and is expected to increase 
4-6% per year until 2025, largely due to increasing standards of living alongside 
population growth and rapid urbanisation. Growth in buildings electricity demand 
represents almost 50% of total electricity growth in ASEAN by 2025 from 2020. 
Additional demand will largely be in the buildings sector and is likely to be met by 
fossil fuels. Higher appliance ownership and an increased demand for cooling 
could drive up energy demand in Southeast Asia by 15% in 2030 and 60% in 2050. 
Space cooling will also account for almost 30% of peak electricity demand in the 
region by 2040, up from around 10% in 2017, and will require about 150 GW of 
additional generation capacity to meet the peak levels.  

Enablers for efficient grid-interactive buildings are 
present in ASEAN, but need to be scaled up  

Several ASEAN member states have already adopted some form of building 
energy codes, but their implementation could be scaled up to achieve larger 
energy efficiency improvements. Buildings in ASEAN that were certified with green 
building schemes demonstrated energy use intensities 20-70% lower than that of 
comparable uncertified buildings. All countries in the region now have some form 
of minimum energy performance standards and labelling policies for air 
conditioners and some other types of appliances either in force or under 
development. However, countries need to increase their stringency, scope and 
enforcement. Moreover, aligning with the recommended harmonised levels of 
minimum energy performance requirements for air conditioners in the region can 
drive more substantial energy savings and environmental benefits. 

ASEAN's commercial and residential deployment of solar PV is estimated to 
almost triple from 2022 to 2027. However, to enable this deployment, countries 
must invest in grid infrastructure, simplify permitting procedures, create ambitious 
targets and attract international investment. The use of energy storage in buildings 
is limited but there are some projects to that indicate potential for growth in several 
ASEAN countries, such as recent investments in battery storage in Singapore. 

In many ASEAN countries, electricity tariff structures are primarily flat with a fixed 
rate. However, dynamic tariffs, such as varying time-of-use tariffs, could help 
reduce peak demand and encourage consumers to reduce energy bills and even 
carbon emissions. Demand response programmes are increasing and are 
typically implemented by utilities offering financial incentives for specific groups of 
customers to reduce their consumption during peak hours. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/electricity-market-report-2023
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/e5d9b7ff-559b-4dc3-8faa-42381f80ce2e/SoutheastAsiaEnergyOutlook2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dcadf8ee-c43d-400e-9112-533516662e3e/The_Future_of_Cooling_in_Southeast_Asia.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dcadf8ee-c43d-400e-9112-533516662e3e/The_Future_of_Cooling_in_Southeast_Asia.pdf
https://www.bing.com/search?q=weo+2019&cvid=4905a7ff2bee4482bee61ca7c1c18b8e&aqs=edge.0.0l9j69i11004.1085j0j9&FORM=ANAB01&PC=U531
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://aseanenergy.sharepoint.com/PublicationLibrary/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2021%2FPublications%202021%2FPolicy%20Recommendations%20to%20Update%20the%20Regional%20Policy%20Roadmap%20for%20AC%2Epdf&parent=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2021%2FPublications%202021&p=true&ga=1
https://aseanenergy.sharepoint.com/PublicationLibrary/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2021%2FPublications%202021%2FPolicy%20Recommendations%20to%20Update%20the%20Regional%20Policy%20Roadmap%20for%20AC%2Epdf&parent=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2021%2FPublications%202021&p=true&ga=1
https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022
https://www.energy-storage.news/southeast-asias-biggest-battery-storage-project-officially-opened-in-singapore/
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Digital technologies and enablers are key for supporting 
the uptake of efficient grid-interactive buildings  

While there are not currently many policies mandating the use of smart digital 
technologies in buildings, some countries have taken initiatives to promote 
digitalisation of buildings through adoption of smart meters and smart grid pilots. 
Despite being in its infancy stage, the ASEAN building digitalisation market is 
expected to grow significantly. Several ASEAN countries are rolling out 
programmes to support the uptake of smart meters, mainly driven by the utilities, 
to improve data collection and accuracy of billing. In 2022, it is estimated that the 
total number of smart meters installed across ASEAN was around 30 million. The 
use of smart inverters for solar PV systems is currently limited; however, there are 
several pilot projects in the region under way. Smart charging for EVs in buildings 
could help reduce energy bills and carbon emissions while offering flexibility 
benefits to the grid, but it is rarely used across the region. 

ASEAN governments are recognising the need for 
modernised grids and standards 

Improvements are needed for transmission and distribution infrastructure, 
including the expansion of high-voltage transmission lines and the development 
of smart grid technologies. Recognising this, many countries in ASEAN have 
developed smart grid plans to improve their grid capacity and the reliability of 
electricity supply. The ASEAN Power Grid will establish cross-border transmission 
lines that interconnect the ASEAN member states.  

While building automation as well as communication protocols and technologies 
are increasingly being used, there are no policies to mandate their installation. 
Interoperability between buildings and the grid is currently very limited in the 
ASEAN region. Advanced metering infrastructure offers important potential for 
measuring, collecting, analysing and controlling energy distribution and usage, but 
is not common for most ASEAN countries. A promising trend in the integration of 
distributed energy resources in the ASEAN region is the emerging deployment of 
virtual power plants and peer-to-peer solar energy trading projects, for example in 
Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam. 

Grid reliability of existing power systems creates 
challenges for consumers 

Power supply reliability, which can be defined as the ability of an electrical system 
to consistently provide electricity to consumers without interruptions or significant 
fluctuations in voltage or frequency, presents challenges for many ASEAN 
countries. Weather events, outages, electricity theft and affordability concerns all 

https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/southeast-asian-building-management-system-bms-market-forecast-to-2022-300494572.html
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/decarbonisation-enablers/digitalisation
https://www.fimer.com/sites/default/files/TRIO-50.0_60.0_BCD.00611_EN_RevG.pdf
https://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/images/2015/October/outreach-document/Edited%20APG-3.pdf
https://www.iea.org/commentaries/co-operation-across-borders-is-key-to-building-interconnected-power-systems-of-the-future
https://www.iea.org/commentaries/co-operation-across-borders-is-key-to-building-interconnected-power-systems-of-the-future
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contribute to disruptions, increased and variable costs due to energy market 
changes, and compromised living conditions for end users. Strengthening the 
power grid's resilience through infrastructure upgrades, better monitoring tools 
and advanced analytics supported by digital solutions can reduce the frequency 
and duration of interruptions in power supply.  

ASEAN countries are exploring solutions for efficient 
grid-interactive buildings  

The assessment of status and opportunities for efficient grid-interactive buildings 
in ASEAN across the enablers has shown that most of the countries in the region 
have begun exploring different ways of improving energy efficiency in buildings 
and testing various smart and digital technologies, while the implementation of 
building-to-grid interactive solutions remains limited and is taking place only in a 
few countries in the region and at a relatively small scale.  

This report is intended to provide a pathway for countries to be able to develop 
their own pathways to further enable efficient grid-interactive buildings in support 
of their energy transition objectives. While none of the countries assessed in this 
report fall into the Innovator category, this category provides an aspirational vision 
for ASEAN countries and may be applicable to other countries globally that are 
more advanced in their implementation of enabling solutions for efficient grid-
interactive buildings.  
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Recommendations for ASEAN countries based on the assessment of enablers for 
efficient grid-interactive buildings  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: EE = energy efficiency; MEPS = minimum energy performance standards. 
 

To ensure robust policy making, the IEA recommends countries adopt a policy 
package approach for policy development that combines regulation, information 
mechanisms and incentives. Countries should also create favourable conditions 
and support mechanisms for uptake of efficient grid-interactive buildings. These 
include investing in research and development, conducting data collection and 
analysis, developing training programmes and certification schemes for building 
professionals, and updating public procurement policies. Furthermore, policy 
makers can support modernisation of the grids and encourage grid operators to 
better enable grid-interactive buildings by adopting solutions that support 
communication between the grid and buildings, as well as other distributed energy 
resources. 

Make regular updates and more stringent 
mandatory EE requirements in building 

energy codes and MEPS

Introduce voluntary requirements for grid-
readiness which transition to mandatory

Develop mandatory requirements for 
demand-response readiness in MEPS, 

scale up virtual power plant projects

Adopt and implement smart buildings 
standards and requirements for 

smart solutions in large buildings

Introduce mandatory requirements for 
onsite renewable generation and storage

Develop and implement building energy 
codes with mandatory EE requirements

Introduce voluntary requirements for on-site 
solar PV in buildings 

Introduce MEPS and supporting policies for 
appliances (can be voluntary first) 

Promote battery storage systems

Develop voluntary smart buildings 
standards and requirements for smart 

solutions

Conduct feasibility study on open 
interoperability standards and grid-

readiness requirements in building energy 
codes and MEPS

Develop pilot projects for demand response 
and virtual power plants

Energy efficiency

Decarbonisation

Smartness

Building-to-grid 
interaction

Lao PDR

Brunei
Darussalam

Myanmar

Cambodia Indonesia Malaysia

ThailandSingapore Viet Nam

Countries that are in the 
beginning of the process 
of discovering and 
researching the 
opportunities for EGIBs

Explorers

Philippines

Countries that have 
identified some 
opportunities for EGIBs 
and are implementing 
pilot projects and 
sandboxes to test their 
benefits and potential

Adopters
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Buildings and the grid as an 
ecosystem 

Energy efficiency and energy flexibility are 
key for the clean energy transition  

Energy efficiency is crucial for the clean energy transition through its ability to 
reduce carbon emissions, enhance resilience and reliability of the energy system, 
and improve well-being of people and societies.  

In 2022, the global rate of energy efficiency improvement reached just over 2% 
per year – twice the average over the previous five years due to the effect of global 
energy cost variations and high prices in addition to progress on policy 
development. Since the start of the global energy crisis, countries representing 
over 70% of the world’s energy consumption have introduced new or strengthened 
energy efficiency policies. However, in order to bring global greenhouse gas 
emissions close to net zero by 2050, which is needed to limit the global warming 
to 1.5° C degrees, the global rate of efficiency improvement needs to double to 
around 4% per year on average this decade. This improvement will also require a 
tripling in annual efficiency-related investment, from USD 600 billion today to 
USD 1.8 trillion. 

A future in which there are net zero emissions also requires scaling up utilisation 
of variable renewable energy sources such as wind and solar. Southeast Asia has 
considerable renewable energy potential, but these fuel sources currently meet 
only around 15% of energy demand, mainly through hydropower and still-limited 
use of solar PV and wind. These energy sources, while providing clear 
decarbonisation benefits, will also increase intermittency within the electrical grid 
due to their variability and dependency on weather conditions. Electricity grids will 
also be put under pressure by an increasing number of certain types of distributed 
energy resources (DERs), such as distributed solar PV systems and storage 
systems, electric vehicles (EVs) with no dispatch capability, and demands from 
heat pumps and other connected equipment and devices. Buildings, both 
residential and non-residential, offer a unique place where many DERs could be 
installed and connected to the grid or off-grid electricity supply. This makes 
buildings a key player in the energy system’s modernisation. 

Unmanaged deployment of DERs, however, can cause unintended stress on the 
power system, such as reverse flows in distribution feeders due to excess 
generation or mass disconnections due to grid instability. The adoption of DERs 

https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/decade-for-action-highlights
https://www.iea.org/reports/southeast-asia-energy-outlook-2022/key-findings
https://www.iea.org/reports/southeast-asia-energy-outlook-2022/key-findings
https://www.iea.org/reports/unlocking-the-potential-of-distributed-energy-resources
https://www.iea.org/reports/unlocking-the-potential-of-distributed-energy-resources
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connected to the grid can require grid reinforcements, increase uncertainty in net 
demand forecasts, and present challenges for power system planning and 
operation, which can potentially impact operational viability. There are risks to 
electricity grids when there is a lack of appropriate planning and deployment tools 
for visibility, monitoring and management of large-scale DER deployment, which 
can exacerbate financial challenges for utilities.  

Modernisation of power systems is crucial for 
the clean energy transition 

The increase in electricity demand will surpass energy consumption, especially in 
emerging markets and developing economies, with a projected increase of over 
2 600 terawatt-hours (TWh) by 2030, equivalent to five times Germany's current 
demand. Yet the global electricity systems face challenges such as inefficiencies, 
losses, congestion, outages and climate-related damage. For the Association of 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN), growth in buildings electricity represents 
almost 50% of total electricity growth by 2025 from 2020. Therefore, the need to 
strengthen and modernise grids is urgent, particularly in emerging markets, where 
consumption is expected to grow three times faster than in advanced economies. 
The unprecedented rise in cooling demand further contributes to this trend.  

Clean energy sources, such as the uptake of wind and distributed solar PV 
systems, continues to increase across many grids, providing clear 
decarbonisation benefits. However, unmanaged PV deployment across the 
building stock can cause unintended stress on the local power system.  

EVs are a key part of decarbonising the transport system but increase pressure 
on the electricity grid and electricity use associated with buildings through on-site 
charging. In regions with robust grids, EVs can achieve a high level of penetration 
without adverse effects. However, in areas where transformers are already 
overloaded, even low levels of EV uptake could cause disruptions. For example, 
adding an EV to a typical household of four people in Germany could increase the 
household's peak electricity demand by 70%. 

Modernisation of power systems allows for the optimisation of energy use through 
the implementation of smart grids,1 advanced sensors and data analytics. This 
makes it possible to monitor and manage energy consumption in real time, identify 
and reduce energy losses, and minimise energy waste. Digital solutions can 
enhance electricity supply management, lower overall demand and optimise 
electricity use during peak times. These technologies aid demand management 
and electrification, and minimise unnecessary grid expansion while ensuring grid 

 
 

1 Smart grids are electricity networks that use digital technologies, sensors and software to better match the supply and 
demand of electricity in real time while minimising costs and maintaining the stability and reliability of the grid. 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
https://www.oeko.de/fileadmin/oekodoc/Assessing-the-status-of-electrification-of-the-road-transport-passenger-vehicles.pdf
https://www.oeko.de/fileadmin/oekodoc/Assessing-the-status-of-electrification-of-the-road-transport-passenger-vehicles.pdf
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/electricity/smart-grids
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stability, affordability and avoiding localised outages amid rising cooling demands 
and increased air-conditioner usage globally. 

Smart grids act to improve the efficiency of energy production by reducing 
transmission losses and integrating renewable energy sources through actively 
and intelligently matching generation with energy demand and matching 
producers with consumers. Modernising power systems can improve their 
resiliency and reliability by increasing their flexibility, enabling faster response 
times to outages, reducing curtailment of renewable energy and providing backup 
power during emergencies. This flexibility is particularly important in the face of 
extreme weather events, which are becoming increasingly frequent and severe 
due to climate change. In emerging markets and developing economies, frequent 
electricity outages result in reduced operational capacity for businesses, leading 
to additional expenses for backup power generation.  

Grid-interactive buildings provide flexibility 
services and other benefits 

Managing electricity demand growth is increasingly challenging due to the rising 
level of urbanisation, economic development and improved living standards 
driving high energy demand, particularly for electricity, and especially in 
emerging economies and developing countries. Buildings, in terms of their 
operations, account for close to one-third of the global final energy consumption 
and for 27% of total energy sector emissions. The ASEAN buildings sector 
represents around 4% of global buildings demand and emissions and around 5% 
of global electricity demand in buildings. 

Electrification of space heating along with growing air conditioner and appliance 
ownership, particularly in emerging markets such as ASEAN, are key sources of 
increased electricity consumption. Cooling alone is expected to add 2 800 TWh 
to global electricity use by 2050. Due to the impacts of climate change, 
heatwaves are expected to become more frequent and intense, further 
increasing cooling needs. By 2040, the increased demand for cooling could raise 
annual electricity demand by 10%, with a significant daily difference in air-
conditioning load. Access to adequate cooling remains limited for most, with only 
10% of households having air conditioners in India and Indonesia compared with 
over 90% in the United States and Australia. It is expected that increased 
urbanisation and rising standards of living will significantly raise the demand for 
space cooling in emerging markets in the coming years as well. 

In the buildings sector, improving energy efficiency of building envelopes as well 
as appliances and equipment can lower energy demand and reduce related 
GHG emissions. For example, almost half of the increase expected in the 

https://www.iea.org/reports/buildings
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/climate-resilience-for-energy-security
https://www.iea.org/reports/climate-resilience-for-energy-security
https://www.iea.org/reports/climate-resilience-for-energy-security
https://www.iea.org/reports/building-envelopes
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/buildings/building-envelopes
https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiatives-campaigns/super-efficient-equipment-and-deployment-sead-initiative/?_years=2021
https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiatives-campaigns/super-efficient-equipment-and-deployment-sead-initiative/?_years=2021
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electricity use for space cooling could be offset by energy efficiency 
improvements of the cooling equipment. 

Buildings offer opportunities for cost-effective demand-side management to help 
balance demand with supply over time, integrate variable renewable energy (VRE) 
and optimise its use, and shift the electricity loads away from the times when the 
grid is the most stressed and the most expensive to operate and electricity 
generation produces the highest amounts of GHG emissions. Digitalisation, data 
management and other smart technologies (e.g. smart meters, smart sensors and 
controls) enable consumers to provide flexibility to the grid through controlling and 
adjusting buildings operations and energy usage in response to the signals from 
the grid, making buildings not only energy efficient but also grid-interactive. 

 

Efficient grid-interactive buildings  

Efficient grid-interactive buildings (EGIBs) are energy-efficient buildings with grid-
connected smart technologies characterised by the active use of DERs to optimise 
energy use and energy flexibility for supporting grid services, occupant needs and 
preferences, and cost reductions in a continuous and integrated way. 

 
EGIBs can be characterised by the following attributes: 

 efficient: includes high-quality building envelopes and windows, high-
performance appliances and equipment, and optimised building designs and 
operation to reduce final energy consumption and peak demand 

 smart: the ability to operate based on analytics supported by sensing and 
optimised controls that are necessary to manage multiple behind-the-meter 
DERs in ways that are beneficial to the grid, building owners and occupants 

 connected: the ability to send and receive signals that are required to respond 
to needs of the grid 

 flexible: the ability to dynamically shape and optimise building energy loads 
and through responsive operation, behind-the-meter generation, EVs, 
batteries, water storage tanks, building thermal mass and other forms of energy 
storage. 

A combination of improved energy efficiency with flexibility benefits and 
decarbonisation of electricity supply is making EGIBs an important aspect of a future 
with net zero emissions, presenting significant potential for buildings to transition 
from energy-intensive consumers to energy-efficient and low-carbon prosumers 
supported by digital technologies that can enable them to produce, consume, store, 
sell and buy energy as a part of the building-to-grid (B2G) ecosystem. 

https://www.iea.org/programmes/digital-demand-driven-electricity-networks-initiative
https://www.iea.org/programmes/digital-demand-driven-electricity-networks-initiative
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/10/1646
https://www.mdpi.com/1996-1073/10/10/1646
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1186/s42162-021-00156-6.pdf
https://energyinformatics.springeropen.com/articles/10.1186/s42162-021-00156-6
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Efficient grid-interactive buildings: Technologies and demand flexibility benefits 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: kW= kilowatt; HVAC = heating, ventilation and air conditioning. 
Sources: IEA (2022), Unlocking the Potential of Distributed Energy Resources. 
 

Grid and building digitalisation provides the opportunity to optimise electricity 
production and consumption between buildings and the grid in an efficient and 
integrated manner. B2G interactions create opportunities for buildings to generate 
new value streams with energy services, reduce energy costs through optimised 
use of resources, and alleviate congestion in the distribution grid through flexible 
energy operations. 

Well-established interactions between buildings and the grid enabled by digital 
tools for automated communication and control can optimise the use and 
generation of electricity at specific times and at different levels across numerous 
DERs, and provide demand flexibility to the grid, while still meeting occupants’ 
needs for comfort and productivity as well as reducing their utility bills. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/unlocking-the-potential-of-distributed-energy-resources
https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1186/s42162-021-00156-6.pdf
https://rmi.org/grid-interactive-efficient-buildings-are-easier-than-they-sound/
https://rmi.org/grid-interactive-efficient-buildings-are-easier-than-they-sound/
https://rmi.org/grid-interactive-efficient-buildings-are-easier-than-they-sound/
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
https://www1.eere.energy.gov/buildings/pdfs/75470.pdf
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Demand flexibility 

Demand flexibility can be defined as a portion of the demand that could be 
reduced, increased or shifted during and/or for a specific period of time to provide 
flexibility benefits to the grid (can also be referred to as demand response) that 
may include: 

 facilitate the integration of VRE by adjusting load profiles to match VRE 
generation 

 reduce peak load and seasonality 

 stabilise grid frequency 

 reduce electricity generation costs. 

 
Utilisation of these benefits together with smart solutions applied on the grid’s side 
help increase power system flexibility, as the ability of the grid to respond in a 
timely (often hour-to-hour) manner to variations in electricity supply and demand 
is also crucial for the decarbonisation of the electricity generation in line with the 
IEA Net Zero Emissions by 2050 (NZE) Scenario. Achieving net zero emissions 
at a global scale requires power system flexibility to more than double by 2030. 
Buildings accounted for about half of the demand response available in 2020 
globally. By 2030 the amount of available demand response needs to increase 
more than ten-fold in order to be in line with NZE Scenario. 

Demand response programmes can be applied alternatively through implicit 
demand response methods such as adopting time-varying electricity tariffs to 
encourage peak-load reductions, energy bill reductions and even carbon 
emissions reductions. Generally, time-varying electricity tariffs, particularly those 
that offer significant price differences between peak and non-peak hours, can 
optimise the electricity cost savings for buildings’ occupants. Additionally, the time-
varying tariffs can also reduce GHG emissions by applying higher rates when 
GHG emissions production is high and vice versa.  

https://smarten.eu/wp-content/uploads/2022/09/SmartEN-DSF-benefits-2030-Report_DIGITAL.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/demand-response
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/energy-efficiency-and-demand/demand-response
https://www.iea.org/commentaries/the-who-and-how-of-power-system-flexibility
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://gebroadmap.lbl.gov/
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1784273
https://www.osti.gov/biblio/1784273
https://gebroadmap.lbl.gov/
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Demand-response availability at times of highest flexibility needs and share in total 
flexibility provision in the Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario, 2020 and 2030  

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: GW = gigawatt. 
Source: IEA (2023), Tracking Demand Response. 
 

Estimates for the United States show that the nationwide adoption of EGIBs could 
lead to power system cost savings in the range of USD 100 billion to 
USD 200 billion over the next two decades. Power system flexibility enabled by 
EGIBs could lead to CO2 emissions reduction of 80 million tonnes per year by 
2030, which is equivalent to 6% of the United States’ total power sector CO2 
emissions. The results of this analysis also show significant energy savings (in the 
range between 164 TWh and 401 TWh) and peak demand savings (42 GW to 
116 GW) depending on the level of adoption of various efficient and grid-
interactive solutions in buildings.  

Impacts on peak demand and energy savings in the United States by achievable level 
of efficient grid-interactive buildings  

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Source: DoE (2021), A National Roadmap for Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings. 
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https://www.iea.org/reports/demand-response
https://gebroadmap.lbl.gov/
https://gebroadmap.lbl.gov/
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Cost savings from demand flexibility of the United States’ buildings sector are 
estimated at the level of USD 22 billion per year with the majority of potential 
savings coming from peak-load reduction and related marginal construction costs 
of more efficient buildings, as well as displacement of wholesale energy costs 
achieved through shifting flexible building loads away from peak hours. 

 

Strategies to enhance demand flexibility through EGIBs 

Energy efficiency of building envelopes and equipment helps reduce a 
building’s energy needs, which in turn lowers the costs of using fossil fuels 
and lowers demand for investments into additional generation capacity.  

Load shedding enables a temporary reduction or pause in electricity use in 
response to signals from the grid while maintaining required comfort levels 
inside the building.  

Load shifting allows for control of the timing of electricity consumption, which 
can help reduce peak demand, lower energy costs for consumers as energy 
is often cheaper during the off-peak hours, and avoid curtailment of 
renewable energy. 

Modulation helps balance power supply and demand, autonomously 
modulate power draw, maintain grid frequency, or control system voltage. It 
could reduce costs of ancillary services and improve integration of variable 
generation resources.  

Generation of renewable energy on a building’s site for self-consumption and 
dispatch to the grid lowers (or even eliminates) the need for fossil fuels to 
satisfy occupants’ energy needs as well as large-scale electricity generation 
and reduces transmission and distribution (T&D) losses. 
Source: Adapted from DoE (2021), National Roadmap for Grid-Interactive Efficient Buildings.  

 
There is an increasing amount of evidence (mainly in the United States) for energy 
and cost savings achieved through implementation of demand flexibility strategies 
in EGIBs. For example, load shedding strategies that involved an automated 
“pre-cooling” and “demand limiting” protocol implemented in the Philadelphia 
United States Custom House and making use of a building’s substantial thermal 
mass as energy storage reduced its peak demand by approximately 20% and 
lowered the annual electricity bill by 14% (equivalent to approximately 
USD 100 000 per year). 

A renovation project of two public buildings in San Diego, California combined 
energy efficiency measures with 462 kW of solar PV systems on carports and 
rooftops as well as a battery energy storage system (BESS). The project achieved 
a 30% reduction in the total energy demand, notable peak demand reduction 

https://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/2021-10/GEB_in_Codes_PNNL_28605.pdf
https://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/2021-10/GEB_in_Codes_PNNL_28605.pdf
https://gebroadmap.lbl.gov/A%20National%20Roadmap%20for%20GEBs%20-%20Final.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
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(average reduction of 186 kW, a maximum reduction of 582 kW), energy cost 
savings achieved by discharging the BESS during peak times and recharging 
during off-peak times (monthly on-peak demand energy cost reductions around 
USD 19/kW). Another building renovation project from Colorado demonstrated 
comparable energy cost reductions (USD 18/kW per month) through 
implementing energy efficiency measures, using BESS for peak-load shifting, and 
energy management with a control system for flattening the energy demand. 

Large-scale application of EGIB measures (e.g. energy efficiency, solar PV, 
energy storage and load flexibility) to all public buildings owned by the General 
Services Administration in the United States is estimated to result in 
USD 70 million per year in societal value for grid users, achieving 180 gigawatt-
hours per year in energy savings, reducing energy peak demand by 
165 megawatts and annual energy costs by more than 20%. An assessment for a 
large United States retail portfolio demonstrated that an optimised bundle of EGIB 
measures can lead to 37% energy cost savings and reduce electricity demand by 
17%, while achieving reductions in energy peak demand that varies across 
modelled buildings depending on the equipment and its efficiency. 

Investments in grid-flexible systems for a Scottish residential block that are using 
electric resistance heating systems and electric water heaters have demonstrated 
notable benefits. The use of flexible load devices connected to the main heating 
systems allowed for heating demand to be adjusted and the dispatchable load to 
be sold back to the power markets. The flexibility triage was activated through a 
mechanism that interrupted electricity demands for heating by five to ten minutes 
and fine-tuned the system to limit the impact on occupants. The demonstration 
from the residential block delivered a maximum shiftable capacity of 99.6 kW, 
which resulted in energy shifting of around 3 600 kilowatt-hours (kWh) monthly 
and 100 kWh daily potential flexible demand. The flexibility resulted in the building 
saving around 2.7 tonnes of CO2 during an 11-month period. 

Relevance of EGIBs for the ASEAN region 

About this report 
In 2022, the IEA published two regional policy documents: the Roadmap for 
Energy-Efficient Buildings and Construction in ASEAN and the Roadmap Towards 
Sustainable and Energy-Efficient Space Cooling in ASEAN, commissioned by 
ASEAN. The roadmaps were deliverables for the project as a part of the ASEAN 
Plan of Action for Energy Cooperation Phase II 2021-2025, funded by the ASEAN-
Australia Development Cooperation Program Phase II and supported by the 
ASEAN Secretariat, Energy Efficiency Sub-Sector and Conservation Network and 
ASEAN Centre for Energy. It aimed to help address increasing energy demand 

https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://sftool.gov/Content/attachments/GSA%20GEB%20Case%20Study%20Report%20Mar%202021.pdf
https://rmi.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/value-potential-grid-integrated-buldings-gsa-portfolio.pdf
https://smarten.eu/report-filling-the-gap-quantifying-the-actual-carbon-and-flexibility-performance-of-buildings/
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-for-energy-efficient-buildings-and-construction-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-for-energy-efficient-buildings-and-construction-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
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and emissions in ASEAN and improve collaboration among stakeholders in the 
region. Development of the roadmaps was accompanied by capacity-building 
webinar series on sustainable cooling and buildings, as well as a series of 
stakeholder consultations. 

During these stakeholder consultations a topic on synergies between energy 
efficiency and digitalisation in buildings emerged as a recurring area of interest for 
a majority of ASEAN member states. With growing electricity demand (and peak 
demand) in the region, along with regional and national targets for energy 
efficiency and renewable energy, grid-interactive buildings are seen as a follow-
up work on the recently published roadmaps for buildings and construction and 
efficient space cooling.  

For the purpose of this report, data on policy landscapes and ongoing projects 
related to the topic were collected for each ASEAN country through desktop 
research, an online survey and online interviews with experts in each of the 
ASEAN member states to identify existing trends and practices that can be 
applicable to the region’s context. 

Data analysis was structured around three main components: 

 development of the analytical framework for enablers of efficient grid-interactive 
buildings in terms of technological solutions and supporting policy instruments  

 analysis of the current state of play in the ASEAN buildings and electricity sectors 
related to energy efficiency, renewable energy, smartness and interaction with the 
grid 

 identification of policy strategies to support the uptake of efficient, low-carbon, grid-
interactive buildings in ASEAN. 

 
Examples of existing technology solutions and supporting policies for efficient, 
grid-interactive buildings in ASEAN, as well as relevant international best 
practices, were identified through desktop research and interviews. Selected 
examples were elaborated into case studies to serve as demonstrations of 
practical applications of solutions and their benefits. 

Energy demand in ASEAN continues to grow 
By 2025, Asia will account for half of the world’s electricity consumption. In the 
ASEAN member states, energy consumption has doubled since 2000, fuelling a 
regional economy that is now two and half times larger than it was in 2000 with a 
current population of over 660 million people. ASEAN member states include 
Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Indonesia, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam.  

https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/electricity-market-report-2023
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
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Although the buildings sector constitutes less than a quarter of the total final 
energy consumption in the ASEAN region, it contributes 1.4 exajoules or 46% of 
the potential energy demand reduction in the Sustainable Development Scenario 
(SDS) spanning from 2020 to 2030. Enhanced air-conditioning efficiency can 
substantially contribute to lowering electricity demand, and eliminating traditional 
biomass for cooking could result in noteworthy advancements in overall energy 
demand reduction within buildings. 

Energy demand by fuel and avoided energy potential, in the ASEAN region, in the 
Stated Policies Scenario versus the Sustainable Development Scenario  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: PJ = petajoule; STEPS = Stated Policies Scenario. 
Source: IEA (2022), Energy Efficiency. 
 

In 2022, electricity demand in the region grew by 5.5% and is expected to continue 
increasing by 4-6% per year until 2025. Growth in buildings electricity represents 
almost 50% of total electricity growth in ASEAN by 2025 from 2020. Most of that 
additional demand is likely to be met by fossil fuels, with renewables meeting only 
about a third of that demand growth.  

The increase in electricity consumption can be largely attributed to rising 
standards of living along with the population growth and rapid urbanisation. The 
buildings sector has led the increase in electricity consumption, with the number 
of people living in cities increasing by 70% since 2000 with more than half of the 
region’s population living in urban areas in 2020.  

This growth of cities, along with increasing wealth, has led to a rapid use of air 
conditioners and other appliances in buildings, while the number of people with 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/5255ea58-1fa7-4fb4-bca0-b32923e9184a/RoadmapforEnergy-EfficientBuildingsandConstructioninASEAN.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/electricity-market-report-2023
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://asiapacificenergy.org/apef/index.html#main/lang/en/graph/0/type/0/sort/0/time/%5Bmin,2000%5D/indicator/%5B484:2554%5D/geo/%5BASPA,ASEAN%5D/legend/1/inspect/0
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access to refrigeration has doubled since 2000. Space cooling is among the 
fastest growing end uses in the region given the hot and humid climate combined 
with rising incomes. Air-conditioner stock across ASEAN is projected to grow from 
nearly 50 million units in 2020 up to 300 million units in 2040. As a result, electricity 
use for space cooling is projected to rise from 88 TWh in 2019 to 314 TWh by 
2040 – approximately equivalent to the total electricity consumption of Indonesia 
and Singapore combined. Almost two-thirds of this is expected to come from 
residential buildings. Space cooling is also estimated to account for almost 30% 
of peak electricity demand in the region by 2040, up from around 10% in 2017, 
and will require about 150 GW of additional generation capacity to meet the peak 
levels. 

In addition to space cooling, increased access to and use of electricity and access 
to clean cooking are reducing the reliance on polluting fuels and raising the quality 
of life for many in Southeast Asia. Around 95% of households now have access 
to electricity and 70% use more efficient clean cooking technologies, such as 
liquefied petroleum gas (LPG) and improved cookstoves. 

Beyond buildings, electricity use is also extending to new end‐use sectors, driven 
by targets to halt sales of internal combustion engine vehicles in Thailand by 2035 
and in Singapore by 2040, and the aim of Indonesia is to achieve 2 million electric 
cars on the road by 2030. Combined, these factors translate to projections of 
increasing electricity demand in the region but also raise questions of how the 
existing grid infrastructure will be able to meet these needs, particularly at peak 
times.  

Inefficiencies in ASEAN existing power systems create 
challenges for consumers  

Power supply reliability, which can be defined as the ability of an electrical system 
to consistently provide electricity to consumers without interruptions or significant 
fluctuations in voltage or frequency, presents challenges for a number of ASEAN 
countries. Several factors have an impact on power supply reliability such as 
quality of the infrastructure, weather events (e.g. storms, hurricanes and extreme 
temperatures), reliability of T&D networks, and load management. These factors 
can damage power lines, transformers and other critical infrastructure, leading to 
prolonged outages. These outages not only disrupt daily activities but can also 
pose risks to vulnerable populations, such as the elderly or those with medical 
conditions reliant on electricity-powered devices. Additionally, extreme 
temperatures can increase the demand for cooling, putting additional strain on the 
power grid and potentially leading to brownouts or blackouts. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/southeast-asia-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://www.iea.org/reports/roadmap-towards-sustainable-and-energy-efficient-space-cooling-in-the-association-of-southeast-asian-nations
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dcadf8ee-c43d-400e-9112-533516662e3e/The_Future_of_Cooling_in_Southeast_Asia.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dcadf8ee-c43d-400e-9112-533516662e3e/The_Future_of_Cooling_in_Southeast_Asia.pdf
https://www.bing.com/search?q=weo+2019&cvid=4905a7ff2bee4482bee61ca7c1c18b8e&aqs=edge.0.0l9j69i11004.1085j0j9&FORM=ANAB01&PC=U531
https://www.bing.com/search?q=weo+2019&cvid=4905a7ff2bee4482bee61ca7c1c18b8e&aqs=edge.0.0l9j69i11004.1085j0j9&FORM=ANAB01&PC=U531
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
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Data on the System Average Interruption Frequency Index (SAIFI)2 and System 
Average Interruption Duration Index (SAIDI)3 for ASEAN countries provide 
indications of how often and for how long an average customer experiences an 
interruption over the course of a year. While in a number of countries, outages do 
not cause long and frequent disruptions; in other cases (e.g. in Myanmar, 
Cambodia and Lao PDR) these issues are more prominent.  

Data on SAIFI and SAIDI in ASEAN countries in 2020 

Country SAIFI SAIDI 

Brunei Darussalam 0.3 0.4 

Cambodia 15.4 20.8 

Indonesia 2.2 2.8 

Lao PDR 22.7 4 

Malaysia 0.5 0.5 
Myanmar 26.4 30.3 

Philippines 2.2 3.6 

Singapore 0.1 0.1 

Thailand 0.7 0.4 
Viet Nam 1.6 2.1 

Notes: SAIFI is the average number of service interruptions experienced by a customer in a year. SAIDI is the average total 
duration of outages (in hours) experienced by a customer in a year. 
Source: World Bank (2021), DataBank: Doing Business. 
 

Moreover, the interplay between power supply issues and inefficiency can create a 
vicious cycle. In areas where power supply is unreliable or intermittent, end users 
may resort to using backup generators, further straining the energy infrastructure. 
These backup solutions are often less efficient and more polluting, exacerbating 
environmental concerns and perpetuating the cycle of inefficiency. 

Another issue affecting end users is electricity theft. Illegal connections or tampering 
with power meters can lead to revenue losses for utilities and imbalances between 
power supply and demand. Electricity theft can result in inadequate power supply 
to legitimate users, leading to outages and voltage fluctuations. The burden of these 
disruptions falls on end users who suffer from unreliable power supply. In 2018, 
electricity theft in Indonesia cost Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN), Indonesia's 
state-owned utility, USD 72 million. In Lao PDR, such electricity theft in the first 
three months of 2023 cost more than USD 5 million in the capital city alone.  

 
 

2 SAIFI is the average number of service interruptions experienced by a customer in a year. 
3 SAIDI is the average total duration of outages (in hours) experienced by a customer in a year. 
 

https://databank.worldbank.org/metadataglossary/doing-business/series/IC.ELC.SAID.XD.DB1619#:%7E:text=The%20system%20average%20interruption%20duration,in%20the%20DB16%2D20%20studies.
https://databank.worldbank.org/metadataglossary/doing-business/series/IC.ELC.SAID.XD.DB1619#:%7E:text=The%20system%20average%20interruption%20duration,in%20the%20DB16%2D20%20studies.
https://databank.worldbank.org/metadataglossary/doing-business/series/IC.ELC.SAID.XD.DB1619#:%7E:text=The%20system%20average%20interruption%20duration,in%20the%20DB16%2D20%20studies.
https://databank.worldbank.org/reports.aspx?source=3001&series=IC.ELC.SAIF.XD.DB1619
https://iotbusiness-platform.com/insights/combating-energy-theft-in-asean-with-digital-technology/
https://laotiantimes.com/2023/05/10/electricity-du-laos-reports-electricity-theft-worth-usd-5-million/#:%7E:text=Electricite%20Du%20Laos%20(EDL)%20has,USD%204%20million)%20from%202022
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Power supply issues and inefficiency in the buildings sector can have profound 
impacts on end users. Weather events, outages, electricity theft and affordability 
concerns all contribute to disruptions, increased costs and compromised living 
conditions for end users. Strengthening the power grid's resilience through 
infrastructure upgrades, better monitoring tools, and advanced analytics, 
supported by digital solutions in combination with improving energy efficiency 
buildings and equipping them with solutions enabling the interactions with the grid, 
can reduce the frequency and duration of interruptions in power supply.  

There are various ways to make buildings more efficient and grid-interactive. The 
next chapter presents key enablers that can be help in this process.  
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Enablers for efficient grid-
interactive buildings  

The previous chapter demonstrated that efficient grid-interactive buildings (EGIBs) 
can offer a number of benefits to end users and the energy system. This chapter 
explores key attributes (hereafter, “enablers”) that can enable a building to 
become efficient and grid-interactive. Such enablers should be supported by 
respective policies as well as adoption of technological solutions. Presence and 
adoption of enablers for EGIBs could be evaluated for any given country. 

In this report, the enablers are placed into four main categories based on a 
function in the energy system that EGIBs can perform, namely: i) efficiency; ii) 
decarbonisation; iii) smartness; and iv) building-to-grid interaction.  

Enablers for efficient grid-interactive buildings  

 
 IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: DER = distributed energy resource. 
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Energy efficiency 
Energy efficiency plays a crucial role in bringing global emissions towards net 
zero. Accelerating energy efficiency efforts beyond current policies could help 
avoid around one‐quarter of the excess energy demand by 2030 and just over 
one‐half of it in 2050. However, to bring the emissions from the global buildings 
sector towards net zero by mid-century, electrification of buildings’ end uses and 
decarbonisation of electricity will play an important role. Fuel switching, largely 
from fossil fuel space heating to electric heat pumps, can shave a further one-fifth 
from this energy demand gap. The remainder could be avoided through 
behavioural changes and digitalisation of energy-related building operations, 
notably for space heating, space cooling and water heating. It is important to 
improve energy efficiency of the whole building – in this report, two separate 
enablers are considered: high-performance building envelopes and energy-
efficient appliances, as they are typically covered by different policies. 

High-performance building envelopes  
The design of the building envelope plays a crucial role in determining the energy 
demand for heating and cooling, as well as ensuring comfort, indoor environmental 
quality and safety. Additionally, the structural aspects of the building envelope 
have a significant impact on its embodied carbon footprint. 

Improving the energy performance of building envelopes involves various 
measures, and building regulations (such as building energy codes) play a 
significant role in promoting and regulating these improvements: 

 Envelope insulation: Building energy codes typically specify minimum insulation 
requirements for walls, roofs and floors. These codes often outline insulation 
material types, thicknesses and installation standards, ensuring that buildings meet 
a certain level of thermal resistance to reduce heat transfer and improve energy 
efficiency. 

 Windows and glazing: Energy codes often include criteria for window performance, 
such as U-factor and solar heat gain coefficient. These requirements promote the 
use of energy-efficient windows with low-emissivity (low-E) coatings, multiple 
glazing layers and insulating frames to minimise heat loss or gain through windows. 

 Air sealing: Building energy codes often address air leakage by setting standards 
for airtightness. These codes may require air barriers, proper sealing of joints and 
penetrations, and mandatory blower door tests to ensure buildings minimise 
uncontrolled air infiltration and exfiltration, reducing energy loss and improving 
comfort. 

 Compliance and enforcement: It is important that building energy codes establish 
compliance and enforcement mechanisms to ensure that the energy efficiency 
requirements are met during the design, construction and operation phases of a 

https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2022
https://www.iea.org/reports/building-envelopes
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building. This can include inspections, energy performance certifications and 
penalties for non-compliance. 

In order to align with the IEA Net Zero Emissions by 2050 (NZE) Scenario, it is 
essential for all countries to establish building energy codes with the vision to 
transition to zero-carbon-ready buildings. Additionally, the existing building floor 
area must be renovated to meet a zero-carbon-ready level of energy efficiency. 
This will require more than doubling the annual energy efficiency renovation rates 
globally, from the current level of less than 1% to 2.5% by 2030. 

 

Zero-carbon-ready buildings are highly energy-efficient and resilient 
buildings that either use renewable energy directly or rely on a source of 
energy supply that can be fully decarbonised, such as electricity or district 
energy. The zero-carbon-ready concept includes both operational and 
embodied emissions. 

 
Building energy codes play a vital role in driving energy efficiency improvements 
in buildings. They provide a framework of mandatory requirements and standards 
that developers, architects, builders and contractors must adhere to. By setting 
minimum energy performance requirements within building energy codes, these 
codes help raise the baseline of building energy efficiency, promote the adoption 
of energy-saving technologies, and contribute to overall energy conservation and 
sustainability goals. 

It is important to note that building energy codes can vary across jurisdictions and 
may be influenced by local climate conditions, building types and energy policy 
priorities. Regular updates and revisions to the codes ensure that they keep pace 
with advancements in building technologies and energy efficiency practices. 

As of 2022, there were 80 countries that already had fully operational building 
energy codes, with an additional 31 countries in emerging and developing regions 
actively working on developing new building codes. Among these, 69 countries 
have mandatory requirements in place, while 11 countries rely on performance 
standards such as voluntary codes, model codes or city-based standards. 
However, approximately 85 countries currently lack established building codes or 
ongoing development efforts. 

The transition to net zero requires electrification of the buildings sector that 
presumes moving from fossil fuel-powered buildings to electric-powered buildings. 
End-use equipment and devices inside a building for space heating and cooling, 
water heating, cooking, etc., offer various flexibility opportunities through digital 
technologies, as described above. However, in order to realise such opportunities 
to a full extent, buildings themselves need to be “prepared” at the design stage or 

https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/net-zero-by-2050
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upgraded during the renovation process. To ensure that buildings can 
accommodate all necessary electric connections, buildings regulations need to 
include certain “electric-ready” requirements.  

In the United States, for example, several states have made progress on such 
requirements. In California, 50 jurisdictions have passed policies to phase out gas 
appliances in new construction and 37 of them specify all-electric requirements in 
new residential buildings. Seattle and New Jersey also adopted plans and related 
regulations to electrify the majority of their buildings. Other states, such as Maine 
and Colorado, are accelerating electrification of space heating through 
accelerating the deployment of heat pump installations. 

 

California’s 2022 Energy Code, United States  

The California 2022 Energy Code includes electric-ready requirements for newly 
constructed and renovated buildings starting in 2023 in compliance with the state’s 
electrification strategy, which encourages the adoption of highly efficient electric 
appliances. 

The mandatory requirements for electric-ready buildings envisage heat pump 
space heater, electric cooktop and electric clothes dryer readiness. For instance, 
for systems using gas or propane furnaces and cooktops to serve individual 
dwelling units, a dedicated 240 volt branch circuit wiring shall be installed within 
three feet of the furnace or the cooktop and be rated at 30 amps minimum. In 
addition, a space shall be reserved on the main electrical service panel to allow for 
the future installation of both heat pumps and electric cooktops. The main electrical 
service panel must also have the space for the installation of a double-pole circuit 
breaker for a future solar electric installation. As for electric vehicle (EV) charging 
stations, they have been included among the electrical loads for which minimum 
requirements for separation of electrical circuits to allow electrical energy 
monitoring are envisaged.  

Efficient appliances  
Improving the energy efficiency of appliances and equipment, including heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC), water heating and lighting systems, can 
be done through establishing efficiency standards for products through a variety 
of policy instruments and strategies. These approaches aim to influence 
manufacturers, consumers and the market as a whole to prioritise energy and 
resource efficiency: 
 Building energy codes: Energy codes often prescribe efficiency standards for 

lighting and HVAC systems, promoting the use of energy-efficient fixtures, lamps 

https://www.energycodes.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/TechBrief_Electric_Readiness_Oct2021_v3.pdf
https://www.energy.ca.gov/sites/default/files/2022-12/CEC-400-2022-010_CMF.pdf
https://www.nrdc.org/bio/kiki-velez/ca-building-decarbonization-whats-coming-2022
https://www.cleanenergyministerial.org/initiatives-campaigns/super-efficient-equipment-and-deployment-sead-initiative/?_years=2021
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and controls; establishing minimum requirements for equipment efficiency, 
insulation of ductwork and proper system sizing; and commissioning to improve 
overall system performance and reduce energy consumption. 

 Mandatory minimum energy performance standards (MEPS): Governments can set 
legally binding minimum efficiency requirements that products must meet to be sold 
in the market. Products failing to meet these standards are not allowed for sale, 
promoting the adoption of more efficient technologies. MEPS contribute to the 
market transformation by gradually phasing out less efficient appliances from the 
market. They also help drive technological advancements by setting higher 
efficiency targets. Manufacturers are incentivised to develop and produce 
appliances that surpass the minimum requirements, leading to the introduction of 
more energy-efficient technologies and designs. 

 Energy labels: Energy labels provide consumers with information about energy 
efficiency of appliances. These labels often use an energy rating system, such as 
star ratings, to indicate the relative efficiency of different models. Clear and 
standardised labels enable consumers to make informed choices and select 
appliances with higher energy efficiency. 

 Financial incentives: Governments could provide financial incentives (tax credits, 
rebates, subsidies or low-interest loans) to both manufacturers and consumers for 
adopting more efficient products.  

 Information and education campaigns: Governments launch campaigns to educate 
consumers about the benefits of choosing efficient products and provide tips for 
reducing energy consumption. This raises awareness and influences purchasing 
decisions. 

 Research and development (R&D): Governments can allocate funds to support 
R&D of new technologies and product designs that improve efficiency. MEPS 
encourage manufacturers to invest in R&D to improve energy efficiency of their 
appliances. This includes innovations in components, materials and manufacturing 
processes that enhance efficiency without compromising performance or 
functionality.  

 International harmonisation and co-operation: Governments can collaborate with 
international organisations and other countries to develop consistent efficiency 
standards and align policies. Harmonisation facilitates trade and encourages 
manufacturers to design products for global markets. 

Combining these policy instruments and strategies can create a comprehensive 
approach to establishing efficiency standards that drive market transformation, 
encourage innovation and contribute to sustainable development goals. Establish 
mechanisms to monitor the market and gather feedback from manufacturers, 
consumers and other stakeholders, using this information to refine and update 
efficiency standards over time. 

Out of these instruments, MEPS are identified as the single most cost-effective 
measure in driving energy efficiency improvements in appliances. By setting 
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mandatory efficiency requirements, these standards ensure that appliances sold 
in the market meet a certain level of energy performance. They spur innovation; 
guide consumer choices; and contribute to energy savings, cost reductions and 
environmental benefits. Regular updates and reviews of these standards are 
necessary to keep pace with advancements in technology and to continuously 
raise the bar for energy efficiency in appliances.  

More than 100 countries around the world have implemented mandatory MEPS 
and/or energy labels for commonly used appliances. MEPS for residential 
refrigeration and freezers are currently implemented in approximately 
80 countries, providing coverage for around 80% of the total energy consumed 
worldwide in residential refrigeration. However, the application of MEPS for other 
appliances is more limited. For instance, washing machines are covered by MEPS 
in just over 50 countries, accounting for 78% of energy consumption. Similarly, 
televisions have MEPS in fewer than 50 countries, covering almost 75% of energy 
usage, while monitors have MEPS in fewer than 40 countries, accounting for 43% 
of energy consumption. 

Decarbonisation  
Distributed variable renewable energy (VRE) technologies can help to significantly 
decarbonise energy used in buildings. These technologies also reduce the need 
for long-distance transmission lines and large-scale infrastructure investments. 
Solar PV systems are increasingly common in buildings around the world, 
promoting energy independence, reducing reliance on fossil fuels, allowing 
consumers to participate in utility programmes, and supporting local economic 
development through installation and maintenance jobs and upskilling of workers.  

Buildings can also be equipped with energy storage, primarily battery systems, to 
help integrate VRE generation, bridging the timing differences between energy 
supply and demand.  

On-site renewable energy generation  
Distributed VRE technologies refer to the use of renewable energy sources, such 
as solar and wind power, by individual consumers or businesses on a distributed 
basis, rather than relying on centralised power plants. In the buildings sector, the 
most common VRE technologies are solar PV systems of different sizes and 
capacity installed on the building’s site. 

Distributed VRE systems are often located close to the communities they serve, 
and thereby can help to reduce the need for long-distance transmission lines, 
which are often vulnerable to weather events and other disturbances. Distributed 
VRE systems connected to the grid enable the possibility to feed the electricity 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/appliances-and-equipment
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output into storage systems or the grid when generation exceeds the needs of the 
local community or an individual building.  

In 2022, the overall addition of renewable energy capacity globally experienced a 
significant increase of nearly 13%, reaching approximately 340 gigawatts (GW). 
Among the various renewable technologies, solar PV stood out by setting a new 
deployment record with an impressive net addition of nearly 220 GW, marking a 
35% growth compared with 2021, with distributed applications, such as residential 
and commercial solar systems, accounting for almost half of global PV expansion. 

Renewable electricity net annual capacity additions, 2017-2022 

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 
 

However, rapid adoption of distributed VRE technologies without proper 
management could put pressure on electricity grids, heighten operational intricacies 
and jeopardise the stability of transmission networks. The potential for reverse 
power flows in distribution feeders could trigger widespread disconnections during 
grid instability, potentially leading to blackouts.  

To avert such operational challenges and related revenue losses, system operators 
should proactively plan, devise processes and implement tools that enable the 
monitoring, management and control of large-scale distributed VRE integration. 
Such strategies can help enhance overall system efficiency and electricity security. 
In Australia, for instance, the market operator implemented a digital registry to 
oversee distributed energy resources that improves visibility and control, providing 
insights into installations, and emergency disconnect mechanisms to prevent 
cascading blackouts. Large-scale deployment of distributed VRE technologies 
might also necessitate grid reinforcements and entail addressing uncertainties in 
net demand forecasts, thereby complicating grid planning and operation. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/63c14514-6833-4cd8-ac53-f9918c2e4cd9/RenewableEnergyMarketUpdate_June2023.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
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Policies for promoting the uptake of distributed VRE (e.g. various renumeration 
schemes and direct incentives for PV installation, such as tax rebates and soft loans) 
are an essential tool for decarbonisation of buildings and can help to improve grid 
resiliency and reliability taking the need for modernisation of power grids into account.  

 

Distributed solar PV remuneration schemes 

 Buy-all, sell-all: All PV generation is deemed to be sold to the utility, 
usually at a fixed price. The remuneration of PV electricity can be 
above, equal to or lower than the retail rate, while PV owners buy all 
electricity at the retail price to cover their demand.  

 Net metering: PV owners can self-consume the electricity they 
generate, which reduces their consumption from the network. PV 
owners receive an energy credit for any excess generation exported to 
the network during a specific time period. This energy credit can be 
deducted from network electricity consumed on future bills at another 
time. 

 Real-time self-consumption models: PV owners can generate 
electricity for self-consumption and sell excess to the network. While 
this appears similar to net metering, there are two main differences. 
First, energy accounting is done in real time (at hourly or less-than-
hourly intervals). Second, PV owners are paid for each unit of electricity 
exported, rather than earning energy credits towards future bills. The 
price paid for exported electricity varies by jurisdiction and can be from 
zero to above the retail rate. In these models, remuneration rates range 
from wholesale to retail prices. 

Source: Adapted from IEA (2019), Renewables  

 
Such policies can also help to promote energy independence and local economic 
development through jobs. This is particularly true if distributed VRE systems are 
owned and operated by local communities or individual building owners, which 
can promote energy security and independence. For example, the Sosai 
Renewable Energies Company is a community-based renewable energy project  
in Nigeria that has connected over 80 households and businesses to a microgrid 
to support clean energy access and local industry and jobs. 

A Global Environment Facility (GEF) funded project with the Indian Renewable 
Energy Development Agency has shown that households and businesses have 
increased their income and productivity through both home industry and study 
hours due to access to electricity generated by solar PV. 

https://www.energy.gov/lpo/articles/vppiece-3-role-photovoltaics-and-li-ion-battery-storage
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/a846e5cf-ca7d-4a1f-a81b-ba1499f2cc07/Renewables_2019.pdf
https://www.seforall.org/news/sosai-renewable-energies-company-project-leads-to-emergence-of-new-community-based-businesses
https://www.seforall.org/news/sosai-renewable-energies-company-project-leads-to-emergence-of-new-community-based-businesses
https://www.thegef.org/what-we-do/topics/renewable-energy-and-energy-access
https://www.thegef.org/what-we-do/topics/renewable-energy-and-energy-access
https://www.thegef.org/what-we-do/topics/renewable-energy-and-energy-access
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On-site energy storage  
Distributed energy storage plays a vital role for the energy system, which is 
integrating an increasing amount of VRE generation. Storage facilitates the 
integration of renewables by bridging the timing differences between energy 
supply and demand. This empowers residential and commercial buildings with on-
site solar electricity generation to actively participate in the electricity distribution 
system. It empowers consumers to have control over their electricity usage, 
allowing them to avoid high charges during peak times or periods of increased 
demand. When combined with distributed generation such as rooftop solar PV, 
distributed energy storage can lead to energy independence for buildings. 
Additionally, distributed energy storage is instrumental in modernising the broader 
energy system by providing smart grid services. If used to increase reliance on 
renewables, it can yield significant climate benefits. 

The most common type of storage is (usually lithium-ion) battery systems installed 
in buildings. Thermal energy storage, such as water tanks, passive thermal mass 
of the building and phase-change materials, could also be used to store renewable 
energy and participate in load shifting. 

Currently, distributed battery storage in buildings is primarily implemented on a 
small scale, mainly due to high costs. However, there is a shifting trend as battery 
prices decrease, and utilities seek alternatives to costly infrastructure upgrades in 
response to growing demand.  

By 2030, the costs associated with installing battery storage systems are 
estimated to decrease by 50% to 66%. This reduction in costs will have a 
transformative effect on the affordability of storage for supporting ancillary 
services such as frequency response or capacity reserve. These cost reductions 
are expected to be driven by the optimisation of manufacturing processes, 
improved material combinations and reduced material usage. As battery 
technology continues to advance, battery lifetimes and performance will improve, 
further contributing to the cost reduction of energy storage services.  

Battery storage can participate in utility programmes in order to provide flexibility 
to the grid. In "bring your own device" (BYOD) initiatives, customers can register 
their batteries to either supply stored electricity to the grid or adjust their electricity 
consumption to avoid peak demand or emergency situations. They may also have 
the option to participate in fast-response ancillary service markets through 
aggregators, such as frequency regulation, voltage support or load-following 
reserves. The recharging of batteries can be timed to take advantage of off-peak 
hours, when electricity costs are low, or synchronised with periods of high 
renewable energy generation.  

 

https://www.solarquotes.com.au/battery-storage/battery-types/
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0306261921017128
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/10.1021/acs.chemrev.2c00407
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0196890413001696
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2017/Oct/IRENA_Electricity_Storage_Costs_2017.pdf?rev=a264707cb8034a52b6f6123d5f1b1148
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/76026a41-6626-4390-85df-57dcc237818f/Policy_Guidance_for_Smart__Energy-Saving_Consumer_Devices_May_2020.pdf
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Decentralised renewable energy generation in Ukraine 

Decentralised solutions based on renewable energy can play a key role in 
ensuring access to electricity, especially in times of emergency. In April 
2022 the Energy Act for Ukraine Foundation was founded to supply 
renewable energy equipment to war-affected communities in Ukraine. The 
aim of the initiative is to install solar stations (PV and storage systems) in 
100 schools within the next five years that could cover 30-50% of the 
annual electricity consumption of schools, while ensuring a backup power 
supply in case of outage for about three to five hours. Fifty hospitals are 
also expected to be equipped with solar stations within the next five years. 
As of February 2023, 17 installations had been completed through the 
collaboration of the Energy Act for Ukraine Foundation with the Polish PV 
distributor Menlo Electric.  

Smartness  
Smart interactive technologies used in buildings, in addition to conventional 
energy efficiency measures, can add a time dimension to the energy efficiency of 
a building and make it more dynamic. Some common modern interactive 
technologies that can be used within a building include: smart meters, building 
automation systems, building load and energy management systems including 
smart sensors and controls for buildings equipment, and appliances that allow two-
way communication between the utility or grid operator and the building. 

Internet of things  
The internet of things (IoT) is a network of connected equipment, sensors and 
devices in buildings that communicate with one another and collect and analyse 
data from key building equipment such as HVAC and lighting systems, to initiate 
actions that would optimise energy performance of a building’s operations.  

Sensors and controllers can either be wired or connected wirelessly 
(e.g. technologies such as Zigbee, Bluetooth Low Energy) to collect actionable 
data from various building equipment (e.g. occupancy detections and numbers, 
temperature, humidity, lighting, and energy use). Integration of cloud and fog 
computing architectures with smart metering, sensors and controllers could 
enable the real-time energy management of IoT devices in buildings, optimising 
the performance of the system and improving the overall energy efficiency of smart 
building infrastructure. 

Internet-connected thermostats, for example, are demonstrating an increasing 
adoption. In the United States and Canada they are linked to heating and cooling 

https://www.energyactua.com/aboutactforukraine
https://cleantechnica.com/2023/02/08/ukraine-schools-hospitals-getting-solar-storage-from-energy-act-for-ukraine-foundation-menlo-electric/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352802171_Energy_Management_in_Smart_Buildings_and_Homes_Current_Approaches_A_Hypothetical_Solution_and_Open_Issues_and_Challenges
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352802171_Energy_Management_in_Smart_Buildings_and_Homes_Current_Approaches_A_Hypothetical_Solution_and_Open_Issues_and_Challenges
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/352802171_Energy_Management_in_Smart_Buildings_and_Homes_Current_Approaches_A_Hypothetical_Solution_and_Open_Issues_and_Challenges
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systems of about 30% of homes and around half of annual thermostat sales, 
helping to achieve up to 20% of energy savings. They allow users to remotely set 
their home’s temperature and monitor occupancy, humidity and other parameters. 
Smart thermostats can also “learn” patterns of occupants’ behaviour and 
determine an optimal energy-saving schedule automatically.  

Building energy management and automation  
In order for IoT devices to communicate with one another within the building, they 
can be integrated using open standard or proprietary protocols into building 
energy management systems (BEMS), energy management systems (EMS) or 
building automation systems (BAS) to control and adjust parameters of the indoor 
environment (e.g. temperature, CO2 levels, lighting) and the building's energy 
consumption. For residential dwellings, such systems are called home energy 
management systems (HEMS). A BEMS and HEMS can be defined as an 
integrated system of software, hardware and services that controls energy use 
through information and communication technology.  

Automated data collection ensures a continuous flow of data from a building’s 
equipment to a centralised database, which together with intelligent analytics 
provides visibility of the overall system and helps identify any issues, abnormalities 
or needs for adjustments to increase energy efficiency of the whole building. From 
the point of optimising energy use, the data analysis helps to identify operational 
inefficiencies, reduce energy losses in buildings, and make electricity billing more 
accurate. 

Data analysis of energy consumption patterns and historical and real-time data 
across various parameters according to predefined smart rules helps to forecast 
a building’s energy demand (and on-site electricity generation, if the building is 
equipped with a solar PV panel, for example) at any given time, which is 
particularly important for load management and demand response. 

Smart meters in buildings  
Smart meters are digital electricity meters that collect and store data on actual 
energy consumption in buildings on an hourly or even more detailed basis. Smart 
meters are crucial for increasing the visibility of behind-the-meter demand. 

Smart meters are capable of remote communication and can record electricity use 
at a very granular level (usually every 15-30 minutes). This can enable customers 
to buy electricity through smart pricing mechanisms and provide incentives to 
purchase more energy-efficient appliances and equipment.  

Access to detailed real-time data enables customers to dynamically adjust their 
energy consumption and achieve energy cost savings (e.g. through time-dependent 

https://escholarship.org/uc/item/6233j43g
https://escholarship.org/uc/item/6233j43g
https://blog.advancedenergyunited.org/advanced-energy-technology-of-the-week-building-energy-management-systems
https://blog.advancedenergyunited.org/advanced-energy-technology-of-the-week-building-energy-management-systems
https://blog.advancedenergyunited.org/advanced-energy-technology-of-the-week-building-energy-management-systems
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/docserver/b613e2b8-en.pdf?expires=1675333682&id=id&accname=ocid177496&checksum=16A39E9DAA764CA259721393CAD77E60
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/energy/towards-net-zero_b613e2b8-en;jsessionid=rTmOh40eWz-jIClHPxGuZ5x_kb68XPPRqrn6HxQa.ip-10-240-5-5
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automatic billing), while grid operators get an opportunity to assess the situation in 
the grid (e.g. supply interruptions, inefficient voltages, faulty connections) in a more 
efficient and accurate manner, better match electricity demand and supply at any 
given moment (e.g. reduce peak demand), and optimise network operations 
(e.g. avoid congestions). Smart meters are also indispensable for integrating 
distributed VRE generation, (e.g. from on-site PVs in buildings) into the main grid.  

As of 2020, there were over 1 billion smart meters installed globally with more than 
two-thirds of them in Asia Pacific. In the United States, around four in five 
households already have smart meters, while in Europe they are installed in about 
half of the properties. By 2030, this global number is estimated to exceed 1.6 million.  

Cumulative smart meters installations by region, 2010-2030e 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: e = estimated. 
Source: IEA analysis based on IEA (2023), Tracking Clean Energy Progress 2023 and BloombergNEF (2017). 
 

Wide-scale utilisation of smart meters raises the question of data privacy, and 
customers must consent to the wireless communication of their smart meter data 
in accordance with the local regulations. 

There is no single policy that supports smart meter roll-out – it usually requires a 
combination of mandates for utilities to roll out smart meters, incentives for 
consumers to install them, awareness-raising and consumer engagement on 
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real-time data management, regulations on data privacy and security, etc. Most 
existing policies, however, are focused on rolling out smart meters and not 
advanced metering infrastructure (for further details see section on Advanced 
metering infrastructure), which limits the opportunities for interactions between 
buildings and the grid.  

For example, the European Union (EU) set a non-binding target or an aspirational 
benchmark for all the member states back in 2014 to install smart meters in 80% 
of the buildings by 2020. As of 2021, several EU countries (e.g. Sweden, Finland 
and Denmark) have surpassed their requirements and progressed on to a second 
phase of upgrades. However, a number of countries in the region showed much 
slower progress or abandoned the commitment altogether. 

In the United Kingdom, the government has mandated that energy suppliers offer 
smart meters to all households and small businesses by 2024. The government 
has set a target for 85% of households to have a smart meter by 2024, with the 
remaining 15% to be offered an alternative solution. The United States 
government has not mandated the installation of smart meters at the national level, 
but many states, for example California, have introduced regulations that require 
energy suppliers to offer smart meters to customers.  

The Australian Energy Market Commission has put forward recommendations to 
achieve 100% smart meter uptake in Australia by 2030. The state of Victoria 
mandated smart meters in 2006 for all households and small businesses (with the 
installation costs applied to them) and achieved universal adoption in 2015.  

The Japanese government introduced regulations that require energy suppliers to 
install smart meters for all households and small businesses by 2024. 

The Energy Market Authority (EMA) in Singapore has mandated the installation of 
advanced metering for all households and businesses by 2024. The EMA has set 
a target of installing 1.4 million advanced meters by that time. 

The Indian government introduced regulations that require energy suppliers to 
install smart meters for all households and businesses by 2025, aiming to reach 
250 million smart meters by that time. 

Countries in Latin America, such as Brazil and Mexico, are also investing in smart 
grid infrastructure. However, in Brazil, programmes for smart meters are voluntary 
with Enel establishing local production of smart meters in São Paolo and installing 
300 000 of them, and Copel rolling out a large programme on deployment of smart 
meters and other technologies to automate its distribution networks. In Mexico, 
the government set a goal of installing 30 million smart meters (79% penetration) 
by 2025. 

 

https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/PDF/?uri=CELEX:52014DC0356&from=EN
https://www.tripica.com/blog/smart-meter-deployment-the-impact-on-eu-households#:%7E:text=It%20proposed%20that%20each%20country,a%20second%20phase%20of%20upgrades.
https://electriciancourses4u.co.uk/blog/government-extends-smart-meter-rollout-to-2024/
https://eandt.theiet.org/content/articles/2019/09/smart-meter-rollout-delayed-to-2024/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/20-point-plan-for-driving-100-smart-meter-uptake-in-australia/
https://www.audit.vic.gov.au/report/realising-benefits-smart-meters?section=
https://www.enecho.meti.go.jp/en/category/others/basic_plan/5th/pdf/strategic_energy_plan.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/reply_to_forum_letter.aspx?news_sid=20191126yDgJFqaHmSVp
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/indias-smart-meter-rollout-250-million-meters-by-2025/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/enel-launches-300000-smart-meter-rollout-in-sao-paulo/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/brazils-copel-launches-large-scale-smart-meter-smart-grid-drive/
https://www.bnamericas.com/en/features/spotlight-smart-energy-meters-in-latin-america
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The Connected (Smart) Neighborhoods, Birmingham, Alabama, 
United States 

The Reynolds Landing Smart Neighborhood by Alabama Power, Alabama, 
United States, is an initiative that is focused on enabling energy-efficient homes 
and systems, smart and connected devices, and a microgrid for community energy 
systems including solar panels, battery storage and backup gas generators. 

The programme at Reynolds Landing included the construction of 62 new energy-
efficient homes that included smart wall outlets such as those using standardised 
smart communication protocols (e.g. Z-Wave) to control appliances alongside 
traditional plugs. The homes include triple-pane low-E glazing, heat pump water 
heaters, ventilation energy recovery, variable capacity heat pumps and wall 
insulation. It includes a data monitoring centre, smart home control panels, and 
smart and energy-efficient white good appliances. In addition, the neighbourhood 
includes a microgrid that generates around 600 megawatt-hours (MWh) of energy 
a year from solar PV panels, gas generators and battery storage. Alabama Power 
operates the microgrid to interact with the home’s hot water and heating/cooling 
and ventilation system to optimise the use of renewables (i.e. 330 kilowatt [kW] 
alternating current [AC] solar array) and battery systems (600 kilowatt-hours [kWh] 
of battery storage) and backup generators (400 kWh of natural gas). 

The initiative between the utility and research groups analyses the value to the grid 
of operating microgrids with controllable loads, developing control algorithms for 
load shapes, evaluating the price/incentive signals within a controllable grid, and 
developing scalable system control architecture. Analysis from the initial 
demonstration shows that homes are typically 35-45% more efficient than 
Alabama’s typical newly constructed dwellings and that demand load shifting for 
cooling offers energy savings for around four hours of comfort. 

Smart grids 
A smart grid is an electrical network employing digital and advanced technologies 
for overseeing and regulating the transmission of electricity from diverse 
generation sources to fulfil the fluctuating electricity demands of end consumers. 
These intelligent grids harmonise the requirements and capacities of generators, 
grid operators, end consumers and participants in the electricity market. Their aim 
is to optimise the entire system's operation with utmost efficiency, reducing costs 
and environmental impacts and integrating VRE sources, while simultaneously 
bolstering the system's reliability, adaptability and stability.  

Use of supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) systems within smart 
grids can enable the remote monitoring and control of transmission and 
distribution systems. SCADA systems can continuously collect data (voltage 

https://www.smartneighbor.com/pages/reynolds-landing
https://apcsmartneighborhood.com/reynolds-landing-at-ross-bridge-smart-neighborhood-i-alabama-power/
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/electricity/smart-grids
https://www.iea.org/reports/strengthening-power-system-security-in-kyrgyzstan-a-roadmap/power-system-security-concepts-and-principles
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levels, current flows, equipment status and other critical parameters) providing a 
comprehensive view of the grid's current conditions. SCADA can also enable 
remote control of various grid devices, such as substations, transformers, and 
circuit breakers and rapidly detect abnormal conditions or faults and provide alerts 
to grid operators. SCADA can also integrate load-shedding and load-shifting 
strategies during peak demand periods and manage distributed energy resources, 
demand response programmes and other flexible assets. SCADA can be 
integrated with other advanced technologies such as advanced metering 
infrastructure, distributed energy resources management systems and demand 
response platforms to create a holistic smart grid ecosystem. 

By integrating digitally enabled demand response into smart grids, the curtailment 
of VRE sources could be decreased by over 25% by 2030. This would enhance 
system efficiency, leading to lowered expenses for consumers. Moreover, 
improved supply and demand forecasting can bolster decarbonisation efforts, 
allowing for integrated energy planning and offering enhanced visibility and 
flexibility in electricity demand. 

Governments and grid utilities can develop smart grid plans that act as a 
comprehensive strategy for the modernisation and transformation of a traditional 
electrical grid into a smarter, more efficient and technologically advanced system. 
This plan encompasses a wide range of initiatives, technologies and policies 
aimed at enhancing grid reliability, optimising energy use, integrating renewable 
energy sources, and enabling new services and capabilities. The primary goals of 
a smart grid plan usually include improving energy efficiency, reducing carbon 
emissions, enhancing grid resilience and accommodating the evolving electricity 
system’s landscape. 

In order to stay on the pathway towards net zero emissions by 2050, investments 
in smart grids need to more than double through to 2030, especially in emerging 
market and developing economies. 

 

Digital Demand-Driven Electricity Networks initiative 

Digital Demand-Driven Electricity Networks (3DEN) is an IEA initiative supported 
by the Italian Ministry for the Environment and Energy Security. It provides analysis 
and policy guidance on how digital tools can support power system 
decarbonisation and organises peer-to-peer knowledge exchange.  

The 3DEN report Unlocking Smart Grid Opportunities in Emerging Markets and 
Developing Economies provides guidance for energy policy makers on possible 
ways to enable and drive investments in smart and resilient electricity grids and on 
how to create enabling environments for the effective use of digital technologies. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/electricity/smart-grids
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/electricity/smart-grids
https://www.iea.org/programmes/digital-demand-driven-electricity-networks-initiative
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c/UnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf
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Building-to-grid interactivity 
Modernisation of energy efficiency in buildings can be defined as an improvement 
in reducing heat loss through building envelopes and increasing energy efficiency 
of appliances to the highest feasible levels and also making use of digital 
technologies that can help realise buildings’ demand flexibility potential and 
respond to the signals from the grid. Demand flexibility can be enabled by various 
technologies that provide automatic control to influence and structure a customer’s 
demand profile in a way that can provide the same or higher quality of energy 
services for consumers and reduce costs for both customers and the grid. 

 

Demonstration projects for EGIBs in Europe 

Companies across Europe are investing in energy efficiency renovations coupled 
with grid-interactive technologies with the aim of showcasing the benefits to utilities 
and consumers the potential of grid interactivity. For example, a project developed 
by Dcbel of a single-family home outside of Paris, France, showcased the use of 
a combination of energy efficiency, solar PV electricity generation, EV charging 
and general household electricity demand. By investing in improving the energy 
performance of the building through the installation of a smart gas heating and 
biomass pellet stove, smart lighting, and smart appliances, annual CO2 emissions 
were reduced from 10 tonnes (t) of CO2 per square metre (m2) per year to 
4 t CO2/m2 per year. The addition of the smart systems provide flexibility of around 
11 kW of shiftable assets, which was the result of predictive scheduling and shifting 
to cheaper periods that also coincided with more renewables in the grid. 

Two-way communication 
Building-to-grid interaction requires interoperability, meaning both sides are able 
to communicate with each other. There are three aspects of this interoperability:  

 technical interoperability: devices are capable of both physical and digital 
integration and basic connectivity  

 syntactic interoperability: devices use a common digital language 

 semantic interoperability: devices understand specific instructions using a 
standardised set of recognised commands. 

There are also different levels at which interoperability could be implemented 
within EGIBs. 

https://www.dcbel.energy/
https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/energy/towards-net-zero_b613e2b8-en;jsessionid=rTmOh40eWz-jIClHPxGuZ5x_kb68XPPRqrn6HxQa.ip-10-240-5-5
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Levels of interoperability in EGIBs 

Level Interoperability attributes Examples 

Equipment 

Special devices or interfaces that enable the 
communication and information flow, 
e.g. appliance controller, smart communication 
interface, demand response enabling device, 
standard socket and communication protocol to 
be plugged into appliances and equipment.  

CTA-2045 module 

Buildings 

Building automation and communication 
protocols used in building energy management 
and automation systems to establish 
communication between different appliances 
and devices.  

LonWorks, BACnet, 
Modbus, KNX, Zigbee 

Building-to-
grid 

Communication protocols to connect various 
technologies between buildings and the grid, 
and provide automated control to manage 
voltage and quality fluctuations that could result 
from DERs. 

OpenADR, IEEE 
2030.5, IEC 61850, 
IEEE 1547-2018 

Equipment level 
Equipment and appliances need to be capable of responding automatically to 
price and/or other signals by shifting or modulating electricity consumption and/or 
production.  

To enable such communication between appliances and, for example, with the 
BEMS or directly with the grid, devices and equipment need to be equipped with 
a special device or interface that enables the communication and information flow. 
It is generally an appliance controller that determines the overall operation of the 
appliance, can send and receive information, and receives requests and triggers 
related responses or rejects those requests that are not applicable.  

Such appliances are also smart and can be programmed to run at certain times, 
when electricity is cheaper, or be remotely controlled through signals from the grid 
or via a building (or home) EMS by automatically modifying its operation to reduce 
or shift demand. 

For example, in the United Kingdome appliances can be equipped with a 
dedicated energy smart communications interface that can communicate status 
and forecast information concerning energy use of one piece of equipment to other 
devices, as well as receive energy-related information and instructions from other 
devices. Australia introduced an appliance interface for delivering demand 
response called the Demand Response Enabling Device. Air conditioners 

https://scpadvancedenergycenter.org/products/skycentrics-cta-2045-module#:%7E:text=The%20SkyCentrics%20CTA%2D2045%20module,only%20a%20Phillips%20head%20screwdriver.
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337430299_Open_Communication_Protocols_for_Building_Automation_Systems
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337430299_Open_Communication_Protocols_for_Building_Automation_Systems
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/New%20Opps%20for%20AES_George.pdf
https://www.energystar.gov/sites/default/files/asset/document/New%20Opps%20for%20AES_George.pdf
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://airc.com.au/demand-response-enabling-device-dred/
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equipped with such a device allow an electricity provider to control its electricity 
use at various preprogrammed levels to manage users’ demand in the grid during 
peak periods. 

The CTA-2045-A module is a standard socket and communications protocol that 
can be plugged into direct current (DC) slots on certain appliances to enable them 
to communicate through the internet and connect to the grid in order to receive 
information (e.g. electricity price signals). There are already special certifications 
(e.g. EcoPort mark) for appliances that indicate that the certified appliance is 
equipped with a special control module that is capable of establishing network 
communications in line with the requirements of the CTA-2045 standard. This 
would align the appliance’s energy consumption based on minimised electric grid 
costs or with times of VRE availability. 

In Australia and New Zealand, for example, single-phase non-ducted air 
conditioners for households require energy labelling with information on demand 
response capability, including energy performance, input power, capacity output 
and variable compressor capability.  

 

Saver’s Switch, Xcel Energy, United States 

The Saver’s Switch programme by Xcel Energy in Minneapolis, United States, 
aims to manage peak loads during summer periods by adjusting the timing of when 
air conditioning systems are switched on. 

The programme recruits customers with central air-conditioning systems (e.g. not 
mini-splits air conditioning) where the smart switch is installed at the breaker box 
to allow the utility to send signals to change the operation of the air conditioner. 
The switch cycles the air conditioning off and on at 15-20 minute intervals but 
allows for the system fans to stay on to circulate the air that has already been 
cooled. The Saver’s Switch programme is typically activated during summer days 
between 14:00 and 19:00.  

As compensation for taking part in the programme, every October the utility 
provides a users credit, which is equivalent to a 15% reduction on their electricity 
bill and varies according to the size of their air-conditioning unit. In 2020, the 
Saver’s Switch residential cooling programme had approximately 
11 500 customers participating in its demand response programme, which were 
estimated to have saved 3 600 MWh and avoided 5 400 kW of demand.  

The Switch programme evaluation showed that participant retention was over 90% 
and customers were highly satisfied with the bill credits, the overall thermal comfort 
during the switch events, the frequency of the events and the overall programme. 
Customers were shown to either not notice the events or change their behaviours 

https://scpadvancedenergycenter.org/products/skycentrics-cta-2045-module#:%7E:text=The%20SkyCentrics%20CTA%2D2045%20module,only%20a%20Phillips%20head%20screwdriver.
https://www.openadr.org/assets/ECOPORT_v3.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/76026a41-6626-4390-85df-57dcc237818f/Policy_Guidance_for_Smart__Energy-Saving_Consumer_Devices_May_2020.pdf
https://co.my.xcelenergy.com/s/residential/heating-cooling/savers-switch
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Regulatory%20Filings/MN%20fillings/2020%20Xcel%20Energy%20CIP%20Status%20Report.pdf
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Regulatory%20Filings/2019-Savers-Switch-Evaluation.pdf
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to pre-cool their home so that comfort would be maintained during potential events 
and thus embedding a behaviour to avoid energy demand during peak periods. 

The Saver’s Switch shows the benefit to customers signing on to allow utilities to 
control customer power demand to reduce grid peak load from air-conditioning 
units during periods where utilities might need to manage grid supply stability due 
to extraneous events (i.e. hot periods) and excess power generation costs 
(e.g. avoiding costly peak generation). The use of wireless grid communications to 
modify the activity of a building energy system is an example of a one-way grid to 
appliance interaction. 

Buildings level 
At the buildings level, BEMS, HEMS and BAS (discussed in the section on 
Smartness above) can provide supervisory control of smart appliances, EV 
chargers and distributed generation. These systems can also facilitate 
communication among them, as well as with the grid through utilisation of building 
automation and communication protocols. 

Building automation protocols serve as the rules and standards enabling 
communication among different devices in building automation systems. Typically, 
proprietary protocols have been utilised in these systems, even within the same 
company, leading to the need for gateways to convert between different protocols. 
However, gateway development is a complex process that requires knowledge of 
both protocols and introduces delays in response time. One of the biggest 
challenges with proprietary protocols is integrating third-party subsystems, as they 
lack flexibility and compatibility. 

Open communication protocols, on the other hand, allow devices from different 
vendors to work together without the need for proprietary interfaces or gateways. 
The main benefit of using open protocols is the ease of expanding the system. 
With open protocols, there is a wider range of choices available from various 
vendors. However, it is important to consider certain factors when selecting a 
protocol, such as the number of products supporting the protocol, cost 
implications, adherence to regional standards and ensuring adequate security 
measures. 

Open protocols can be categorised as wired or wireless, each with its own 
strengths and weaknesses. Wireless protocols are particularly suitable for existing 
buildings due to their easy installation, while wired protocols are preferred for new 
buildings where reliability and performance are critical. Additionally, wireless 
communication tends to be more cost-effective compared with wired 
communication. 

https://www.standards.govt.nz/shop/snz-pas-60122022/
https://www.standards.govt.nz/shop/snz-pas-60122022/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/337430299_Open_Communication_Protocols_for_Building_Automation_Systems
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A large number of proprietary protocols and a resistance of some manufacturers 
to accept standardised approaches makes this field very fragmented and limits 
interoperability among different smart technologies. However, a variety of open 
standard protocols (e.g. LonWorks, DeviceNet, BACnet, C-Bus, m-Bus, Modbus, 
KNX, some Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers [IEEE] standards) 
have been developed and are being used in different countries. The OPC 
Foundation has also been making efforts to encourage interoperability among 
major building automation standards. 

Utilisation of cloud technology in BEMS and HEMS provides opportunities for 
demand response and property management. Machine learning and artificial 
intelligence are useful emerging technologies that can improve the efficiency of 
data management and analysis in buildings, as well as speed up operations that 
would otherwise be time-consuming to evaluate and decode. These technologies 
are particularly effective at pattern recognition in buildings operations and 
triggering required responses to them in an automatic manner.  

BEMS and HEMS can offer benefits to the energy systems through the control of 
capacity and voltage, ancillary services to the grid, and integration with virtual 
power plants (VPPs) and other aggregators.  

Building-to-grid level  
Open communication protocols can help establish interoperability, connect 
various technologies between buildings and the grids, and provide automated 
control to manage voltage and quality fluctuations that could result from DERs. 
OpenADR for a decentralised and demand-response-focused approach and IEEE 
2030.5 for residential DER integration, direct smart inverter control, smart 
metering and automation of demand response are well-known international 
protocols that can offer such a language. Some national and subnational 
legislations are already adopting these protocols to facilitate building-to-grid (B2G) 
interactions and DER management. For example, California Rule 21 requires that 
generating facilities (e.g. solar panels, wind turbines, batteries) that utilise inverter-
based technologies to interact with the utilities must deploy a communications 
protocol.  

Another important tool for achieving international standards on interoperability is 
IEC 61850 for communication in electrical substations. This standard aims to unify 
communications by avoiding proprietary protocols, providing interoperability to 
integrate equipment from different manufacturers and providing flexibility for the 
standard to evolve as new use cases emerge. It is anticipated that the standard 
will evolve in the future to cover additional areas such as wind, solar, and hydro 
generation; battery storage; and EV integration.  

https://standards.ieee.org/standard/
https://standards.ieee.org/standard/
https://opcfoundation.org/
https://opcfoundation.org/
https://opcfoundation.org/
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.openadr.org/assets/OpenADR%20for%20Smart%20Inverter%20Control_final.pdf
https://www.cpuc.ca.gov/rule21/
https://www.oecd.org/digital/towards-net-zero-b613e2b8-en.htm#:%7E:text=Towards%20net%2Dzero-,Interoperability%20of%20technologies%20to%20transform%20the%20energy%20system,as%20wind%20or%20solar%20power.
https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0378779623002444
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Another standard – IEEE 1547-2018 – focuses on the interconnection of DERs, 
including smart inverters, and requires them to provide various types of support to 
the grid. This will help increase the amount of DERs that can be handled by the 
grid, especially as their penetration increases, while improving the stability and 
quality of electricity supply. 

Monitoring and optimisation of distributed energy 
resources 

Advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) can play a key role in monitoring and 
managing energy usage in buildings, enabling real-time data collection and 
analysis, as well as demand response and outage detection. Distributed energy 
resource management systems (DERMS) can help monitor, co-ordinate and 
optimise DER operation at the distribution grid level. DERMS ensures grid 
reliability, efficient utilisation of DERs and integration of renewable energy 
resources. Aggregating DERs into VPPs further enhances their optimisation and 
dispatch capabilities, allowing for real-time control and optimisation of energy 
flows.  

Advanced metering infrastructure 
AMI, similarly to smart meters, provides opportunities to monitor and manage 
energy usage in buildings while offering a more comprehensive system. This 
infrastructure includes a variety of technologies, such as communication networks 
and data management systems allowing for two-way communication between the 
smart meter and the energy provider and enabling real-time data collection, 
monitoring and analysis. AMI can also provide additional functionalities such as 
demand response, outage detection, and remote disconnection and reconnection 
of service. 

 

AMI at Brunswick Electric Membership Corporation 

Brunswick Electric Membership Corporation is located in southeastern 
North Carolina, United States, and serves over 90 000 meters. In order to 
start using AMI, the Corporation had to install new substation equipment 
and replace all existing meters. AMI helped to significantly improve 
efficiency through: 

 Better monitoring: hourly data and voltage readings are used to monitor 
how the system is performing, which helps to identify irregularities 
(e.g. potentially overloaded transformers) that can be fixed before an 
actual failure occurs. 

https://irecusa.org/blog/regulatory-engagement/smart-inverter-update-new-ieee-1547-standards-and-state-implementation-efforts/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/332674031_Smart_Meters_and_Advanced_Metering_Infrastructure
https://www.advancedenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/01/AMI-Case-Study-Brunswick-EMC.pdf
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 More accurate payment system: PrePay Power that allows customers 
to pay for their power in advance or “pay-as-you-go” scheme that 
allows customers to track and manage their electricity consumption in 
real time, eliminating the need for a monthly bill and providing the 
opportunity to know the exact expenditure on the actual electricity used. 

Aggregation of distributed energy resources  
Efficient buildings equipped with solar systems, storage and EV smart changing 
and enabled by digital technologies for interaction with the grid essentially become 
DERs that offer numerous benefits to both the grid and consumers, as discussed 
above. However, if they are not properly managed or integrated, they can also 
have negative impacts on power systems and grids: 

 Introducing variability and uncertainty in power output can strain grid stability, 
leading to issues such as voltage fluctuations, frequency deviations and power 
quality problems. 

 Concentrations of DERs in specific areas can result in localised grid congestion. 
For example, when excess renewable electricity is fed into distribution networks, it 
can overwhelm the capacity of local transformers and power lines. 

 Individual DERs may not provide necessary grid services, such as frequency 
regulation or voltage support, which decreases their ability to respond to system-
wide grid needs.  

 The distributed nature of DERs can introduce new cybersecurity vulnerabilities to 
the grid, as each individual DER unit represents a potential entry point for 
cyberattacks, which can disrupt grid operations and compromise the security and 
privacy of grid data and systems.  

Addressing these negative impacts requires proactive measures such as 
advanced grid management systems, grid codes and regulations that promote 
DER integration, enhanced grid infrastructure planning, and standardised 
communication protocols for DER devices.  

DERMS can facilitate management of various DERs through the combination of a 
software platform and hardware devices designed to monitor, co-ordinate and 
optimise the operation of DERs at the level of a distribution grid. It provides 
comprehensive visibility and control over individual DERs and enables utilities or 
grid operators to manage the integration of these resources effectively. DERMS 
typically include functionalities such as real-time monitoring, forecasting and 
optimisation algorithms to manage and control DERs. Using sensor data and 
receiver communications, DERMS can provide real-time co-ordination of energy 
generation and storage across distributed, grid-connected assets. 

https://www.bemc.org/billing-payments/#:%7E:text=PrePay%20Power%20(formerly%20known%20as,you're%20spending%20on%20electricity.
https://www.carolinacountry.com/my-co-op-40/brunswick-electric/813-prepay-power-a-good-option-for-all-to-consider
https://www.next-kraftwerke.com/knowledge/derms
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The primary focus of DERMS is to ensure grid reliability, efficient utilisation of 
DERs and integration of renewable energy resources. It enables utilities to 
balance supply and demand, manage grid congestion, and address voltage and 
frequency fluctuations caused by DERs. 

Digital tools can help not only manage individual DERs but also aggregate them 
into a single entity that can be controlled and operated as a unified system, such 
as a virtual power plant. The primary purpose of a VPP is to optimise the use and 
dispatch of these DERs. By leveraging advanced technologies and 
communication systems, a VPP can monitor and manage generation, 
consumption and storage of electricity across multiple sites. It enables real-time 
control and optimisation of energy flows to meet demand and supply requirements 
of the grid or specific market conditions. 

A VPP is managed by the central information technology system that processes 
data such as weather forecasts, wholesale electricity prices, and overall power 
supply and consumption trends. This data analysis enables the optimisation of 
dispatchable DERs within the VPP, ensuring efficient operation based on the 
prevailing conditions. By aggregating multiple DERs, a VPP can create a 
substantial capacity comparable to that of a traditional power generator. A VPP’s 
operator can sell electricity or ancillary services through electricity exchanges or 
the wholesale market, or by offering their services to system operators.  

While VPPs are considered a nascent technology, they have begun to appear in 
countries around the world. 

Some VPP projects in the world 

Country  Developer Key features 

Australia Tesla 

Tesla and the electricity retailer Energy Locals are developing 
South Australia's VPP with the purpose of reaching 50 000 
solar and home battery systems. In 2020, Tesla had 1 000 
Powerwall batteries online and is now rolling out phase 3 to 
another 3 000 houses. The project allowed consumers to save 
up to AUD 423 (Australian dollars) per year on electricity bill. 

Brazil AES Brasil 

AES Brasil started developing a VPP, the first of its kind in 
Brazil, in 2017 in collaboration with CERTI Foundation. The 
second phase is expected to require an investment of 
USD 1.9 million. 

China 

CSG 
Shenzhen 

Power 
Supply 

China’s first VPP was launched in Shenzhen, with a capacity 
of 870 MW, planned to increase up to 1 GW by 2025. 

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2019/Feb/IRENA_Innovation_Aggregators_2019.PDF
https://www.energymining.sa.gov.au/consumers/solar-and-batteries/south-australias-virtual-power-plant
https://www.energymining.sa.gov.au/consumers/solar-and-batteries/south-australias-virtual-power-plant
https://www.aesbrasil.com.br/en/innovation-0
https://news.cgtn.com/news/2022-09-17/VHJhbnNjcmlwdDY4NDEx/index.html
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Japan Tesla 
As of August 2022, the project, called Miyakojima VPP, had 
over 300 Powerwall batteries as part of the VPP. Tesla 
expects to install 600 Powerwalls by the end of 2023.  

Singapore 
Energy 
Market 

Authority 

In 2019, Energy Market Authority and Sembcorp, in 
partnership with Nanyang Technological University, started 
developing Singapore’s first VPP. The VPP will optimise the 
power output of DERs located across the island and balance 
energy fluctuations due to solar intermittency, taking into 
account Singapore’s power grid and market conditions 
through demand forecasting and optimisation algorithms. 

 
VPPs can offer both demand- and supply-side flexibility to the grid. Demand-side 
flexibility is achieved by aggregating demand-response resources and energy 
storage units, enabling them to respond to grid requirements. Supply-side 
flexibility is achieved by optimising power generation from flexible resources such 
as co-generation plants, biogas plants and utilising energy storage units.  

 

Smart campus systems, The University of Queensland, Brisbane, Australia 

Through installing a 1.1 MW/2.15 MWh battery and connecting it to the virtual 
power plant managed by Enel X University of Queensland’s in Australia was able 
to offset 100% of its electricity needs with renewable energy. The university has 
enrolled the battery storage system in the Enel X energy management initiative 
that enables the battery to be used for grid optimisation. The use case for the 
battery was to manage the campus electricity demands alongside acting to support 
and reinforce the electricity grid through dispatchable load. The battery can provide 
around two hours of storage capacity for the entire university at full power. The 
university’s battery system can support the grid by providing instant dispatchable 
load capacity if a power generation reduction or transmission failure is 
experienced. By doing so, the university is able to benefit from improved tariffs for 
on-site battery energy storage (i.e. charging during low prices and selling during 
high). 

The investment in the VPP battery has enabled the university to save around 
AUD 74 000 in its first three months of operation and an expected full return on the 
AUD 2.1 million investment within eight years. The majority (58%) of the revenue 
from the battery use was from the payments made by the National Electricity 
Market frequency control ancillary services system, which pays for grid stability, 
while a further 14% came from a virtual cap that acts as an insurance for the 
wholesale electricity spot market volatility, and a further 28% for arbitrage. 

Using the battery as part of a load management system provided a number of 
benefits for the university and the VPP. This included improving effective control 

https://www.ema.gov.sg/media_release.aspx?news_sid=201910086161atmTcaS3
https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2019/Feb/IRENA_Innovation_Aggregators_2019.PDF
https://www.enelx.com/au/en/resources/university-of-queensland-vpp-participation-fcas
https://sustainability.uq.edu.au/files/11868/EPBQtyRptq12020.pdf
https://sustainability.uq.edu.au/files/16942/2020%20Performance%20Review%20FINAL%20REPORT.pdf
https://sustainability.uq.edu.au/files/16942/2020%20Performance%20Review%20FINAL%20REPORT.pdf
https://www.uq.edu.au/news/article/2020/05/uq%E2%80%99s-tesla-battery-saving-big-energy-bucks
https://www.uq.edu.au/news/article/2020/05/uq%E2%80%99s-tesla-battery-saving-big-energy-bucks
https://sustainability.uq.edu.au/files/11868/EPBQtyRptq12020.pdf
https://sustainability.uq.edu.au/files/11868/EPBQtyRptq12020.pdf
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strategies to maximise the daily arbitrage revenue related to the variability of the 
spot price uncertainty, and reducing the period of time the batteries were offline 
due to nuisance surge protections and network outages impacting the control 
system architecture. 

 
The virtual power plant at the University of Queensland shows how the use of 
large on-site batteries to optimise the grid reliability through a combination of 
microgrid and virtual power plant’s dispatchable load provides an opportunity for 
organisations, such as universities, to become “prosumers” by actively 
participating in the grid power market. Investing in energy efficiency investments 
and smart building power load management alongside on-site battery storage and 
virtual EMS will mean that behind-the-wire storage solutions are optimally 
designed for B2G interactivity. 

Management and aggregation of DERs can be facilitated by means of artificial 
intelligence that offers the capability to constantly oversee numerous devices and 
promptly determine the allocation of resources in response to prevailing factors 
such as demand, supply, weather conditions and other dynamic variables. 
Artificial intelligence can also use historical data analysis and predictive modelling 
for real-time decision-making. This allows for generating accurate forecasts 
regarding the impact of these variables on the electricity system in the short, 
medium and long terms. 

Virtual power plants can also play a vital role in peer-to-peer (P2P) solar electricity 
trading (hereafter P2P energy trading) by enabling the efficient and transparent 
exchange of renewable energy between consumers. P2P energy trading refers to 
the direct buying and selling of solar-generated electricity between localised 
energy producers (often buildings with rooftop solar PV panels) and consumers, 
without the involvement of traditional utility companies as intermediaries. This type 
of trading usually requires the use of smart meters to measure the amount of 
generated and consumed electricity, and a digital platform or software to connect 
solar panel owners with potential buyers and to track the electricity being sold, 
stored or bought within the network. VPPs provide such a platform with necessary 
infrastructure and control mechanisms, as well as enable an efficient and 
transparent exchange of renewable energy during the trading process among 
different parties.  

P2P energy trading is still a relatively new concept and the potential for 
implementation of related projects varies depending on the region and regulatory 
framework. It requires supportive policies and regulations that enable the 
integration of DERs and the development of appropriate trading platforms. Several 

https://www.enelx.com/au/en/resources/university-of-queensland-vpp-participation-fcas
https://www.veritone.com/blog/distributed-energy-resource-management-system/
https://www.veritone.com/blog/distributed-energy-resource-management-system/
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countries around the world are implementing related pilot projects to assess 
potential benefits and drawbacks.  

Some P2P energy trading projects around the world 

Country  Project name Key features 

Colombia 

Comunidad 
Solar La 

Estecha – El 
Salvador  

The programme involves 24 families, 43 solar panels 
and 2 distributed generators, which inject nearly 
3 000 kWh per month into the national grid. The 
distribution of benefits is expected to reduce the energy 
bill by 15%. 

Germany  
Landau 

Microgrid 
Project  

In Landau, 20 households can trade locally generated 
renewable electricity on a platform via automated 
software agents, while data are collected through 
blockchain-enabled smart meters and transmitted via a 
mobile app. 

India  
Blockchain 
platform in 
Lucknow  

The first P2P blockchain trial in India promoted by the 
India Smart Grid Forum (ISGF) and PowerLedger. Such 
technology has reduced the energy market buy price by 
43% with respect to the retail tariff.  

United 
Kingdom  CommUNITY  

The project is based in Brixton, London, and it enables 
consumers to trade solar energy with each other via a 
mobile app. The participants reduced their energy bills 
by more than 20%.  

United States Brooklyn 
Microgrid  

A self-contained system composed of solar panels and 
batteries that uses a P2P blockchain-based trading 
platform technology to enable participants to buy and 
sell energy. More than 130 buildings participated in the 
programme when it was launched, and the project is still 
expanding today. 

Load and frequency management  
Load and frequency management strategies could include demand response 
programmes, dynamic electricity tariffs and smart charging for EVs. Smart 
inverters play an important role in harnessing flexibility potential of DERs, including 
buildings, and optimising the operation of the electric grid. Demand response, 
dynamic electricity tariffs and smart charging for EVs allow consumers to 
voluntarily reduce their electricity demand during peak periods or shift their usage 
to off-peak hours, reducing strain on the grid and promoting the adoption of 
renewable energy. Smart charging systems for EVs enable intelligent 
management and optimisation of charging processes, balancing the load on the 
grid and maximising the use of renewable energy sources. Smart inverters support 

https://www.elcolombiano.com/medellin/barrio-de-medellin-vendera-energia-solar-al-pais-DE21164968
https://www.elcolombiano.com/medellin/barrio-de-medellin-vendera-energia-solar-al-pais-DE21164968
https://www.elcolombiano.com/medellin/barrio-de-medellin-vendera-energia-solar-al-pais-DE21164968
https://www.elcolombiano.com/medellin/barrio-de-medellin-vendera-energia-solar-al-pais-DE21164968
https://energypost.eu/piloting-peer-to-peer-electricity-markets-in-china-and-the-eu/
https://energypost.eu/piloting-peer-to-peer-electricity-markets-in-china-and-the-eu/
https://energypost.eu/piloting-peer-to-peer-electricity-markets-in-china-and-the-eu/
https://www.powerledger.io/clients/uttar-pradesh-government-india#NumberSection
https://www.powerledger.io/clients/uttar-pradesh-government-india#NumberSection
https://www.powerledger.io/clients/uttar-pradesh-government-india#NumberSection
https://www.edfenergy.com/energywise/-community-bringing-together-empowered-solar-energy-neighbourhoods
https://www.brooklyn.energy/
https://www.brooklyn.energy/
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the integration of solar energy and other DERs into the grid, providing grid support 
functions such as voltage regulation and frequency support. These load and 
frequency management strategies are essential for ensuring grid stability, 
reducing peak demand, and promoting a more efficient and sustainable energy 
system. 

Demand-response programmes 
Demand response enables consumers to voluntarily reduce their electricity 
demand when the electricity prices are high in exchange for system-wide benefits. 
Demand response involves shifting or shedding electricity demand to provide 
flexibility in wholesale and ancillary power markets, helping to balance the grid 
and usually reduce electricity costs, as more demand takes place during the times 
when electricity prices are lower. Modern data-driven demand response 
programmes typically use real-time validation of available demand response 
through two-way communication with connected electricity-consuming appliances 
and equipment. A user can often overwrite the demand response settings, when 
it is needed. 

Generally, there are two main demand response mechanisms: i) implicit, or price-
based programmes, which use price signals to encourage consumers to shift 
consumption and adapt their behaviour to save energy; and ii) explicit, or 
incentive-based programmes, which monetise demand response through direct 
payments to consumers. 

Demand-response programmes in some countries 

Country Standards or 
regulation Description 

Australia AS 4755 – Demand 
Response Standard  

Demand response capability and modes of 
appliances and smart devices.  

India Tata Power-DDL 

The programme covers 55 000 residential 
consumers and 6 000 large commercial and 
industrial consumers to provide load flexibility in 
peak periods. The programme aims at achieving 
200 MW of peak capacity reduction by 2025.  

Japan Post-3.11 “Demand 
Response” 

Imposes an across-the-board 15% reduction of 
peak demand on large-scale consumers with 
contract power of 500 kW or more. 

https://airc.com.au/demand-response-enabling-device-dred/
https://aemo.com.au/initiatives/major-programs/nem-distributed-energy-resources-der-program/standards-and-connections/as-4755-demand-response-standard
https://aemo.com.au/initiatives/major-programs/nem-distributed-energy-resources-der-program/standards-and-connections/as-4755-demand-response-standard
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/energy-grid-management/demand-response-programme-to-manage-peak-load-in-indias-largest-city/
https://www.jef.or.jp/journal/pdf/187th_special_article03.pdf
https://www.jef.or.jp/journal/pdf/187th_special_article03.pdf
https://www.jef.or.jp/journal/pdf/187th_special_article03.pdf
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South Korea Energy Pause 
Programme 

Residential demand response for small 
consumers below 70 kW. Automated demand 
response system interface between the smart 
appliance and the controlling entity. 

Netherlands Decree 2022 – 14201 Producers and consumers above 60 MW must 
provide flexibility in highly congested areas. 

United States 
Senate Bill 49 – The 

Flexible Demand 
Appliance Standards  

Mandated the California Energy Commission to 
adopt standards for appliances to facilitate the 
deployment of flexible demand technologies.  

Dynamic electricity tariffs 
Dynamic electricity tariffs (e.g. time-of-use tariffs or dynamic pricing) are a type of 
electricity pricing system that charges different prices for electricity depending on 
the time of day or day of the week. With time-of-use tariffs, electricity prices for 
consumers are typically higher during peak demand periods and lower during off-
peak hours. This pricing structure is intended to encourage consumers to shift 
their electricity usage to off-peak hours, when electricity may be cheaper to 
produce and may come from cleaner sources, and the power grid is less stressed. 

Time-of-use tariffs are becoming increasingly important as power grids modernise 
to incorporate more VRE and can make it difficult for grid operators to balance 
electricity supply and demand in real time, which can lead to power outages, 
blackouts and other issues.  

Time-of-use tariffs can help to reduce peak demand and may also reduce overall 
electricity consumption. By charging higher prices during peak demand periods, 
consumers are incentivised to use less electricity or to shift their usage to off-peak 
hours, therefore reducing strain on the power grid during times of high demand, 
which leads to lower electricity bills for consumers. 

Time-of-use tariffs are also important for promoting the adoption of EVs. With EV 
uptake increasing, there is a growing need for charging infrastructure that can 
accommodate the increased demand for electricity. Time-of-use tariffs can help to 
incentivise consumers to charge their EVs during off-peak hours. A study in the 
United Kingdom has shown that customers using hourly dynamic pricing through 
smart meters have shifted 28% of their demand from peak periods and on average 
saved around GBP 180 on their annual bills. 

EV smart charging in buildings 
The EV market is experiencing rapid expansion, with sales surpassing 10 million units 
in 2022 globally. In 2022, electric cars accounted for 14% of all new car sales, a 

https://blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=kpxpr&logNo=221922656161&categoryNo=1&parentCategoryNo=1
https://blog.naver.com/PostView.nhn?blogId=kpxpr&logNo=221922656161&categoryNo=1&parentCategoryNo=1
https://zoek.officielebekendmakingen.nl/stcrt-2022-14201.html
https://www.energy.ca.gov/proceedings/energy-commission-proceedings/flexible-demand-appliances
https://www.energy.ca.gov/proceedings/energy-commission-proceedings/flexible-demand-appliances
https://www.energy.ca.gov/proceedings/energy-commission-proceedings/flexible-demand-appliances
https://www.sms-plc.com/insights/smart-time-of-use-tariff-shows-significant-impact-on-energy-consumption-behaviour/
https://www.sms-plc.com/insights/smart-time-of-use-tariff-shows-significant-impact-on-energy-consumption-behaviour/
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significant increase from approximately 9% in 2021 and less than 5% in 2020. It 
means that nearly one in five cars sold globally this year will be electric. 

The increasing adoption of EVs in the world is also driving the demand for their 
charging infrastructure. Most charging demands are currently fulfilled through 
charging in buildings (be it at home or in non-residential buildings that serve as work 
or public places), making EV charging an additional energy-consuming end use in the 
buildings sector.  

There is, however, a growing need for publicly accessible chargers to ensure the 
same level of convenience and accessibility as refuelling for internal combustion 
engine vehicles. This is particularly crucial in densely populated urban areas where 
access to home charging is limited, making public charging infrastructure a vital factor 
in facilitating the adoption of EVs. As of 2022, there were 2.7 million public charging 
points worldwide, with over 900 000 installations occurring in 2022 alone. This 
represents a 55% increase compared with the levels in 2021. 

Smart charging for EVs offers intelligent management and optimisation of EV 
charging processes. It involves utilising advanced technologies and communication 
systems to co-ordinate and control the charging of EVs, taking into account factors 
such as electricity demand, grid capacity and user preferences.  

Smart charging can balance the load on the building's electrical system by distributing 
and scheduling charging sessions based on available capacity. It optimises charging 
times to avoid overloading the grid during peak demand periods and ensures that 
other building operations are not disrupted. This helps prevent electricity demand 
spikes and reduces the need for costly infrastructure upgrades. The timing of smart 
charging can also be co-ordinated with the availability of VRE.  

Smart charging can take advantage of time-of-use electricity pricing. By scheduling 
charging during off-peak hours when electricity rates are lower, EV owners can benefit 
from reduced charging costs.  

Smart charging systems can communicate with the power grid, allowing for 
bidirectional flow of electricity. Such vehicle-to-grid capability can allow EVs to 
participate in demand response programmes where excess electricity stored in 
batteries can be fed back into the grid during peak demand periods or used in a 
building as a backup power source in the event of a power outage – in this case EVs 
can serve the role of distributed energy storage. A typical EV stores about 68 kWh in 
its battery, which means that it can power an average home in the United States for 
more than three days if it is not used for transportation. 

 

 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dacf14d2-eabc-498a-8263-9f97fd5dc327/GEVO2023.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dacf14d2-eabc-498a-8263-9f97fd5dc327/GEVO2023.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/dacf14d2-eabc-498a-8263-9f97fd5dc327/GEVO2023.pdf
https://ev-database.org/cheatsheet/useable-battery-capacity-electric-car
https://www.washingtonpost.com/climate-environment/2023/02/07/ev-battery-power-your-home/
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Charging Perks Pilot, Xcel Energy, United States 

The Charging Perks Pilot by Xcel Energy is a programme that is designed to better 
utilise the charging and capacity of EVs to optimise the use of renewable energy 
production and low grid demand. Xcel is looking to proactively address and manage 
the peak demand from EV charging and match this with renewable energy generation 
to make use of the EV’s ability to vary its charging demands and capacity. 

The programme involves working with several EV companies (BMW, Ford, General 
Motors, Honda and Tesla) with the intention to attract around 600 EV customers in 
Colorado. It will partner with the manufacturers to access the EV charging information 
when plugged into the grid on Level 1 and Level 2 charging stations to determine when 
and how much charging is needed and to match this with available renewable 
generation from the grid. The EV manufacturers will use the charging data along with 
data from the utility to create a charging schedule that ensures a customer vehicle is 
charged and available when needed and optimised to charge when the conditions are 
most suitable for using renewable energy and low demands on the grid. 

The programme is focused on customers with EVs who are on both time-of-use tariffs 
and non-time-of-use tariffs to compare the rate designs on charging behaviour. 
Customers taking part in the pilot receive up to USD 300 for participating, which is 
equivalent to around 2 000 kWh or around 28 full charges of a 75 kWh EV battery. 

Initial analysis shows that the overall cost-effectiveness of the programme is expected 
to be high, with the utility able to obtain information on how to scale the programme to 
achieve power peak kilowatt savings, improve system optimisation to address changes 
in peak demand timing from changes in EV charging behaviours, and evaluate benefits 
of automating the increase in EV charging demand during periods of wind energy 
curtailment. 

Smart inverters 
The common interface point between the grid and energy generating and storing 
resources is the inverter, which converts DC voltage from renewable energy and 
storage systems into usable, grid-quality AC voltage.  

Smart inverters are an emerging technology that can help integrate solar energy 
and other DERs into the electric grid. Like traditional inverters, smart inverters 
convert the DC output of solar panels into the AC that can be used by consumers 
in their homes and businesses. Smart inverters go beyond this basic function to 
provide grid support functions, such as voltage regulation, frequency support and 
ride-through capabilities.  

As the number of DERs on the grid increases, the need for additional inverter 
functionality has grown. Additionally, existing codes and technical standards 

https://co.my.xcelenergy.com/s/about/newsroom/press-release/xcel-energy-announces-new-electric-vehicle-smart-charging-pilot-with-automakers-MCAMWGE6254FFLNEAWSFYXMYBQA4
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Charging-Perks-Pilot-Product-Write-Up.pdf
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Charging-Perks-Pilot-Product-Write-Up.pdf
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Admin/Charging-Perks-TC.pdf
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Charging-Perks-Pilot-Product-Write-Up.pdf
https://www.xcelenergy.com/staticfiles/xe-responsive/Company/Rates%20&%20Regulations/Charging-Perks-Pilot-Product-Write-Up.pdf
https://irecusa.org/our-work/smart-inverters/
https://irecusa.org/our-work/clean-energy-technical-standards/
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(e.g. IEEE 1547 and UL 1741) are being updated to ensure that smart inverter 
capabilities can be fully realised.  

Fortunately, smart inverters have a variety of advanced functions that can help the 
grid reliably accommodate more DERs, such as rooftop solar and energy storage.  

The Volt-Watt function is one of the advanced features of smart inverters that 
enables them to monitor the voltage within their specific area of the power grid. 
This monitoring capability offers significant advantages in supporting the overall 
grid functionality. If the voltage exceeds normal levels, the inverter can adjust the 
amount of power being fed from the solar array or other DERs (such as energy 
storage) to the grid. This adjustment helps prevent issues related to poor power 
quality. However, in some cases, this function can have a negative impact on 
individual customers since it reduces the amount of solar power being produced 
when activated. California, a leader in mandating the use of smart inverter 
functions to accommodate more DERs on the grid, stands out by requiring the 
implementation of the Volt-Watt function for all customers with distributed solar 
systems. 

https://irecusa.org/regulatory-reform/smart-inverters/
https://solarbuildermag.com/news/californias-volt-watt-consumer-protection-what-installers-need-to-know/
https://irecusa.org/blog/regulatory-engagement/california-marks-important-milestone-for-balancing-grid-needs-consumer-protection-in-key-smart-inverter-function/
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Assessment of opportunities for 
efficient grid-interactive buildings 
in ASEAN 

Investing in energy efficiency and digitalisation is becoming critical for managing the 
increase in energy demand in the Association for Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) 
region with growing pressures of population growth, urbanisation and an expanding 
construction sector. Early actions that prioritise the potential offered by buildings in 
terms of enhanced efficiency, flexible electricity demand and smart local energy 
storage will ensure the ASEAN electricity grid is resilient to growing demand. 

By investing in energy efficiency measures, such as energy-efficient appliances, 
high-performance building envelopes (including passive design strategies) and 
materials, and intelligent building systems, buildings can reduce energy demand 
and add resilience to the electricity grid through greater flexibility and interactivity. 

Digitalisation plays a pivotal role in optimising building performance and unlocking 
energy efficiency potential in the context of grid decarbonisation. Through the 
adoption of digital technologies such as smart meters, sensors and controllers, as 
well as building automation systems, and data analytics, buildings can efficiently 
manage their electricity consumption, respond to demand fluctuations and 
contribute to grid stability. These digital solutions enable real-time monitoring, 
analysis and control of energy usage, allowing for timely adjustments and 
improvements. 

By embracing digitalisation and efficiency measures in buildings within ASEAN, a 
range of benefits can be realised including improved energy security, reduced GHG 
emissions, and lower operational costs for building owners and occupants. 
Additionally, investing in the clean energy and digital sectors can support job 
opportunities and help drive economic growth and technological innovation for 
modern electrification. 

In this chapter, the framework presented in the previous chapter to introduce the 
enablers for building-to-grid interactivity is applied to analyse the current status of 
these enablers in ASEAN countries. For each enabler, several evaluation criteria 
were determined to capture different potential stages a country could be at for a 
given enabler depending on its unique context. For each country and enabler one 
of the four evaluation criteria is selected based on the collected data and information 
to assess its contribution to enabling the uptake of efficient grid-interactive buildings 
(EGIBs).  
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Evaluation criteria for enablers for efficient grid-interactive buildings  

 

 

 
  

Energy efficiency High-performing 
building envelopes

Energy-efficient 
appliances and 

equipment 

No mandatory or 
voluntary 

building energy 
codes are 
available

Voluntary 
building energy 

code is available

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available 
for some 

buildings based 
on defined 

criteria

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available  
for all buildings

No MEPS for 
major appliances 
used in buildings 

are available

MEPS are 
available for a 
few types of 

major appliances

MEPS are 
available for 

most of the types 
of major 

appliances

MEPS are 
available for all 

the types of 
major appliances

Enablers Evaluation criteria

Energy efficiency High-performing 
building envelopes

Energy-efficient 
appliances and 

equipment 

No mandatory or 
voluntary 

building energy 
codes are 
available

Voluntary 
building energy 

code is available

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available 
for some 

buildings based 
on defined 

criteria

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available  
for all buildings

No MEPS for 
major appliances 
used in buildings 

are available

MEPS are 
available for a 
few types of 

major appliances

MEPS are 
available for 

most of the types 
of major 

appliances

MEPS are 
available for all 

the types of 
major appliances

Category

Decarbonisation On-site renewable 
energy (RE) 
generation

On-site energy 
storage

No policies or 
programmes for 

on-site RE 
generation in 
buildings are 

available

Voluntary 
policies or 

programmes for 
on-site RE 

generation are 
available

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site RE 
generation for 
some building 

types are 
available 

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site RE 
generation for all 

building types 
are available 

No policies or 
programmes for 
on-site energy 

storage in 
buildings are 

available

Voluntary 
policies or 

programmes for 
on-site energy 

storage in 
buildings are 

available

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site energy 
storage for some 

building types 
are available 

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site energy 
storage for all 
building types 
are available 

Smartness Internet of things 
/smart sensors 
and controls

Building energy 
management 

(BEMS) & 
automation 

systems (BAS)

IoT /Smart 
sensors and 

controls are not 
used in buildings

Initial /pilot stage 
of IoT/Smart 
sensors and 

controls adoption 
in buildings

IoT/Smart 
sensors and 

controls are used 
in buildings often

IoT/Smart 
sensors and 

controls are very 
common in 
buildings 

BEMS or BAS 
are not used in 

buildings 

Initial /pilot stage 
of BEMS or BAS 

adoption in 
buildings

BEMS or BAS 
are used in 

buildings often

BEMS or BAS 
are very common 

in buildings 

Smart meters in 
buildings 

Smart meters are 
not used in 
buildings

Initial /pilot stage 
of smart meters 

adoption in 
buildings

Smart meters are 
used in buildings 

often

Smart meters are 
very common in 

buildings 

Smart grids Smart grid plans 
are not available

High-level smart 
grid plans are 

available, but the 
targets and 

implementation 
are not well 

defined

Smart grid plans 
are available and 
set targets, but 

their 
implementation 

is not well 
defined

Comprehensive 
smart grid plans 

are available, 
with well-defined 

targets and 
implementation 
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IEA. CC BY 4.0.  

 

Based on the aggregation of selected evaluation criteria across all the enablers, 
each country is placed in one of the three groups: Explorers, Adopters or 
Innovators.  

For each country, group policy-oriented recommendations are provided in the next 
chapter to facilitate the process of adopting practices and solutions to increase the 
uptake of EGIBs. 

The main purpose of this analysis is to determine where each ASEAN country 
stands in its journey to realising the opportunities of EGIBs as well as to provide 
recommendations for improvement, and not for direct comparisons between the 

 

 

 

Building-to-grid 
interaction

EnablersCategory Evaluation criteria

Equipment 
level

No policies on  
open 

communication 
standards for 

appliances are 
available

Voluntary 
policies on open 
communication 
standards for 

appliances are 
available

Mandatory 
policies on open 
communication 
standards for 
some major 

appliances are 
available

Mandatory 
policies on open 
communication 
standards for all 
major appliances 

are available

Building-to-
grid (B2G) 

level

No policies on 
B2G 

interoperability 
are available

Voluntary 
policies on B2G 
interoperability 
are available

Mandatory 
policies on B2G 
interoperability 

are available for 
some building 

types

Mandatory 
policies on B2G 
interoperability 

are available for 
all building types 

Buildings 
level

No policies on  
open 

communication 
standards for 

buildings 
automation (BA)

Voluntary 
policies on open 
communication 

standards for BA 
are available
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standards for BA 
are available for 
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of distributed 
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resources
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DERs is not 

present

Initial/pilot stage 
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DERs

Aggregation of 
DERs is used 

often

Aggregation of 
DERs is very 

common

Advanced 
metering 

infrastructure 
(AMI)

AMI is not used
Initial/pilot stage 
of AMI adoption AMI is used often AMI is very 

common
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electricity 
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Dynamic 
electricity tariffs 
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countries. The results of the assessment were discussed with experts from each 
country to verify the accuracy of the assessment.  

Subsequent sections are structured around the enablers, and for each ASEAN 
country the assessment of its current status is indicated with the colour 
corresponding to the selected evaluation criteria based on the collected data and 
information. 

ASEAN countries are at differing levels in their status of adopting EGIBs solutions. 
IEA analysis shows that there are several countries that are innovating and 
advancing their adoption of policies and technologies to support EGIBs, along with 
a number of countries that have recently begun to adopt policies and demonstrate 
EGIB technologies, and others that continue to work on establishing a foundation 
for utilising EGIBs. 

Process of assessing enablers for EGIBs and forming country groups with tailored 
recommendations 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 

Energy 
efficiency

Smartness

Building-to-grid 
interaction

High-performing building envelopes

Energy-efficient appliances and equipment 

Two-way communication 

DERs monitoring and optimisation

Load and frequency  management 

Internet of things /smart sensors and controls

Building energy management & automation systems

On-site renewable energy generation

On-site energy storage
Decarbonisation

Smart meters in buildings 

EnablersCategory Evaluation
criteria Country groups

Smart grids

• -
• -
• -

Explorers

• -
• -
• -

Adopters

• -
• -
• -

Innovators
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Improving energy efficiency of buildings 
requires stronger enforcement of energy 
performance requirements  

 
 IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
Energy efficiency in buildings in the ASEAN region is a crucial aspect of reducing 
energy consumption and GHG emissions. The implementation of energy 
efficiency measures, supported by relevant policies, can offset the projected 
growth in energy consumption. By improving the energy performance of building 
envelopes and energy efficiency of systems, increasing renewable energy use, 
and enhancing energy access for vulnerable households, CO2 emissions from 
buildings can be reduced by over 60% by 2040. However, stronger enforcement 
of building energy codes is necessary to achieve these goals. 

Under the IEA Stated Policies Scenario, both final energy consumption and CO2 
emissions in buildings in ASEAN will continue to grow without ambitious policy 
actions. However, the implementation of energy efficiency measures in all 
buildings supported by relevant policies throughout the region (under a 
Sustainable Development Scenario) will allow for offsetting most of the growth in 
energy consumption, while providing modern energy access for all. Improving the 
energy efficiency of buildings, increasing renewable energy utilisation, and 
phasing out the use of traditional biomass and switching to clean cooking and 
electricity, while enhancing the energy access of vulnerable households across 
the ASEAN region, can result in more than a 60% reduction in CO2 emissions from 
buildings by 2040 from 2020 levels.  

Buildings in the region account for almost a quarter of the region’s total final energy 
consumption (TFEC) and energy-related CO2 emissions. The TFEC in the 
buildings sector is projected to increase by approximately 45% from 29.3 million 
tonnes of oil equivalent (Mtoe) in 2020 to 42.5 Mtoe in 2030, and more than triple 
by 2050, reaching about 92 Mtoe. Thus, improving energy efficiency in buildings 
and appliances is an important step for ASEAN to reduce energy consumption 
and GHG emissions.  

High-performing building envelopes

Viet NamSingaporeThailand Philippines MyanmarMalaysiaLao PDRIndonesiaCambodiaBrunei 
Darussalam

No mandatory or 
voluntary 

building energy 
codes are 
available

Voluntary 
building energy 

code is available

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available 
for some 

buildings based 
on defined 

criteria

Mandatory 
building energy 

code is available  
for all buildings

https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2021
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2021
https://www.iea.org/reports/world-energy-outlook-2021
https://www.oecd.org/publications/roadmap-for-energy-efficient-buildings-and-construction-in-asean-bda80fad-en.htm
https://aseanenergy.org/the-7th-asean-energy-outlook/
https://aseanenergy.org/the-7th-asean-energy-outlook/
https://aseanenergy.org/the-7th-asean-energy-outlook/
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Final energy consumption (left) and total CO2 emissions* (right) of the ASEAN 
buildings sector 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

* Total CO2 emissions comprise direct and indirect emissions. Direct emissions include those from coal, oil and natural gas. 
Indirect emissions are the emissions from power generation plants. 
Notes: PJ = petajoules; Mt = million tonnes. In this figure, “buildings” energy use and emissions refer to the operational 
energy consumption, and do not include the construction phase or the energy and emissions associated with manufacture 
of materials. 
Source: Adapted from IEA (2021), World Energy Outlook 2021. 
 

Data collected for non-residential buildings in several ASEAN countries indicate 
that the implementation of energy efficiency measures and adherence to the 
certification schemes available in ASEAN, such as EDGE, Green Mark, 
Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED), and Green Building 
Index, have led to improvements in energy consumption. On average, buildings 
that were certified with these schemes demonstrated energy use intensities 
between 20-70% lower than that of a typical building of the same type. Under 
these certification schemes, a variety of energy efficiency measures could be 
implemented in buildings, such as efficient building envelopes, light-emitting diode 
(LED) lighting with smart controls, shading, insulation, rooftop solar panels, 
building automation systems, and energy management systems (EMS).  
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https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/4ed140c1-c3f3-4fd9-acae-789a4e14a23c/WorldEnergyOutlook2021.pdf
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Typical energy use intensity in ASEAN across different types of non-residential 
buildings 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: kWh = kilowatt-hours; m2 = square metre; EUI = energy use intensity in kWh/m2. The middle line shows the median 
of the non-exhaustive data set. The EUI data were collected from government databases, available publications and other 
secondary sources covering more than 800 buildings of four non-residential buildings types (offices, retail, hotels, hospitals) 
in eight ASEAN countries: 53 in Brunei Darussalam, 153 in Indonesia, 123 in Lao PDR, 21 in Malaysia, 59 in the 
Philippines 432 in Singapore, 76 in Thailand, 148 in Viet Nam. The diamond-shaped red marker indicates the EUI reduction 
after energy efficiency is implemented. 
 

Acceleration of energy efficiency improvements in buildings in ASEAN requires 
comprehensive policy development and support. Mandating and enforcing 
building regulations with minimum energy performance requirements for buildings 
and other provisions for energy efficiency improvements are crucial for providing 
a market push towards more energy-efficient buildings. Several ASEAN member 
states have already adopted some form of building energy codes (BECs). 
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Status of building energy codes, buildings certification and labelling in ASEAN 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Source: IEA (2022), Energy Efficiency 2022. 
 

In Singapore, the Building and Construction Authority established a series of 
mandatory energy efficiency regulations for new and existing buildings through its 
Building Control Act (Environmental Regulations 2008). The Building and 
Construction Authority’s regulations are mandated for new or existing buildings 
with a gross floor area of 5 000 m2 or more. The regulations cover several energy 
efficiency areas, including lighting, air conditioning and building envelope design.  

The Indonesian government, through the Ministry of Public Works and Housing 
regulation no. 21/2021, regulates the green building performance for new and 
existing buildings. This regulation is mandatory for buildings with a minimum of 
5 000 m2 of gross floor area and also sets the criteria for energy efficiency 
evaluation, such as building envelope, ventilation systems, air conditioning and 
lighting.  

Thailand announced the Notification of the Ministry of Energy on Determination of 
Building Design Standards for Energy Conservation B.E. 2564 (2021) as the new 
BEC. The new notification replaced the old BEC, which was established in 2009. 
The new BEC is applicable to both new buildings and those undergoing major 
renovation, with the total gross floor area of more than 2 000 m2, which can be 
attributed to one of the nine building types: education, office buildings, theatre, 
convention hall, entertainment, department store, hotels, hospitals and 
condominiums. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://sso.agc.gov.sg/SL/BCA1989-S199-2008
https://sso.agc.gov.sg/SL/BCA1989-S199-2008
https://jdih.pu.go.id/detail-dokumen/2881/1#div_cari_detail
https://jdih.pu.go.id/detail-dokumen/2881/1#div_cari_detail
https://www.ratchakitcha.soc.go.th/DATA/PDF/2564/E/315/T_0002.PDF
https://www.ratchakitcha.soc.go.th/DATA/PDF/2564/E/315/T_0002.PDF
https://seforallateccj.org/wpdata/wp-content/uploads/ecap17-thailand.pdf
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The Philippines also developed the Guidelines on Energy Conserving Design of 
Buildings to establish the minimum requirements for the energy-efficient design 
for new and retrofit buildings. These guidelines apply to two types of designated 
establishments: Type 1, which are buildings that consumed between 500 000 kWh 
and 4 million kWh of energy in the previous year, and Type 2, which are buildings 
that consumed more than 4 million kWh of energy annually.  

Viet Nam renewed the National Technical Regulation on Energy Efficiency 
Buildings in 2017. The regulation provides mandatory technical standards in 
design for the new and retrofit building with a gross floor area of 2 500 m2 or larger. 
The regulation applies to buildings of the following types: offices, hotels, hospitals, 
schools, commercial and residential.  

Myanmar also revised its BEC in 2020, which replaced the previous regulation in 
2016. While Myanmar’s BEC contains a number of provisions for the minimum 
design standards that promote energy efficiency and green building criteria, it 
remains voluntary for implementation.  

In Brunei Darussalam, the Ministry of Development, along with the Energy 
Department Prime Minister’s office, has developed Energy Efficiency and 
Conservation building guidelines for non-residential buildings. The guidelines are 
regulatory mechanisms for buildings to establish energy efficiency and 
conservation standards. The building guidelines are mandatory for all government 
buildings and voluntary for all commercial buildings.  

In Malaysia, through the Malaysian Standard 1525:2019, the government enacted 
a voluntary BEC for non-residential buildings. This code focuses on the 
architectural and passive design strategy, building envelope, efficient air 
conditioning and lighting, EMS, application of renewable energy in new and 
existing non-residential buildings, and building energy performance. For 
Cambodia and Lao PDR, BECs are currently still being developed. 

Financial mechanisms could help to encourage the achievement of higher levels 
of buildings energy performance going beyond the minimum requirements for 
energy efficiency established by the regulations, as well as promote the use of 
specific energy-efficient and digital solutions.  

Several countries in ASEAN have implemented various financial policy 
instruments to support  energy efficiency and conservation projects in buildings, 
including:  

 Thailand (e.g. Energy Efficiency Revolving Fund and Energy Service Company 
fund)  

 Malaysia (Energy Performance Contracting Fund, Sustainability Achieved via 
Energy Efficiency, the Energy Audit Conditional Grant)  

https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/issuances/dc2020-12-0026%20guidelines.PDF
https://vgbc.vn/wp-content/uploads/2018/08/QCVN-09-2017-BXD-ENGLISH-Unofficial-Translation-by-VGBC.pdf
https://www.myanmar-law-library.org/topics/myanmar-construction-law/myanmar-national-building-code-2020/
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brunei/1/Brunei%20Darussalam%20INDC_FINAL_30%20November%202015.pdf
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brunei/1/Brunei%20Darussalam%20INDC_FINAL_30%20November%202015.pdf
https://www4.unfccc.int/sites/submissions/INDC/Published%20Documents/Brunei/1/Brunei%20Darussalam%20INDC_FINAL_30%20November%202015.pdf
https://www.seda.gov.my/pdfdownload/malaysian-standards-ms-1525-2019-energy-efficiency-and-use-of-renewable-energy-for-non-residential-buildings/
https://www.undp.org/sites/g/files/zskgke326/files/migration/kh/UNDP2020_Energy-Efficiency-in-Building-Policy-Brief-Cambodia_ENG_Small.pdf
https://seforallateccj.org/wpdata/wp-content/uploads/2017/04/report_laopdr.pdf
https://agep.aseanenergy.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/EEF-Guideline-in-Thailand.pdf
http://www.efe.or.th/escofund.php?task=&sessid=&lang=en
http://www.efe.or.th/escofund.php?task=&sessid=&lang=en
https://ipm.my/wp-content/uploads/2020/02/Energy-Performance-Contract-EPC-in-Malaysia-and-Other-Countries.pdf
https://www.seda.gov.my/saveprogram/#:%7E:text=The%20Sustainability%20Achieved%20Via%20Energy,Commission%20(ST)%20in%202021.
https://www.seda.gov.my/saveprogram/#:%7E:text=The%20Sustainability%20Achieved%20Via%20Energy,Commission%20(ST)%20in%202021.
https://www.seda.gov.my/energy-demand-management-edm/energy-audit-conditional-grant-commercial-building/
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 Singapore (Green Mark Incentive Scheme)  

 Indonesia (Viability Gap Fund and PT Sarana Multi Infrastruktur)  

 the Philippines (strategic investments from the Department of Energy)  

 and Viet Nam (National Technology Innovation Fund and the Viet Nam Energy 
Efficiency for Industrial and Enterprises).  

MEPS for appliances need to increase 
stringency to drive energy efficiency  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
Several countries in the ASEAN region have implemented energy efficiency 
requirements for electrical appliances, particularly focusing on air conditioners. All 
countries in the region now have some form of MEPS and labelling policies for air 
conditioners either in force or currently under development. However, the 
stringency of MEPS for appliances must be increased and countries must 
strengthen the enforcement of policies to drive further energy efficiency 
improvements in the region. Furthermore, rating methods and requirements for 
labels and standards differ across countries, which creates hurdles in creating a 
regional market for efficient appliances. In order to ensure MEPS across the region 
are coherent, ASEAN member states aim to develop a framework for 
harmonisation of standards and labels.  

Energy-efficient appliances and equipment 

Viet NamSingaporeThailand Philippines MyanmarMalaysiaLao PDRIndonesiaCambodiaBrunei 
Darussalam

No MEPS for 
major 

appliances used 
in buildings are 

available

MEPS are 
available for a 
few types of 

major 
appliances

MEPS are 
available for 
most of the 

types of major 
appliances

MEPS are 
available for all 

the types of 
major 

appliances

https://www1.bca.gov.sg/buildsg/sustainability/green-mark-incentive-schemes
https://www.ebtke.esdm.go.id/lintas/storage/pedoman_investasi/1654044420-ZVqfPnhb42.pdf
https://ptsmi.co.id/
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/announcements/DC%20on%20Fiscal%20Incentives%20as%20of%2010%20December%202021.pdf
https://www.most.gov.vn/en/news/169/national-technology-innovation-fund.aspx
https://veeie.vn/gioi-thieu/c14/about-veeie-project.html
https://veeie.vn/gioi-thieu/c14/about-veeie-project.html
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://aseanenergy.sharepoint.com/PublicationLibrary/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2023%2F02%2E%20External%20Communications%2F04%2E%20Report%2FFinal%20Report%20EE%20DSM%20%28rev%2E1%29%2Epdf&parent=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2023%2F02%2E%20External%20Communications%2F04%2E%20Report&p=true&ga=1
https://aseanenergy.sharepoint.com/PublicationLibrary/Forms/AllItems.aspx?id=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2023%2F02%2E%20External%20Communications%2F04%2E%20Report%2FFinal%20Report%20EE%20DSM%20%28rev%2E1%29%2Epdf&parent=%2FPublicationLibrary%2F2023%2F02%2E%20External%20Communications%2F04%2E%20Report&p=true&ga=1
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Status of MEPS and labelling for selected appliances and equipment in ASEAN  

 
IEA .CC BY 4.0. 

Note: CL = comparative label.  
Source: IEA (2022), Energy Efficiency 2022. 
 

In 2022, Brunei Darussalam introduced efficiency standards and labelling 
regulations specifically targeting electrical appliances. The Indonesian 
government promulgated MEPS and energy labelling regulations for air 
conditioners, refrigerators, fans, rice cookers and LED lamps. It is projected that 
these MEPS can help avoid energy demand of 2 exajoules (EJ) by 2030 and 7 EJ 
by 2050. Furthermore, the IEA identified that all air conditioners in the Indonesian 
market already meet the energy efficiency requirements. Meaning the current 
MEPS regulation had no effect in removing low-efficiency products. It is estimated 
that Indonesia alone could save 225 terawatt-hours (TWh) of electricity demand 
growth by 2050 by implementing robust appliance efficiency standards, energy 
pricing reforms, and building energy codes and standards. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://simebtke.esdm.go.id/sinergi/program_konservasi_energi/detail/1/regulasi-dan-standar-konservasi-energi
https://simebtke.esdm.go.id/sinergi/program_konservasi_energi/detail/1/regulasi-dan-standar-konservasi-energi
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b496b141-8c3b-47fc-adb2-90740eb0b3b8/AnEnergySectorRoadmaptoNetZeroEmissionsinIndonesia.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b496b141-8c3b-47fc-adb2-90740eb0b3b8/AnEnergySectorRoadmaptoNetZeroEmissionsinIndonesia.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/an-energy-sector-roadmap-to-net-zero-emissions-in-indonesia
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b496b141-8c3b-47fc-adb2-90740eb0b3b8/AnEnergySectorRoadmaptoNetZeroEmissionsinIndonesia.pdf
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Decentralised solar systems offer 
opportunities for the buildings sector’s 
decarbonisation 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
In ASEAN, the share of renewable electricity in the generation mix increased from 
28% to 33% between 2018 and 2020, mainly driven by the growing use of 
decentralised solar PV systems. This growth can be attributed to various 
government policies such as feed-in tariffs, net energy metering and power 
purchase agreements (PPAs), which incentivise the deployment of rooftop solar 
systems. It is expected that renewable energy capacity will increase by 
51 gigawatts (GW) (+56%) during the 2022-2027 period, where solar PV will 
account for over half of the growth, followed by onshore wind and hydropower. 
However, some countries, such as Viet Nam, are considering policy changes that 
may hinder the growth of rooftop solar due to grid congestion. Hence, to accelerate 
the decarbonisation process and achieve faster deployment of renewables, it is 
crucial to invest in grid infrastructure, simplify permitting procedures, update 
national energy strategies with ambitious targets and attract international 
investment.  

On-site renewable energy generation

Viet NamSingaporeThailand Philippines MyanmarMalaysiaLao PDRIndonesiaCambodiaBrunei 
Darussalam

No policies or 
programmes for 

on-site RE 
generation in 
buildings are 

available

Voluntary 
policies or 

programmes for 
on-site RE 

generation are 
available

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site RE 
generation for 
some building 

types are 
available 

Mandatory 
policies for on-

site RE 
generation for all 

building types 
are available 

https://www.irena.org/-/media/Files/IRENA/Agency/Publication/2022/Sep/IRENA_Renewable_energy_outlook_ASEAN_2022.pdf?rev=ef7557c64c3b4750be08f9590601634c
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/ada7af90-e280-46c4-a577-df2e4fb44254/Renewables2022.pdf
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Renewable capacity additions in Asia and the Pacific, 2010-2027 (left), and annual 
capacity additions by country, 2019-2027 (right) 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: Acc. case = accelerated case. Other Asia Pacific excludes China. 
Source: IEA (2022), Renewables 2022. 
 

IEA analysis for an accelerated renewable deployment scenario estimates that 
deployment in ASEAN in the period of 2022-2027 would need to be more than 
50% higher in the main case. Solar PV and wind turbines have the largest potential 
for power generation due to lower generation costs compared with other 
renewables and these technologies have become more competitive with coal-fired 
generation. 

ASEAN's solar PV deployment in the commercial and residential sectors is 
estimated to almost triple from 2022 to 2027, led by Viet Nam but with important 
growth in Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand.  

In the first quarter of 2020, Viet Nam was the leader among ASEAN countries in 
terms of installed rooftop solar capacity, mainly driven by policies that the 
government previously applied, such as a feed-in-tariff scheme, net-energy 
metering and power purchase agreements (PPAs). At the end of 2020, the total 
rooftop solar capacity in commercial operations stood at 7.7 GW. However, the 
growth of rooftop solar will likely be hampered due to the government proposal in 
the upcoming Power Development Plan 8 to replace the net energy metering 
policy with self-consumption. Under the proposal, Viet Nam Electricity will no 
longer purchase generated power from rooftop solar, and the capacity will remain 
at the same level until 2030.  

In Thailand, as of 2020, the installed solar rooftop capacity reached 3 GW, 
supported by a net metering scheme for residential solar PVs launched in 2019. 
Under this programme, the Provincial Electricity Authority purchases solar 
electricity generated by PV systems installed on the roofs of residential houses. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/ada7af90-e280-46c4-a577-df2e4fb44254/Renewables2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/ada7af90-e280-46c4-a577-df2e4fb44254/Renewables2022.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/ada7af90-e280-46c4-a577-df2e4fb44254/Renewables2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/renewables-2022
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2017/04/19/vietnam-releases-fit-and-net-metering-scheme-for-solar/
https://www.pv-magazine.com/2017/04/19/vietnam-releases-fit-and-net-metering-scheme-for-solar/
https://insightplus.bakermckenzie.com/bm/projects/vietnam-new-guidelines-clarify-licensing-requirements-for-rooftop-solar-power-systems_1
https://vir.com.vn/vietnams-further-evolving-regulations-and-policies-on-energy-98042.html
https://vir.com.vn/vietnams-further-evolving-regulations-and-policies-on-energy-98042.html
https://vir.com.vn/vietnams-further-evolving-regulations-and-policies-on-energy-98042.html
https://www.bangkokpost.com/business/2191995/powering-up-rooftop-solar-in-thailand
https://ppim.pea.co.th/project/solar/detail/62885d055bdc7f264c5edcdd/
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During the 2022-2023 period, the Provincial Electricity Authority set the purchase 
price at a fixed rate of about USD 0.063 per kWh for ten years. The Provincial 
Electricity Authority also determines that the total purchase target for the 
programme is 5 MW per year. Although the new power development plan is 
currently being drafted, the targets and measures for increasing renewable 
capacity that will be included in the plan remain uncertain.  

Installed capacity of solar PVs in commercial and residential buildings in Viet Nam 
(left), and Indonesia, the Philippines, Thailand (right) 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: A = actual; F = forecast. 
 

Apart from government policies, Sumitomo Rubber Industries in Thailand has 
also taken steps towards promoting renewable energy by announcing the 
installation of the world's largest rooftop solar system. The system will have a 
capacity of 22 megawatts (MW) and is expected to generate 30 gigawatt-hours 
(GWh) of electricity annually, making it a significant contribution towards 
achieving the country's renewable energy target. The installation is scheduled to 
be completed in January 2025, marking a significant step towards promoting 
clean energy in Thailand. 

In Singapore, the Building and Construction Authority and Energy Market 
Authority worked together to develop a one-stop guide for installing solar PV by 
residential dwellers and building developers. Through Green Mark 2021, 
Intelligence Section, the Building and Construction Authority also requires 
buildings to install on-site renewable energy to be certified under the Green Mark 
scheme. Building owners can benefit from installing solar PVs for self-
consumption as well as selling the excess electricity to the grid. Energy Market 

https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40015856
https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40015856
https://solarquarter.com/2023/03/01/sumitomo-rubber-industries-installs-rooftop-solar-panel-array-in-thailand/
https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/handbook_for_solar_pv_systems.pdf
https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/20211027_energy_simplified_ver1.pdf
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Authority offers several payment schemes for different customers, depending on 
their contestability and solar capacity.  

The Singapore government, through the Housing & Development Board, also 
introduced the SolarNova auction programme to boost solar PV installations. The 
programme promotes and auctions aggregated solar demand by solar projects 
across government agencies. The SolarNova programme works by facilitating the 
development of solar PV systems on public sector buildings and sites, such as 
schools, hospitals and government agencies. The programme invites private solar 
companies to submit proposals for the installation and maintenance of solar PV 
systems on these sites. The solar companies are selected through a competitive 
bidding process based on their proposed pricing, technical capabilities and track 
record. Once selected, the solar companies will design, install, operate and 
maintain the solar PV systems, and sell the electricity generated to the relevant 
government agency or institution. Between 2015 and 2020, the auction 
programme awarded 296 MW of solar capacity.  

Malaysia also introduced a net energy metering (NEM) programme for solar PVs 
in November 2016. The programme is divided into three schemes, each tailored 
to specific consumer categories: NEM Rakyat serves domestic consumers, NEM 
GoMEn caters to government agencies and NOVA (Net Offset Virtual 
Aggregation) targets commercial and industrial consumers. Each programme also 
capped the total maximum PV capacity eligible for participation during the period 
2021-2023: 150 MW for NEM Rakyat, 100 MW for NEM GoMEn and 800 MW for 
NOVA. Within this programme, any excess electricity produced by solar PVs can 
be exported to the grid and counted against the next electricity bill on a one-to-
one basis. Additionally, in support of the development of renewable energy in the 
country from May 2021, Kuala Lumpur City Hall required all future residential and 
commercial developments in the city to source 30% of their electricity from 
renewable energy. This has supported Kuala Lumpur’s ambition to become 
carbon-neutral by 2050.  

In Indonesia, the Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources recently held a public 
hearing to inform the public regarding the revision of Regulation No. 26 of 2021, 
which governs the export of rooftop solar electricity to the grid. The revision 
replaces the exporting scheme with self-consumption, which means that 
consumers will no longer be able to export excess electricity to the grid and receive 
a reduction in their electricity bill. The new revision also eliminated the capacity 
charge for industrial players. Furthermore, through Indonesia’s National Energy 
Plan, the country also imposes a mandatory policy for government and public 
buildings to use a minimum of 30% of their rooftop area for rooftop solar PV.  

The Philippines also developed a net metering programme that allows end users 
to install up to 100 kW renewable energy sources to lower the electricity cost and 

https://www.ema.gov.sg/guide_to_solar_pv.aspx
https://www.ema.gov.sg/guide_to_solar_pv.aspx
https://www.hdb.gov.sg/about-us/our-role/smart-and-sustainable-living/solarnova-page
https://www.power-technology.com/comment/singapore-solar-power-2030/
https://www.seda.gov.my/misc/frequently-asked-questions/net-metering-nem-faq/
https://www.seda.gov.my/reportal/nem/
https://www.ien.com.my/post/dbkl-s-requirement-of-30-renewable-energy-for-residential-commercial-projects
https://www.ien.com.my/post/dbkl-s-requirement-of-30-renewable-energy-for-residential-commercial-projects
https://ebtke.esdm.go.id/post/2022/02/07/3071/telah.terbit.peraturan.menteri.esdm.nomor.26.tahun.2021.tentang.plts.atap.yang.terhubung.pada.jaringan.tenaga.listrik.pemegang.iuptl.untuk.kepentingan.umum
https://www.esdm.go.id/assets/media/content/content-rencana-umum-energi-nasional-ruen.pdf
https://www.esdm.go.id/assets/media/content/content-rencana-umum-energi-nasional-ruen.pdf
https://www.esdm.go.id/assets/media/content/content-rencana-umum-energi-nasional-ruen.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/renewable_energy/Net-Metering-Guidebook-2022.pdf
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sell the excess to the grid. In addition, the Philippines introduced Green Energy 
Option Programme, a voluntary policy to permit individuals or entities to source 
their electricity from renewable energy suppliers, thus lowering their emissions.  

In order to accelerate solar rooftop deployment, the Philippines Department of 
Energy has implemented DC 2020-12-0026, which mandates that new and 
existing buildings meeting certain criteria must incorporate solar PV or other 
renewable energy sources. Specifically, buildings with electrical loads of at least 
112.5 kilovolt-amperes (kVa) or a total gross floor area of 10 000 m2 or more are 
required to source a minimum of 1% of their projected annual energy requirements 
from solar PV or other renewable energy sources. 

Solar rooftop supporting policies for commercial and residential consumers 

 

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: All information collected as of July 2023. The net energy metering programme is a mechanism that allows solar 
panel owners to export excess electricity generated back to the grid and receive credits for the surplus of energy. Self-
consumption refers to the utilisation of the solar energy generated by the rooftop PV to power the facility/property directly, 
reducing dependency on grid electricity and potentially leading to cost savings.  
 

https://policy.asiapacificenergy.org/sites/default/files/Green%20Energy%20Option%20Program%20%28GEOP%29.pdf
https://policy.asiapacificenergy.org/sites/default/files/Green%20Energy%20Option%20Program%20%28GEOP%29.pdf
https://www.pna.gov.ph/articles/1131318#:%7E:text=MANILA%20%E2%80%93%20New%20and%20existing%20buildings,energy%2Dconserving%20design%20of%20buildings.
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Use of energy storage in buildings is very 
limited across the region  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
ASEAN member states have begun to address the intermittency of renewable 
energy through the deployment of energy storage, both on and off the grid. 
Currently, energy storage deployment across the region is largely centred around 
grid-scale projects, although there are some initiatives at the microgrid and 
distributed levels. In buildings, energy storage integration occurs close to the point 
of energy generation and consumption.  

Across the region, there is a lack of policy evidence mandating the installation of 
energy storage. Nevertheless, there are already some energy storage solutions at 
the buildings level; however, the flexibility potential that storage solutions could 
offer through participation in demand response and other load management 
programmes is currently not being utilised.  

In Singapore, the Energy Market Authority and  Singapore Power Group plan to 
pilot an ice thermal energy storage in George Street to support energy demand 
from the Marina Bay district cooling network. The energy storage system will have 
a capacity up to 1 500 refrigeration tonne-hours, enabling savings of up to 2 MW, 
equivalent to the energy consumption of 170 four-room flats in a single day. The 
pilot project is anticipated to be completed in the third quarter of 2026.  

In Thailand, Vistec University and Chumpoll Temple have also implemented a 
battery energy storage system (BESS) to enhance their renewable energy 
operations. They employ lithium-based batteries with capacities of 0.86 MW 
(Vistec University) and 5 kW (Chumpoll Temple) to ensure a consistent power 
supply sourced from on-site solar PV. 

On-site energy storage

Viet NamSingaporeThailandPhilippinesMyanmarMalaysiaLao PDRIndonesiaCambodiaBrunei 
Darussalam
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https://www.spgroup.com.sg/about-us/media-resources/news-and-media-releases/EMA-and-SP-Group-to-pilot-thermal-energy-storage-system-at-electricity-substation
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Smart sensors and controls are making their 
way into smart buildings pilot projects 

  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
Smart solutions in buildings are being implemented in ASEAN countries at a 
limited scale and mainly in non-residential buildings. While there are currently no 
policies mandating the use of smart digital technologies in buildings, the topic has 
gained interest among policy makers. Various countries in the region have taken 
initiatives to promote building digitalisation.  

Singapore through its Green Mark 2021 will encourage the use of smart building 
solutions, processes and controls, as well as relevant data and analytics, while a 
number of other countries, for example Indonesia, Malaysia, Thailand, Viet Nam, 
and have implemented pilot projects to test some smart solutions in real-life 
buildings operations. 

Energy management and automation in 
buildings expand potential of energy 
efficiency  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 

Internet of things /smart sensors and controls
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Building energy management & automation systems 

Viet NamSingaporeThailand Philippines MyanmarMalaysiaLao PDRIndonesiaCambodiaBrunei 
Darussalam
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https://www1.bca.gov.sg/buildsg/sustainability/green-mark-certification-scheme/green-mark-2021
https://seads.adb.org/news/building-green-and-smart-city-indonesias-new-capital
https://iopscience.iop.org/article/10.1088/1742-6596/2053/1/012001/pdf
http://www.shinawatratower3.com/shinawatra.html
https://opengovasia.com/vietnam-accelerates-smart-city-building/
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The highlights the potential benefits of building digitalisation to enhance economic 
growth, energy savings and environmental sustainability. Building digitalisation, 
including BEMS and BAS, can enhance buildings energy efficiency and flexibility. 
Despite being in its infancy stage, the building digitalisation market in the region 
is expected to grow significantly, with an estimated compound annual growth rate 
of 13% over the next few years. At present, there are no policies in the ASEAN 
region that mandate the use of digital technologies in buildings, but the topic has 
gained interest among policy makers, particularly with respect to energy 
management.  

Singapore’s Code for Environmental Sustainability of Buildings included a BEMS, 
a standalone EMS or other similar systems to compute and display the total 
system energy efficiency and its component. The code is mandated for 
non-residential buildings with a minimum gross floor area of 5 000 m2. 

Singapore’s newest Green Mark 2021 included integrated energy management 
and control systems among its assessment criteria. This criterion evaluates the 
presence of any mechanisms for tracking building energy use and presenting data 
in a relevant manner to encourage occupants and building managers to optimise 
building energy consumption. It covers digital tools, such as energy consumption 
monitoring and benchmarking systems; heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
(HVAC) demand controls; and lighting controls.  

The Thailand 20-Year Energy Efficiency Development Plan emphasises the 
importance of EMS for reporting and verification on buildings. The development 
plan also includes a set of strategic measures to mandate buildings to follow 
certain rules, regulations and standards. One of the measures is to enforce the 
Energy Conservation Promotion Act B.E. 2535 (2021) to establish designated 
buildings and factories to implement an EMS and impose a penalty for those that 
violate the regulation. The act will be enforced for nine building types with a 
minimum total gross floor area of 2 000 m2 or more or buildings that consume the 
energy of 1 million kWh per year or more.  

The Indonesian Ministry of Energy and Mineral Resources and Danish Energy 
Agency have developed a roadmap for promoting energy efficiency and low-
carbon buildings in the construction sector. The primary aim of this roadmap is to 
provide guidance and direction to transition towards low GHG emissions, greater 
energy efficiency and more environmentally friendly buildings in Indonesia. 
Recently, the Indonesian government promulgated Government Regulation No. 
33/2023, lowering the minimum energy consumption threshold; this revision 
requires that all commercial and public buildings with the annual energy 
consumption of 500 tonnes of oil equivalent (toe) and higher (instead of from 
6 000 toe) implement energy management programmes, which involve appointing 
energy managers and developing energy management plans. The roadmap 

https://www.thejakartapost.com/opinion/2022/08/15/how-digitalized-buildings-can-improve-energy-efficiency-in-asean.html
https://www.prnewswire.com/news-releases/southeast-asian-building-management-system-bms-market-forecast-to-2022-300494572.html
https://aseanenergy.org/how-digitalized-buildings-can-improve-energy-efficiency-in-asean/
https://aseanenergy.org/how-digitalized-buildings-can-improve-energy-efficiency-in-asean/
https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/es-code_reg-2008_edition-4-0.pdf
https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/20211206_energy-technical-guide_r1.pdf?sfvrsn=4bdbcb84_0
https://www.eppo.go.th/images/POLICY/ENG/EEDP_Eng.pdf
http://berc.dede.go.th/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/EnCon_Act.pdf
http://energyauditorthai.com/wp-content/uploads/01_%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%8F%E0%B8%AB%E0%B8%A1%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A2_%E0%B8%A0%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%A9%E0%B8%B2%E0%B8%AD%E0%B8%B1%E0%B8%87%E0%B8%81%E0%B8%A4%E0%B8%A9/17.Energy_Management_Scheme_of_Thailand.pdf
https://globalabc.org/index.php/resources/publications/roadmap-energy-efficient-low-carbon-buildings-and-construction-sector
https://globalabc.org/index.php/resources/publications/roadmap-energy-efficient-low-carbon-buildings-and-construction-sector
https://peraturan.bpk.go.id/Home/Details/252083/pp-no-33-tahun-2023
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outlines a vision for the future, with the anticipation that by 2030 a substantial 
number of energy managers will have received training in energy management. 
Furthermore, by 2050, all commercial and public buildings are expected to have 
operational BEMS in place, supported by dedicated energy managers. 

According to an Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation, Brunei Darussalam is 
considering implementing ISO 50001 standard for energy management policy as 
it continues to develop its national energy management policy. The government 
of Brunei Darussalam is encouraging building owners to install BEMS, BAS and 
electronic controllers to increase energy efficiency.  

In Malaysia, the government developed Malaysian Standard 1525:2019, a 
voluntary code of practice for energy efficiency and renewable energy for 
non-residential buildings. The code provides a broad range of energy efficiency 
measures, including implementation of an EMS. The EMS covers BAS for 
buildings with air-conditioning systems serving an area of 4 000 m2 or more.  

ASEAN has developed professional training programmes and certifications for 
energy managers to support the implementation of BEMS, BAS and other digital 
technologies in buildings.  has successfully trained 343 energy managers since its 
inception in 2010. In 2022, a new programme, the Sustainable ASEAN Energy 
Management Certification Scheme, was initiated, emphasising the integration of 
digital technologies such as e-learning and virtual reality for practical training. 
Subsequently, the ASEAN-Japan Energy Efficiency Partnership Scheme 4 was 
introduced, aiming to improve the quality of the previous curriculum and training 
system. It proposes advanced practical measures for energy efficiency and 
enhances the implementation of related regulatory frameworks. This scheme 
capitalises on digital technology to augment the quality of training, thereby 
demonstrating the power of digital tools in driving energy efficiency. 

 

Nucleus Tower in Malaysia – a nexus of passive energy-efficient design and 
active digital technologies 

Nucleus Tower is a 24-storey office tower with a 3-storey commercial annex 
located in the popular Mutiara Damansara area in Malaysia. It is a green building 
with Green Building Index Gold Grade A certification, boasting several energy-
efficient technologies. High efficiency glazing with double-glazed 12.88 millimetre 
glass, vertical shading and an overall thermal transfer value of 42.31 (watts per 
square metre) results in substantially lower building energy demand.  

The building features an underfloor air-conditioning system or air distribution 
system for the offices to provide zonal space cooling and thus reduce the energy 
demand for cooling. Other energy-efficient features include lighting motion 
sensors, photo sensors and LED lights. During construction, the building adopted 

https://aperc.or.jp/file/2016/4/28/Brunei_Darussalam_Compendium_2015_Final.pdf
https://www.mgbc.org.my/Downloads/20200509_Webinar_Series_Module_4/Module_4_Part_3_Energy_Management_System_R1_by_Ir_Ahmad_Izdihar_09052020.pdf
https://aseanenergy.org/the-inception-meeting-of-asean-japan-energy-efficiency-partnership-ajeep-2022/
https://aseanenergy.org/the-inception-meeting-of-asean-japan-energy-efficiency-partnership-ajeep-2022/
https://www.greenbuildingindex.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/04/1.0-Nucleus-Tower_Feb-22_Option-2.pdf
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environmentally friendly processes such as the use of Mivan system formwork to 
reduce formwork waste, with 38% of building materials being sourced regionally. 
The building has been designed and constructed with storm water management 
and erosion and sedimentation soil prevention standards and uses 66.7 kilowatt-
peak (kWp) solar panels to generate electricity. 

The building also uses an integrated building management system, 
Smartstruxture, which allows for effective monitoring, measuring and optimisation 
of energy use. Smartstruxture is a building management system developed by 
Schneider Electric that combines environmental control, energy management and 
monitoring, and security management.  

All of these sustainable measures have resulted in Nucleus Tower achieving a 
building energy intensity of 113 kWh/year/m2, which is more than 50% lower in 
comparison to a typical office tower. This remarkable performance is due to the 
combination of passive design initiatives, active digital components and 
sustainable features that make Nucleus Tower an energy-efficient building. 

Smart meter programmes are being rolled out 
across the region 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
While the number of smart meters installed across the ASEAN region is relatively 
low (around 30 million as of 2022), it is expected to grow rapidly. The cumulative 
amount of smart meter installations in the region is estimated to reach 115 million 
by 2030, with a compound annual growth rate of 25%. To effectively sustain the 
smart meter growth, the region will need an annual investment of USD 1.5 billion. 
The investment will play a pivotal role in supporting the deployment, maintenance 
and advancement of the smart meter infrastructure. 

Smart meters in buildings 
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https://ecostruxure-building-help.se.com/bms/topics/show.castle?id=10767&locale=en-US&productversion=1.8
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/decarbonisation-enablers/digitalisation
https://www.iea.org/energy-system/decarbonisation-enablers/digitalisation
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ASEAN smart meter deployment and annual investment, 2010-2030e 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Note: e = estimated. 
Source: IEA analysis based on IEA (2023), Tracking Clean Energy Progress 2023 and BloombergNEF (2017). 
 

Each of the ASEAN member states started rolling out programmes to support the 
uptake of smart meters, mainly driven by the utilities, to improve data collection 
and billing processes. While the installation of smart meters itself does not ensure 
interaction between buildings and the grid, their deployment helps to create such 
opportunities in future, especially if smart meters are integrated into a broader 
framework of smart grid infrastructure and energy management systems.  

Smart meter programmes in ASEAN 

Country Smart meter rolling out status 

Brunei Darussalam 
In 2023, over 4 000 units of smart meters were installed at private 
residences and commercial buildings through the Unified Smart 
Metering System. 

Cambodia 
Cambodia is currently expanding its grid capabilities through a 
USD 127 million loan provided by the Asian Development Bank 
(ADB), including the installation of smart meters. 

Indonesia 
At the beginning of 2023, Perusahaan Listrik Negara (PLN), as the 
national electric utility, will start rolling out 1.2 million smart meters to 
customers. PLN is expecting to expand the smart meter coverage to 
75 million over a ten year span.  

Lao PDR 

Electricity Du Laos, in co-operation with Huawei, is undertaking the 
installation of over 500 000 smart meters across four districts of 
Vientiane Capital. The smart meter installation programme has been 
ongoing since 2018, and installation has already been completed in 
Chanthabouly and Sisattanak districts. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/tracking-clean-energy-progress-2023
https://www.bruneinewsgazette.com/installation-of-unified-smart-metering-system/
https://www.adb.org/news/127-8-million-adb-loan-help-expand-power-grid-cambodia
https://www.thejakartapost.com/news/2020/06/17/pln-to-install-79-million-smart-meters-in-indonesia-after-billing-fiasco.html
https://e.huawei.com/hk/videolist/local/2d59ec15022942edaf44cae31ba69b68
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Country Smart meter rolling out status 

Malaysia 

Tenaga Nasional Berhad, as a national power utility, in early 2023, 
had met its target of installing 1.8 million smart meters in Klang 
Valley, Melaka. The utility plans to expand the smart meter roll-out to 
reach a nationwide scale of 9.1 million by 2026.  

Myanmar 
In 2019, Myanmar piloted smart meters and AMI projects in the 
capital of Nay Pyi Taw. 

Philippines 
 

The national power utility, Manila Electric Company, had already 
installed more than 140 000 smart meters by the first half of 2021 
and is targeted to install 3.3 million smart meters by 2024. 

Singapore 
Singapore had installed more than 788 000 smart meters as of 
31 March 2023 and is planning to reach 1.5 million installations by 
2024. 

Thailand 
As of 2021, Thailand had rolled out 116 000 smart meters in Pattaya 
City. 

Viet Nam 
By 2022, over 4 million smart meters had been installed in Viet Nam. 
Additionally, 93% of consumers in the Central region and Central 
Highlands had smart meters installed. 

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Governments across the region are 
recognising the need for modernised and 
smarter grids 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
Today, the ASEAN power system is still dominated by generation from fossil fuels. To 
achieve its renewable energy target, the installed variable renewable energy (VRE) 
generation capacity in the ASEAN region needs to increase from 33% in 2020 to 50% 
by 2025. With renewable energy generation expected to increase in the following 
years, there is a pressing need for the grid to become more flexible and able to 
manage numerous points of electricity generation and consumption. IEA analysis 
shows that investment in transmission in ASEAN is falling short. Under the IEA Stated 
Policies Scenario, the average transmission investment for 2025-2030 needs to be 

Smart grids
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https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/tnb-resumes-smart-meter-installations/
https://www.ucsy.edu.mm/publications/CS_2_2_Smart%20Meter%20&%20AMR-AMI%20in%20Myanmar_MEEA_U%20Myint%20Zaw.pdf
https://iotbusiness-platform.com/insights/powering-smart-city-developments-in-south-east-asia/
https://iotbusiness-platform.com/insights/powering-smart-city-developments-in-south-east-asia/
https://www.spgroup.com.sg/about-us/media-resources/energy-hub/reliability/shaping-the-evolution-of-electricity-meters-in-the-past-25-years
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/why-singapore-needs-to-get-smart-about-metering/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/why-singapore-needs-to-get-smart-about-metering/
https://www.smart-energy.com/industry-sectors/smart-meters/thailand-lessons-from-a-116000-smart-meter-rollout/
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/More-than-93-of-customers-in-the-Central-region-and-Central-Highlands-have-electronic-meters-installed-66-163-2544.aspx
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/More-than-93-of-customers-in-the-Central-region-and-Central-Highlands-have-electronic-meters-installed-66-163-2544.aspx
https://aseanenergy.org/the-6th-asean-energy-outlook/
https://aseanenergy.org/the-6th-asean-energy-outlook/
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/2b8496af-191d-4d3c-bc28-b722e5fa5813/Businessmodelsforprivatelyfinancedtransmission.pdf
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40% higher than the 2019 level. Additionally, in the Sustainable Development 
Scenario, this investment should be nearly 50% higher than the 2019 level. 

Annual transmission investment in ASEAN compared with annual average investment 
in IEA Stated Policies and Sustainable Development Scenarios, 2025-2030  

 

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Notes: SDS = Sustainable Development Scenario, a trajectory consistent with Paris agreement; STEPS = Stated Policies 
Scenario, a trajectory consistent with current policies of governments. 
Source: IEA (2020), Attracting private investment to the electricity transmission sector in Southeast Asia. 
  

Efforts will need to be made to improve transmission infrastructure, including the 
expansion of high-voltage transmission lines and the development of smart grid 
technologies. Recognising this, many countries in ASEAN have developed smart 
grid plans to improve their grid capacity, while mitigating challenges posed by 
fluctuating availability and the distributed nature of VRE to ensure the reliability of 
electricity supply. 

Thailand’s Energy Policy and Planning Office within the Ministry of Energy 
published Thailand’s smart grid development Master Plan (2015-2036). The 
master plan serves as a framework for developing a holistic smart grid policy and 
outlines technological development and investment direction. The preparatory 
phase was carried out from 2015 to 2016, followed by the short-term phase from 
2017 to 2021. Currently, efforts are being made to prepare for the medium-term 
phase (2022 to 2031), focusing on several key areas. These include promoting 
real-time pricing, establishing data centres on renewable generation forecasts, 
and incentivising private-sector development of relevant software and hardware. 
A long-term planning phase will commence in 2032-2036, with greater emphasis 
on the investment of new technologies from the infrastructure that has already 
been developed. 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/2b8496af-191d-4d3c-bc28-b722e5fa5813/Businessmodelsforprivatelyfinancedtransmission.pdf
https://asean.org/wp-content/uploads/images/2015/October/outreach-document/Edited%20APG-3.pdf
https://www.eppo.go.th/images/Infromation_service/EppoAnnualReport/EPPOAnnualReport2014.pdf
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The Indonesian national electricity utility, PLN, has a roadmap for developing the 
smart grid in Indonesia, divided into two distinct phases. The first phase 
(2021-2025) prioritises grid automation and management and the implementation 
of AMI. The second phase (2026-onwards) will focus on integrating DERs, energy 
storage systems and demand response mechanisms.  

Since 2014, PLN has undertaken several pilot smart grid projects in various cities 
across Indonesia to test and refine smart grid technologies. In 2019, PLN installed 
smart load dispatching devices in Sumba to address solar energy intermittency. 
The dispatching device used the automated dispatch system to manage energy 
load and production for a hybrid solar power plant with diesel generators. 

The Vietnamese government established a smart grid knowledge hub, an initiative 
by the Smart Grids for Renewable Energy and Energy Efficiency project, which is 
implemented by the Electricity Regulatory Authority of Viet Nam. The hub serves 
as a public platform on the topic, experience, concept sharing and official 
documents related to smart grid applications in the country. The hub was 
developed in support of Viet Nam’s upcoming Power Development Plan VIII 
2021-2030, which includes a smart grid plan to enhance the power quality and 
reliability of the power supply. A detailed strategy for the development of smart 
grids in Viet Nam has not yet been publicly released.  

The Philippines has developed the Smart Distribution Utility Roadmap, which 
outlines the plan for the transition to a smart grid. The full implementation is 
expected by 2040. The country's plan envisions a comprehensive range of 
capabilities for the smart grid, such as a self-healing grid, the implementation of a 
competitive retail market, optimisation of energy storage systems, virtual power 
plants (VPPs), and smart homes and cities. 

In Malaysia, since 2016, Tenaga Nasional Berhad utility has been actively working 
on smart grid initiatives. The primary goal of these initiatives is to create an 
advanced and digitally enabled national grid, aimed at optimising efficiency and 
enhancing reliability. The focus areas for the smart grid initiatives include 
automated monitoring and control, data analytics, supply reliability, integration of 
DERs, promoting green energy, and implementing robust cybersecurity 
measures. Malaysia’s Sustainable Energy Development Authority has also 
developed the Malaysia Renewable Energy Roadmap, which identifies the smart 
grid as a crucial initiative to achieve the renewable energy target of 40% by 2035.  

The Energy Market Authority of Singapore, in collaboration with the SP Group and 
the Technology Policy and Plans Office, is also developing to enhance grid 
resiliency (see Chapter 2). The grid digital twin serves as a virtual representation 
of the physical power grid assets and networks, leveraging real-time data for 
operation. This digital twin will consist of two essential models: the asset twin, 

https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/8409fbba-7c53-4c95-89c2-3f653fd4ffd7/210226SmartGridsWS-PLNpresentation.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/8409fbba-7c53-4c95-89c2-3f653fd4ffd7/210226SmartGridsWS-PLNpresentation.pdf
https://www.iaria.org/conferences2023/filesENERGY23/30047_ENERGY.pdf
http://smart-grid.vn/knowledge-hub/
https://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/5.9.2021-Draft-PDP8_En.pdf
https://vepg.vn/wp-content/uploads/2021/09/5.9.2021-Draft-PDP8_En.pdf
https://www.energytransitionpartnership.org/uploads/2022/09/Smart-Grid-Policy-Framework-and-Roadmap-of-the-Philippines.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/pep
https://www.tnb.com.my/smart-grid/
https://www.seda.gov.my/reportal/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/MyRER_webVer-1.pdf
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designed to optimise the planning, operations and maintenance of grid assets, 
and the network twin, used to assess the effects of additional loads and DERs. 

Integration of VRE can also be facilitated through cross-border interconnections 
across the region, while providing operational flexibility. In addition, increasing the 
transmission lines with multilateral trading can lower the curtailment of renewable 
energy and, therefore, lower operational costs for the system. In the region, 
member states are developing the ASEAN Power Grid to establish cross-border 
transmission lines that will fully interconnect the ASEAN member states. 

As of 2021, significant progress has been made on interconnections. For instance, 
Malaysia is connected to Singapore by means of a 400 kilovolt (kV) high-voltage 
direct current transmission link with a capacity of 600 MW, while a 230 kV 
alternating current (AC) line with a capacity of 300 MW connects Thailand, 
Malaysia and Singapore. Another line with the same capacity and voltage 
connects these countries to Lao PDR. A new interconnection project involving 
Brunei Darussalam, Indonesia, Malaysia and the Philippines is currently in its 
initial phase. The project aims to utilise exclusively renewable energy sources and 
is expected to have a minimum capacity of 500 kV to 1 000 kV. 

Lack of interoperability standards is one of 
the challenges for EGIBs  

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
In the ASEAN region, there are currently no mandated policies, projects or 
programmes that utilise technologies to enable communication and information 
flow at the equipment level, such as CTA-2045. However, Viet Nam has adopted 
IEC 10192-2017:3, which outlines the features of home control system known as 
the home electronic system that CTA-2045 has incorporated and adapted for its 
own use. It is important to note that IEC 10192-2017:3 is not a standard socket 
like CTA-2045. Instead, it comprises a universal communication module for 
facilitating the exchange of energy management data between devices and EMS 
through the home network.  
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https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/b368bf70-317d-4666-b673-0009b79ded39/ASEAN_Renewable_Energy_Integration_Analysis.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/2b8496af-191d-4d3c-bc28-b722e5fa5813/Businessmodelsforprivatelyfinancedtransmission.pdf
https://indonesiabusinesspost.com/lobby/indonesia-drives-effort-to-establish-asean-power-grids-interconnection/
https://www.trade.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/Smart%20Grid%20Interoperability%20Standards%20Adoption%20in%20Southeast%20Asia_Publication_508_Compliant.pdf
https://standards.iteh.ai/catalog/standards/iec/63309a05-eebb-4fc6-ba6b-6b0ac6ddbcef/iso-iec-10192-3-2017
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Nevertheless, several countries in the ASEAN region have implemented BACnet 
(building automation and control network) projects, which enable the integration 
of load-connected devices with the EMS. This has led to positive trends in load-
connected devices, although not necessarily based on CTA-2045. 

A study on smart grid interoperability standards adoption in Southeast Asia 
suggests that countries in the region can explore the opportunity to adopt the CTA-
2045 standard. This would involve upgrading old appliances with a new universal 
communication module, enabling their participation in demand response 
programmes. 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
While the adoption of building automation and communication protocols 
(i.e. LonWorks, BACnet, Modbus, KNX, Zigbee) technologies in ASEAN buildings 
has gained momentum, there are no policies in place that specifically mandate 
their installation. Nevertheless, the increasing implementation of BACnet systems 
indicates a positive trend towards B2G interactivity. 

In Singapore, the 2021 4th Edition of the Code for Environmental Sustainability of 
Buildings addressed sustainable technologies as alternative solutions aimed at 
reducing carbon emissions from buildings. These technologies involve the 
implementation of an open protocol network backbone, such as BACnet, Modbus 
and other similar protocols. These protocols play a crucial role in enhancing 
building management systems by enabling the exchange of data points and 
facilitating seamless communication and integration with other building systems.  

Tanjong Pagar Centre, the tallest landmark office space in Singapore, utilises ABB 
Cyclon, a BACnet building control technology that offers integrated control 
solutions for energy management applications. ABB Cyclon is employed for 
intelligent control of various HVAC equipment, including boilers, chillers, cooling 
towers, air-handling units, lighting control, variable frequency drives and metering. 
Moreover, the building has obtained Green Mark Platinum and LEED 
certifications, with an estimated energy savings of 31% compared with similarly 
certified and compliant buildings. 
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https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/es-code_reg-2008_edition-4-0.pdf
https://www1.bca.gov.sg/docs/default-source/docs-corp-buildsg/sustainability/es-code_reg-2008_edition-4-0.pdf
https://library.e.abb.com/public/1b53fbd8b68248ec8ebd4d54de9388d9/ABB_Cylon_A4_TanjongPagarCentre_CaseStudy_global.pdf
https://www.arup.com/projects/tanjong-pagar-centre
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The Viettel headquarters in Hanoi, Viet Nam, implemented a BACnet system to 
enhance its building automation systems and integrate equipment connectivity. 
The BACnet system, provided by ABB, oversaw the ABB I-Bus KNX system and 
the HVAC ACH580 variable-speed drives. The ABB I-Bus KNX system serves as 
a unified bus interface system, enabling communication among various 
components such as lighting control, shutter control, heating, ventilation and 
energy management. On the other hand, ABB's ACH580 is a variable-speed drive 
designed for precise control of electric motors used in heating and ventilation 
systems. By employing the BACnet system, the Viettel headquarters can 
effectively manage and optimise energy use for its appliances and equipment 
according to the prevailing environmental conditions.  

The Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand’s Electrical Equipment Laboratory 
has been equipped with BACnet and Modbus installations by DEOS:AG, a 
German-based company. The project aims to control the HVAC system, which 
comprises three water-cooled chillers in order to optimise the supply of fresh air 
based on the conditions of each room. Furthermore, a Thailand-based company 
called Delta is actively involved in the development of BACnet products, including 
HVAC and lighting control solutions. These products feature fully programmable 
controllers along with building operations software, with the goal of enhancing 
building energy efficiency. 

In Indonesia, PT Konimek, an Indonesian-based pharmaceutical company, 
installed a BACnet system in its manufacturing facility back in 2015. The BACnet 
system provides intelligent control for 15 air-handling units, 3 chillers, and 
3 cooling towers. The purpose of implementing this system is to oversee the EMS 
and manage temperature, humidity and room pressure in order to ensure the 
quality of the clean room production area.  

Alton, a Malaysia-based company, specialises in controls and automation 
engineering systems, as well as industrial internet of things technologies for 
buildings. The company offers BACnet system solutions for both commercial and 
industrial buildings, specifically for electrical and mechanical equipment. In 2019, 
Alton installed BACnet systems in the Wisma BSN building, an office building 
located in Kuala Lumpur. The BACnet system efficiently managed various 
equipment, including chillers, air-handling units, lighting control, ventilation fans, 
plumbing systems and fire systems.  

https://www.hitachienergy.com/ch/it/news/features/2020/04/making-viettel-s-headquarter-a-smart-building
https://www.deos-ag.com/en/references/energy-supplier-egat/
https://deltathailand.com/en/products/Automation/Building-Automation/Building-Management-and-Control-System
https://bacnetglobal.org/case-studies/pt-konimex/
https://www.alton.com.my/
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Interoperability between buildings and the grid is currently limited in the ASEAN 
region. In Thailand, demand response operation has already used the interaction 
between machines without human interference. The Demand Response Control 
Centre and Load Aggregator operating mechanism uses OpenADR standards to 
deliver and receive any information regarding demand response events. Electricity 
Generating Authority of Thailand has also developed its own demand response 
management system based on international standard OpenADR 2.0b, which is a 
crucial part of the communication between the load aggregator of the Metropolitan 
Electricity Authority and Provincial Electricity Authority.  

Several feasibility studies have also been conducted by private companies to 
further explore the integration of OpenADR to the electricity market. A Seoul-
based company called EIPGRID is developing a benchmark for the Provincial 
Electricity Authority and Metropolitan Electricity Authority to work towards 
implementing OpenADR 2.0b communication protocols in demand response 
operations. The study also involves designing and developing a customised 
demand response-oriented electricity market with connected load devices. The 
project aims to deliver an OpenADR 2.0 architecture with a resource management 
system and operating guidelines.  

In Indonesia, there is no evidence of B2G interoperability implementation in 
buildings. However, the technology has been acknowledged as a potential avenue 
for energy efficiency development. The government Agency for the Assessment 
and Application of Technology, has implemented a smart EMS in the Agency’s 
building. This system incorporates smart lighting and monitoring and information 
systems. In the future, the management systems aim to include air conditioners, 
with OpenADR serving as a communication protocol for appliances to actively 
contribute to energy conservation efforts. 

In other countries such as Malaysia, the Philippines and Viet Nam, there was no 
evidence of OpenADR being used. However, a study on the adoption of smart grid 
interoperability standards in Southeast Asia revealed that these countries have 
embraced other smart interoperability standards, such as International 
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https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0301421522006073
https://www.eipgrid.com/projects/delivering-stable-resource-operation-to-thailand%E2%80%99s-metropolitan-electricity-authority
https://www.esdm.go.id/psbe/storage/app/media/Pedoman/Panduan%20Manajemen%20Energi%20di%20Industri%20dan%20Bangunan-min.pdf
https://www.trade.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/Smart%20Grid%20Interoperability%20Standards%20Adoption%20in%20Southeast%20Asia_Publication_508_Compliant.pdf
https://www.trade.gov/sites/default/files/2022-02/Smart%20Grid%20Interoperability%20Standards%20Adoption%20in%20Southeast%20Asia_Publication_508_Compliant.pdf
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Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) standards and ISO. Although these standards 
do not directly address interoperability between B2G communication protocols, 
they can serve as a foundation to enhance connectivity between buildings and the 
grid in the future. 

The study also suggests that ASEAN member states can consider adopting the 
OpenADR standard to automate demand response, thereby encouraging greater 
participation from end users. This could result in a higher level of engagement 
from end users in managing their energy consumption. 

Countries are tapping into the potential of 
advanced metering infrastructure 

  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
As several ASEAN member states are increasing their renewable energy generation 
and implementing smart grid technologies and smart meters, AMI has become an 
essential technology for measuring, collecting, analysing and controlling energy 
distribution and usage. 

As discussed in the previous chapter, AMI introduces automated and real-time 
measurement processes, enabling the continuous recording of electricity 
consumption with heightened frequency. Additionally, it facilitates on-demand data 
interactions through a centralised metering point. By offering these advanced 
functionalities, AMI plays a pivotal role in enhancing precision, responsiveness and 
efficiency of energy management.  

Singapore was one of the pioneering countries in ASEAN to adopt AMI technologies 
through the Intelligent Energy System (IES) project. Launched in 2009, the IES aims 
to enhance network resiliency and interactivity through smart grid technologies. As 
part of the project, AMI has been implemented to enable two-way data 
communication between residential, commercial and industrial consumers.  

In Malaysia,  Tenaga Nasional Berhad utility rolled out an AMI project in 2018 to 
improve its grid resiliency. The project incorporated various technologies including a 

Advanced metering infrastructure 
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https://ieeexplore.ieee.org/abstract/document/6237950
https://ilearned.iclad.com.my/ojs/index.php/ilearned/article/view/6/3
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meter data management system and back-end information technology systems. It 
used radio frequency, power line communication and public cellular network 
technologies, involving over 340 000 electricity consumers. Sustainable Energy 
Development Authority also sets AMI as a strategic initiative to digitalise the power 
sector.  

The Philippines' national electric utility, Manila Electric Company, is also transforming 
its network into the smart grid. This involves the  of AMI, smart devices and systems 
throughout the distribution network. Manila Electric Company has allocated over  in 
investment in this initiative and focuses on Advanced Network Automation. This 
initiative aims to monitor and manage network operations and address changing 
loads, generation and outage events. The Advanced Network Automation comprises 
several technologies, including those already implemented by Manila Electric 
Company, such as the advanced distribution management system and supervisory 
control and data acquisition (SCADA). Manila Electric Company plans to implement 
upcoming technologies to further enhance network reliability. These include 
advanced asset management, control centre modernisation, distributed energy 
resource management systems and EV management systems. 

 Viet Nam Electricity has implemented various AMI technologies, including automatic 
monitoring of substations, automatic protection for substations, remote control of 
110 kV substations and automatic voltage adjustment. Additionally, most power 
corporations in Viet Nam have deployed grid automation applications. Currently, 
power corporations are investing in equipping SCADA and distribution management 
systems for the distribution grid. 

PLN, the Indonesian national electricity utility, has developed a roadmap for the 
implementation of AMI and planned to begin its roll-out in mid-2023. In addition, the 
utility implemented several pilot projects. Between 2018 and 2019, four pilot projects 
were carried out to test two-way communication between smart meters and smart 
load dispatching devices. 

Trilliant, a smart grid technology provider in Thailand, formed a partnership with 
Samart in 2022 to deliver AMI technologies to Provincial Electricity Authority. The 
implementation of AMI will enable Provincial Electricity Authority to enhance the 
efficiency of real-time data collection for commercial and industrial consumers. 
Although the specific details of the plan have not been disclosed at this time, the 
collaboration aims to leverage AMI to benefit Provincial Electricity Authority's 
operations and services. 

In Myanmar, the Electricity Supply Enterprise under the Ministry of Electric Power 
has piloted the implementation of AMI in Nay Pyi Taw in ten townships. Among them, 
50% of the households have achieved the installation as well as its control centre for 
billing and monitoring system. The Yangon Electricity Supply Corporation has also 
installed AMI in nine townships, and the next six are in the implementing stage.  

https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/Automating-the-distribution-grid-to-best-supply-power-to-customers-66-163-3360.aspx
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/8409fbba-7c53-4c95-89c2-3f653fd4ffd7/210226SmartGridsWS-PLNpresentation.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/8409fbba-7c53-4c95-89c2-3f653fd4ffd7/210226SmartGridsWS-PLNpresentation.pdf
https://en.antaranews.com/news/231221/trilliant-to-deploy-ami-in-partnership-with-samart-telcoms-for-provincial-electricity-authority-pea-thailand
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Pilot projects are demonstrating benefits of 
aggregating DERs  

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
A promising trend in the integration of DERs in the ASEAN region is the emerging 
deployment of peer-to-peer (P2P) energy trading and VPP projects. These 
innovative approaches have been implemented in several countries in the region, 
such as Malaysia, the Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam.  

In Singapore, the Energy Market Authority and Sembcorp Industries partnered 
with Nanyang Technological University to develop Singapore’s first VPP in 2019. 
The primary objective of the VPP is to optimise power output from various DERs, 
predominantly solar energy. It aggregates the energy generation data from rooftop 
and utility solar and uses forecasting models to predict energy demand, weather 
conditions, energy production and pricing forecast. By using this information, the 
VPP will balance the fluctuations in solar energy supply across different locations 
in Singapore.  

In 2020, Singaporean-based company Senoko Energy together with ENGIE and 
Electricify, launched a P2P energy trading platform called SolarShare. The 
platform enables prosumers to sell excess solar energy to consumers within the 
same SolarShare network. Customers must install a smart meter that tracks their 
energy generation and consumption to participate in P2P energy trading. The 
smart meter sends data to the SolarShare platform, which is built on a blockchain-
based system to facilitate energy transactions between buyers and sellers. In 
2021, the SolarShare trading platform underwent a pilot project involving ten 
households in Singapore. As of now, there are no publicly available data on the 
amount of energy that has been traded. 

In 2018, one of the largest was launched in one of the districts (T77) in Bangkok, 
Thailand. The project was deployed as a part of the regulatory sandbox that the 
government developed to demonstrate P2P energy trading with blockchain 
technology. Regulatory sandboxes allow companies to test their products, services, 
business models and delivery mechanisms with relaxed regulatory requirements.  

Aggregation of distributed energy resources
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https://www.sembcorp.com/en/media/media-releases/energy/2019/october/singapore-s-first-virtual-power-plant-to-optimise-energy-distribution/
https://www.senokoenergy.com/-/media/project/senoko-website/solarshare/solarshare-prosumer-brochure.pdf
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In addition to solar PV, the T77 project also incorporated BESS to manage excess 
electricity supply and demand. A blockchain-based software platform was 
implemented to offer the solutions for tracking, tracing and trading renewable 
energy. The project traded solar energy across seven sites, including shopping 
centres, hospitals, schools and apartment buildings.  

The Thailand government and Thai-based renewable energy company BCPG also 
developed Thai Digital Energy Development at Chiang Mai University. The project 
also used a blockchain platform to explore how Chiang Mai University could operate 
with clean energy and demonstrate renewable electricity trading and energy 
management solutions. The project also demonstrated how the local energy market 
could procure renewable energy and accelerate the deployment of rooftop solar 
through a market mechanism rather than through the implementation of government 
subsidies.  

Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand also launched the National Energy 
Trading Platform in 2019. This platform enables households, businesses and 
communities with renewable energy systems to participate in the P2P energy 
trading by selling excess electricity back to the grid or directly to other consumers. 
In 2019, Electricity Generating Authority of Thailand piloted two P2P energy trading 
projects in the Samsen district of the Metropolitan Electricity Authority and the 
Provincial Electricity Authority’s headquarters in Bangkhen. Both pilot projects 
included commercial buildings, a smart home and an EV charging station. The 
Metropolitan Electricity Authority project involved a 66 kW solar PV system with a 
10 kW battery system, while the Provincial Electricity Authority’s project used a 
110 kW solar PV system without a battery system.  

In Malaysia, Sustainable Energy Development Authority conducted the first P2P 
energy trading pilot project in 2019. This project was initiated under a regulatory 
sandbox framework, which provide a controlled environment for electricity 
prosumers to sell their excess solar PV electricity to consumers of Tenaga Nasional 
Berhad utility. The project aims to demonstrate the feasibility of solar energy trading 
in the Malaysian energy market and advance the deployment of DERs in Malaysia.  

The P2P blockchain platform involved four prosumers and eight consumers, with a 
total installed capacity of 4 031 kWp for solar PV. Under this arrangement, the utility 
purchased electricity from the prosumers at a rate 10% higher than the medium 
voltage industrial tariff and sold it to consumers at a rate 11% cheaper than the 
residential tariff. During the eight-month operating period from June 2020, a total of 
680 megawatt-hours (MWh) of energy was exported by the prosumers, and 
470 MWh of energy was traded between participants in the P2P energy project.  

The Independent Electricity Market Operator of the Philippines is currently exploring 
blockchain technology for P2P energy trading. This technology will be integrated in 
the country’s Wholesale Electricity Spot Market, allowing prosumers to sell their 

https://www.bcpggroup.com/en/news-medias/news/326/power-ledger-signed-an-exclusive-partnership-with-tded-to-accelerate-blockchain-based-digital-energy-business-in-thailand
https://www.bot.or.th/Thai/PaymentSystems/FinTech/Documents/Blockchain_the_Series_3_Session_2.pdf
https://www.bot.or.th/Thai/PaymentSystems/FinTech/Documents/Blockchain_the_Series_3_Session_2.pdf
https://www.seda.gov.my/2020/11/malaysias-1st-pilot-run-of-peer-to-peer-p2p-energy-trading/
https://www.seda.gov.my/2020/11/malaysias-1st-pilot-run-of-peer-to-peer-p2p-energy-trading/
https://coingeek.com/philippines-electricity-market-operator-explores-blockchain-tech-for-p2p-energy-trading/
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excess electricity directly to other consumers. However, the details of the plan have 
not yet been made public.  

Viet Nam also plans to launch its first P2P energy trading trial project. The trial 
project uses a blockchain platform to trade solar energy in Da Nang and Quand 
Nam provinces. The platform will enable prosumers to sell electricity directly to 
consumers. The government has not yet announced the starting date of the project. 

 

Virtual power plant and grid digital twin, Singapore 

The virtual power plant (VPP) in Singapore is under development by the Nanyang 
Technical University in partnership with the Energy Market Authority and Sembcorp 
Industries. The aim of the project is to develop the first VPP in Singapore that will 
co-ordinate and link energy resources, solar installations and energy storage 
systems.  

The VPP uses intelligent systems to co-ordinate DERs to replicate a traditional single 
utility-scale power station by generating, storing, shifting, optimising, aggregating and 
predicting energy demand and energy supply from a range of sources, including 
renewables. 

The VPP is an opportunity for Singapore to develop solutions that test and enable a 
larger mix of DERs, such as solar PV, into the grid through demand matching and 
storage, while protecting the power system stability. The system will include a battery 
storage system to balance the smart and dynamic load, and the use of installed 
onshore and offshore solar PV systems.  

Alongside the VPP, Singapore is developing a digital twin of the national power grid 
that will allow the national utility to test grid interactions and evaluate energy 
resources and infrastructure changes. The grid digital twin provides a virtual 
representation of the physical grid system comprising the grid assets 
(e.g. substations, transformers) and network twin (e.g. grid design and operation) 
including over 18 000 transformers, 11 000 substations and 27 000 km of 
interconnection cables. The grid digital twin aims to streamline pre-testing of 
technology deployment and operating conditions, alongside planning and analysis, 
and remote testing of grid system changes in a dynamic environment.  

The VPP and grid digital twin systems together offer an environment to evaluate 
increasing interactivity of Singapore’s building energy demand and test grid stability 
as more dynamic loads and DERs are brought online. The benefits of a grid digital 
twin include improved conditions for asset monitoring and asset renewals, improved 
network planning analysis for balancing new or peak electricity loads, and optimised 
investments of assets. 

https://www.powerledger.io/media/powerledger-and-vietnam-electricity-launch-first-blockchain-p2p-energy-trading-project-in-vietnam
https://www.ema.gov.sg/media_release.aspx?news_sid=201910086161atmTcaS3
https://www.ema.gov.sg/media_release.aspx?news_sid=201910086161atmTcaS3
https://www.powerengineeringint.com/renewables/singapore-selects-storage-provider-for-first-virtual-power-plant-project/
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Thailand’s T77 Precinct, a P2P energy trading environment developed by 
PowerLedger and BCPG 

Thailand’s Metropolitan Electricity Authority piloted a P2P energy trading 
environment in the T77 precinct, Bangkok, in 2018. The project used 
PowerLedger’s energy blockchain software and Thai-based renewable energy 
company BCPG. The project facilitated the trade of solar power among a school, 
an apartment complex, a shopping centre and a hospital. PowerLedger’s platform 
provided a transactive layer to enable P2P trading, monitor energy transactions 
between participants, generate an invoice to allow for settlement and summarise 
the trading activities of individual participants.  

The P2P energy trading platform allowed the precinct to source 18% of its energy 
consumed from renewable sources while also reducing electricity costs for the 
participants and generating income for the solar owners. The T77 project has since 
expanded to seven buildings with a total of 1.1 MW of solar PV connected, 
generating an average of 2.8 MWh daily and an average of 10 MWh of energy being 
transacted each month. The project also installed smart meters to collect data on 
energy consumption patterns in households and buildings as well as a 50 kW, 
200 kWh BESS aimed at balancing excess supply and demand. These smart 
meters measure electricity usage in real time and provide information to both 
consumers and developers about energy consumption patterns.  

Demand response programmes are crucial 
for interactions between buildings and the 
grid 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
In the ASEAN region, demand response programmes are gaining popularity due 
to their potential to reduce energy consumption during peak hours and balance 
the electricity grid. Demand response programmes in ASEAN are typically 
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implemented by utilities, which offer financial incentives or rebates to encourage 
customers to reduce their energy consumption during peak hours.  

Singapore was the first country in the region that introduced an explicit demand 
response programme. Under this programme, the Energy Market Authority 
incentivises consumers to reduce their electricity demand when it is needed. 
Consumers can participate through demand response aggregators, which are 
third-party entities that typically work with electricity consumers from commercial 
and industrial sectors.  

The aggregators typically manage consumers’ electricity consumption during peak 
periods and participate in demand response programmes offered by Energy 
Market Authority. Consumers that can offer to reduce their electricity consumption 
by at least 0.1 MW can also participate directly in the wholesale electricity markets. 
The participating consumers then submit their bid demand, indicating their 
willingness to reduce the electricity demand at different price points. The 
participating consumers will receive one-third of the savings arising from the 
reduction in electricity prices as incentive payments. This ensures that most of the 
benefits are accrued to the broader consumer base while providing a fair return to 
participants. The incentive payment will be up to SGD 4 500 (Singapore dollars) 
per megawatt-hour, which is the existing ceiling for wholesale electricity prices.  

Singapore also launched its Interruptible Load Scheme in 2005. This programme 
incentivises participating consumers to reduce their consumption during periods 
of high demand through their participation in the reserves market. The Interruptible 
Load Scheme is a voluntary programme that targets large energy users such as 
malls and factories, and eligible consumers must be able to reduce their electricity 
consumption by at least 0.1 MW.  

Under the Interruptible Load Scheme, the consumers must also install a load-
shedding device, known as a monitoring-recording-activation device, which can 
be activated remotely by the grid operator during periods of high demand. 
Participating consumers are informed in advance of the electricity curtailment, and 
the grid operator sends a signal to the load-shedding device to initiate the 
curtailment. The duration of curtailment typically lasts between 30 minutes and 2 
hours. In exchange for participating in the scheme, the participating consumers 
are paid the clearing price for contingency reserves in every event where their 
electricity consumption is reduced. The clearing price is set through a market 
bidding process based on supply and demand. To participate in this programme, 
consumers can register through their respective electricity retailers or directly in 
the wholesale electricity market.  

In Thailand, demand response programmes have been implemented occasionally 
in the past. In 2014, a demand response programme was implemented to support 
the maintenance of the Yetagun gas transmission system. During this 

https://www.ema.gov.sg/our-energy-story/energy-demand/non-residential-consumers
https://www.ema.gov.sg/our-energy-story/energy-demand/non-residential-consumers
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://www.ema.gov.sg/our-energy-story/energy-demand/non-residential-consumers
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://statics.teams.cdn.office.net/evergreen-assets/safelinks/1/atp-safelinks.html
https://statics.teams.cdn.office.net/evergreen-assets/safelinks/1/atp-safelinks.html
https://www.ema.gov.sg/content/dam/corporate/singapore-story/energy-demand/factsheet-demand-response-interruptible-load_20221103.pdf
https://form.gov.sg/633b981b094a5d00111c60d9
https://form.gov.sg/633b981b094a5d00111c60d9
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implementation, the programme successfully reduced the peak demand by 
70 MW out of the 200 MW target. For the period 2022-2023, Energy Policy and 
Planning Office and Metropolitan Electricity Authority initiated the demand 
response programme to test the effectiveness of reducing power system load and 
electricity consumption during peak periods. The programme is operational from 
January 2023 to December 2023 and targets commercial, industrial and 
residential consumers. The main objective of this demand response programme 
is to reduce the peak load by 19.5 MW during specific time periods, namely in the 
afternoon from 13:30 to 16:30 and in the evening from 19:30 to 22:30. The 
programme also offers financial incentives in the form of an availability and energy 
payment to the participating consumers.  

Viet Nam is making improvements to its demand response programme to ensure 
balanced and reliable supply of electricity. The country has been witnessing a 
steep growth rate in commercial electricity demand, about 10% per year, and 
faces the risk of potential supply shortages in the coming years. In 2019, the 
government, through the Viet Nam Electricity, conducted ten demand response 
voluntary events, consisting of seven emergency events and three planned 
events. Around 1 300 consumers participated in these events, committing to 
reduce their electricity consumption. The total capacity reduction achieved during 
these events was approximately 514 MW, which accounted for about 53% of the 
projected demand response potential reduction. The event successfully reduced 
electricity by around 6 373 MWh, with an estimated saving equal to 
VND 24.12 billion (Vietnamese dong) (approximately USD 1 million). Looking 
ahead to 2023, the government has developed a demand response programme 
to address the challenges anticipated during the dry season, which may affect 
hydropower reservoirs. By mid-2023, around 6 521 consumers with an annual 
electricity consumption of 1 million kWh or more had registered in the programme. 

In the Philippines, the Interruptible Load Programme was implemented by the 
Department of Energy in 2014 to manage electricity supply during peak demand 
periods. This programme is voluntary and targets large commercial and industrial 
consumers, such as shopping malls, offices and factories. The programme 
requires participating consumers to “de-load” during specific hours of the day 
when the power supply in the grid is insufficient to meet the demand, which 
typically occur between 9:00 and 17.00. Participants receive advance notice and 
“de-load” by using their own standby generators or switching to backup power 
sources. 

The participating customers may either fully de-load by disconnecting electricity 
from the distribution utility or partially de-load by reducing its load from the 
distribution utility. To participate in the Interruptible Load Programme, the 
participants must be large electricity consumers with an average peak demand of 
at least 1 MW and have their own standby generators. Furthermore, the participant 

https://www.mea.or.th/en/content/detail/87/7058
https://www.mea.or.th/en/content/detail/87/7058
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/Why-demand-response-program-must-be-implemented-in-Vietnam-66-163-1535.aspx
https://energypedia.info/wiki/Toolbox_Entry/11
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/EVN-implements-a-series-of-urgent-measures-to-ensure-power-supply-in-the-dry-season-of-2023-66-163-3505.aspx
https://www.erc.gov.ph/Files/Render/media/Proposed%20Rules%20for%20Interruptible%20Load%20Program,%20as%20amended_OCT2014.pdf
https://resaph.com/programs/#:%7E:text=The%20Interruptible%20Load%20Program%20(ILP,become%20available%20on%20the%20grid.
https://meralcomain.s3.ap-southeast-1.amazonaws.com/documents/presentation/2019-04/ilp_protocol_for_contestable_customers.pdf
https://resaph.com/programs/#:%7E:text=The%20Interruptible%20Load%20Program%20(ILP,become%20available%20on%20the%20grid.
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must be willing to commit to the minimum interruptible load, which represents the 
minimum amount of power they will commit to interrupting when requested by the 
distribution utility. The distribution utility will provide de-load compensation to the 
consumers. 

Dynamic tariff programmes reduce peak 
electricity demand of large consumers 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
In many ASEAN countries, the prevailing electricity tariff structures for building 
owners are primarily flat tariffs, where consumers are charged at a fixed rate. 
Price-based demand response programmes, such as time-of-use tariffs, on the 
other hand, offer an opportunity for consumers to reduce their electricity 
consumption during peak hours, hence saving money on electricity bills.  

Currently, price-based demand response programmes such as time-of-use tariffs, 
real-time pricing and critical peak pricing are available to specific electricity 
consumers in the region. The table below shows the availability of price-based 
demand response tariffs across different types of consumers in ASEAN. Many 
existing time-of-use tariffs are implemented for medium to large energy 
consumers, such as those in the commercial and industrial sectors, while 
residential customers are usually subjected to a fixed tariff. 

Status of dynamic tariffs in ASEAN 

Country Type of tariff Consumer eligibility 

Indonesia Time-of-use  
Businesses, industries and offices with voltage 
levels above 200 kVa are subject to time-of-use 
tariff.  

Malaysia Time-of-use  
Time-of-use tariff is offered as optional pricing for 
medium- and high-voltage for commercial, 
industrial, agriculture and mining customers. 

Dynamic electricity tariffs
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https://www.erc.gov.ph/Files/Render/media/Proposed%20Rules%20for%20Interruptible%20Load%20Program,%20as%20amended_OCT2014.pdf
https://publications.lib.chalmers.se/records/fulltext/163330/local_163330.pdf
https://publications.lib.chalmers.se/records/fulltext/163330/local_163330.pdf
https://web.pln.co.id/statics/uploads/2022/12/ttl-jan-mar-2023.jpg
https://www.tnb.com.my/residential/pricing-tariffs
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Country Type of tariff Consumer eligibility 

Philippines Time-of-use  

Time-of-use tariff is offered as optional pricing for 
residential and commercial customers with 
minimum electricity consumption of 500 kWh per 
month. Smart meter is required for this tariff. 

Singapore Half-hourly prices 

Consumers from residential and commercial 
sectors have the option to buy electricity from the 
Wholesale Electricity Market. Consumers pay 
electricity prices that vary every half hour, 
depending on the demand and supply.  

Thailand Time-of-use  

Time-of-use tariff is an optional tariff for all types 
of customers, including residential, commercial 
and industrial. Smart meter is required for this 
tariff.  

Viet Nam Time-of-use  

Businesses, industries and offices with voltage 
levels 25 kVa or above or having average 
electricity consumption of 2 000 kWh/month for 
three consecutive months are subject to time-of-
use tariff. 

 

Smart EV charging in buildings can help 
grids manage impacts of EVs’ uptake 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
In ASEAN, it is estimated that by 2025 20% of all vehicles in the region will be 
electric, and by 2030 EVs are projected to make up nearly 50% of total vehicle 
sales. As EV adoption continues to grow, there is a pressing need to expand the 
charging station infrastructure. Currently, EV charging stations in the region 
remain limited, with member states progressing at varying paces. Moreover, it is 
projected that 90% of EV charging units will be installed in private settings, such 
as residential, commercial and industrial buildings. This widespread adoption of 
charging points, especially in buildings, will substantially increase the buildings' 
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https://www.meralco.com.ph/
https://www.ema.gov.sg/Electricity_Consumers.aspx
https://testmeaor.mea.or.th/en/profile/109/111
https://en.evn.com.vn/d6/news/TIME-OF-USE-ELECTRICITY-CHARGE-9-28-264.aspx
https://seasia.co/2022/09/18/southeast-asia-hopes-to-become-the-next-ev-hub
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/e5d9b7ff-559b-4dc3-8faa-42381f80ce2e/SoutheastAsiaEnergyOutlook2022.pdf
https://www.mckinsey.com/featured-insights/future-of-asia/capturing-growth-in-asias-emerging-ev-ecosystem
https://www.se.com/ww/en/insights/sustainability/sustainability-research-institute/electric-vehicle-se-sustainable-research-institute.jsp
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electricity consumption (more than 40% according to some estimates). These 
challenges also present an opportunity for EGIBs to effectively synchronise with 
charging stations, particularly through smart charging. 

ASEAN member states’ targets for EVs and EV charging stations 

Country Electric vehicle target Charging stations target 

Indonesia 

Target of 400 000 electric four-
wheelers and 6 million electric two-
wheelers on the road by 2025, and 
5.7 million electric four-wheelers and 
46.3 million electric two-wheelers by 
2035. 

Target of 25 000 charging 
stations by 2030 

Lao PDR Achieve 30% of EVs in the national 
vehicle mix by 2030. 

500 EV charging stations 
by 2030. 

Malaysia Target of 1.5 million EVs by 2040. 
Target of 125 000 charging 
stations by the end of 
2030. 

Philippines 

The Comprehensive Roadmap for 
Industry of the Philippines set a target 
of about 1.75 million EVs (10% EV 
fleet*) by 2040 in the BAU Scenario, or 
6.3 million EVs (50% EV fleet*) in the 
Philippine’s Clean Energy Scenario.  

Target of 41 700 charging 
stations by 2040 in the 
BAU Scenario or 147 000 
by 2040 in the Philippine’s 
Clean Energy Scenario. 

Singapore 

Under the Singapore Green Plan 2030, 
the Land Transport Authority aims to 
electrify 50% of bus and taxi fleets by 
2030 and reduce peak land transport 
emission by 80% by 2050.  

Target of 40 000 charging 
stations in public carparks 
and 20 000 in private 
premises by 2030.  

Thailand 
Aims to have 50% locally made 
vehicles to be electric by 2030, and 
100% by 2050.  

Target of 2 200 to 2 400 
charging stations by 2025 
and 12 000 by 2030. 

 
* EV fleet refers to the mix of all vehicles in sectors of corporate and government fleets, public transport operators, and 
industrial and commercial companies. 
 

Estimates indicate that the integration of smart charging technology with buildings, 
particularly those equipped with time-of-use tariffs, demand charges and DERs 
(solar PV), has the potential to yield energy savings of up to 70% for buildings. For 

https://www.greenbiz.com/article/why-building-owners-should-take-charge-ev-adoption
https://dinsights.katadata.co.id/read/2022/11/10/indonesia-sets-ambitious-electric-vehicle-target-by-2025
https://dinsights.katadata.co.id/read/2022/11/10/indonesia-sets-ambitious-electric-vehicle-target-by-2025
https://www.idnfinancials.com/news/40089/indonesia-electric-vehicle-charging-stations
https://smmr.asia/lao-pdr-electric-vehicle-forum/
https://www.unescap.org/sites/default/d8files/event-documents/1_Policy_and_Technical_Standards.pdf
https://paultan.org/2023/03/30/govt-targeting-to-have-1-5-mil-evs-in-malaysia-by-2040/
https://greenfiscalpolicy.org/malaysia-to-have-1000-ev-charging-stations-by-2025/#:%7E:text=Under%20the%20National%20Electric%20Mobility,compared%20to%20its%20ASEAN%20neighbors.
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_efficiency/CREVI%20as%20of%2005-04-2023.pdf?withshield=1
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_efficiency/CREVI%20as%20of%2005-04-2023.pdf?withshield=1
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_efficiency/CREVI%20as%20of%2005-04-2023.pdf?withshield=1
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/energy_efficiency/CREVI%20as%20of%2005-04-2023.pdf?withshield=1
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/our_ev_vision.html
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/our_ev_vision.html
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/our_ev_vision.html
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/our_ev_vision.html
https://illuminem.com/illuminemvoices/thailand-100-percent-electric-vehicles-by-2035-with-a-twist
https://illuminem.com/illuminemvoices/thailand-100-percent-electric-vehicles-by-2035-with-a-twist
https://www.bangkokpost.com/auto/news/2330318/soft-loans-to-grow-ev-chargers
https://www.bangkokpost.com/auto/news/2330318/soft-loans-to-grow-ev-chargers
https://blog.se.com/sustainability/2021/10/15/smart-ev-charging-in-buildings-a-key-lever-for-accelerating-evs-adoption/
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example, when integrated with time-of-use tariffs, the charging can be done when 
the grid is least constrained, usually during off-peak. This translates to cost 
savings on charging for EV owners, while building owners can use this strategy to 
create dynamic energy loads that might help buffer against potential price spikes 
in future electricity demand.  

In ASEAN, the implementation of smart charging would not only benefit buildings 
but also have a significant impact on the grid system. For instance, if 10 million 
EVs were charged with smart charging, the peak demand would increase by only 
0.5 GW, in contrast to 3 GW with unsupported charging. The integration of smart 
charging and buildings also expands the opportunity to provide energy services. 
Bidirectional charging in buildings, for instance, allows parked EVs to participate 
in management and/or aggregation of DERs, as well as demand response 
programmes. 

In ASEAN, the landscape of EVs, charging points and smart charging policies 
varies across countries. Thailand, currently the region's leading EV market, has 
set a target to make 50% of their locally made vehicles electric by 2030. To 
accelerate the EV adoption, the Thai government has implemented a range of EV 
charging incentives. The government has also forged a partnership with the ADB 
and Energy Absolute to secure USD 48 million in green loans to fund charging 
infrastructure development.  

At the moment, however, the smart charging infrastructure in Thailand is available 
only in limited locations, specifically Bangkok, Nonthaburi and Samut Prakan. 
These smart charging stations are part of the Metropolitan Electricity Authority’s 
Smart Charging System project, which aims to establish grid flexibility. In line with 
this goal, Metropolitan Electricity Authority has also formed partnerships with 
Energy Absolute and JRW utility to further enhance grid flexibility through smart 
charging. 

Indonesia also has plans to become a manufacturing hub of EVs by 2025. The 
country aims to export 200 000 EVs by that time – which accounts for 20% of the 
overall annual exports of the country. In line with this goal, the Indonesian Ministry 
of Energy and Mineral Resources has promulgated incentives for the development 
of public electric charging stations. The incentives focus on establishing the bulk 
tariff for charging station providers and implementing a price cap for the services 
they offer. The incentive also includes other benefits, such as relief on connection 
fees and subscription guarantees, which contribute to cost reduction. 

In 2022, the country successfully added 1 415 new charging stations, surpassing 
the initial target of 693 by 204%. Building upon this achievement, the government 
has set a plan to establish an additional 1 030 charging stations by the end of 
2023. Information regarding the availability of smart charging infrastructure in 
Indonesia is, however, not yet available. 

https://blog.wallbox.com/benefits-of-smart-charging/
https://www2.deloitte.com/content/dam/Deloitte/sg/Documents/strategy/sea-strategy-operations-full-speed-ahead-report.pdf
https://illuminem.com/illuminemvoices/thailand-100-percent-electric-vehicles-by-2035-with-a-twist
https://www.legal500.com/developments/press-releases/boi-approves-updated-investment-measures-to-boost-ev-charging-stations-businesses/
https://www.mordorintelligence.com/industry-reports/asean-electric-vehicle-market
https://www.pattayamail.com/thailandnews/thailand-ev-smart-charging-stations-available-in-bangkok-and-neighboring-provinces-337051
https://www.nationthailand.com/business/40014251
https://reglobal.co/increasing-uptake-southeast-asia-on-the-verge-of-an-ev-surge/#:%7E:text=The%20interest%20in%20electric%20vehicles,at%202.45%20million%20in%202020
https://reglobal.co/increasing-uptake-southeast-asia-on-the-verge-of-an-ev-surge/%22%20/l%20%22:%7E:text=The%20interest%20in%20electric%20vehicles,at%202.45%20million%20in%202020
https://www.esdm.go.id/id/berita-unit/direktorat-jenderal-ketenagalistrikan/percepat-pembangunan-infrastruktur-spklu-pemerintah-berikan-insentif-dan-kemudahan-perizinan#:%7E:text=Untuk%20menarik%20badan%20usaha%20pada,maksimal%20Rp2.467%2FkWh.
https://jakartaglobe.id/business/indonesia-drafts-new-incentives-for-ev-charging-stations
https://jakartaglobe.id/business/indonesia-drafts-new-incentives-for-ev-charging-stations
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In Singapore, a bill has been passed to ensure the widespread availability of EV 
chargers. Under this bill, all new buildings are required to install a minimum 
number of charging points, equivalent to approximately 1 for every 25 parking 
spaces. To further encourage the adoption of EV charging in both residential and 
commercial sectors, the Land Transport Authority has introduced the EV common 
charger grant in 2021. This grant aims to co-fund the installation costs of EV 
chargers. Currently, buildings account for one-third of the potential 2 000 charging 
points in Singapore, with a majority located in commercial settings such as malls. 
Through the grant programme, the government will cover 50% of the installation 
cost, with a maximum cap of USD 4 000 per charger. This grant will be available 
until December 2025, or until a total of 2 000 chargers have been co-funded. 

This grant programme also offers potential co-funding for the installation of smart 
chargers, limited to a maximum of 1% of the total residential car park lots. The 
smart chargers have to comply with the Open Charge Point Protocol and are 
expected to fulfil multiple functions, including the ability to adjust the charging rate, 
monitor and record energy consumption, and transmit energy data. As of now, 
there is no readily available information on the exact number of smart chargers 
that have been installed in Singapore.  

In 2023, the Malaysian government, through its Budget 2023, extended incentives 
for EV charging manufacturers, including a 100% tax exemption on statutory 
income from 2023 to 2032. These incentives also provide a 100% investment tax 
allowance for a duration of five years. The Budget 2023 will also allocate 
approximately USD 36 million for the installation of 500 new EV charging stations. 
In addition, the Tenaga Nasional Berhad utility, through its charger product 
Electron, has developed a direct current (DC) charger and will further develop 
smart chargers in the future.  

The Philippines implemented Republic Act 11697 in 2022, commonly known as 
the Electric Vehicle Industry Development Act, to facilitate the widespread 
adoption of EVs in the country. Under this law, specific provisions are in place to 
support EV charging infrastructure. Notably, imported charging stations are 
granted an exemption from payment of duties, which typically range from 10% to 
30%, for a duration of eight years from 2022 to 2030.  

Additionally, the Electric Vehicle Association of the Philippines in collaboration 
with Delta Electronics has successfully developed a smart charging solution for 
the country. This system combines solar power, energy storage and energy 
management capabilities. By leveraging these technologies, the smart charging 
solution provides flexibility for both EVs and grid operators. Through Delta’s 
energy management technology, the grid operators can take advantage of peak 
shaving, PV self-consumption and load shifting in off-peak periods to optimise 
energy usage. 

https://www.straitstimes.com/singapore/transport/laws-proposed-to-regulate-ev-chargers-in-singapore-require-operators-to-be-licensed
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/ev_common_charger_grant.html
https://www.lta.gov.sg/content/ltagov/en/industry_innovations/technologies/electric_vehicles/ev_common_charger_grant.html
https://www.oasis-open.org/committees/download.php/58944/ocpp-1.6.pdf
https://budget.mof.gov.my/en/budget2023/
https://www.tnb.com.my/sustainability/tnb-electron
https://cleantechnica.com/2022/08/16/tax-exemptions-free-parking-may-drive-more-evs-in-the-philippines/
https://deltathailand.com/en/products-services-detail/6/169/Delta-at-EVAP-10th-Philippine-EV-Summit
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In Viet Nam, Vin Bus, an electric buses company, has partnered with Star Charge 
to develop smart charging infrastructure for their fleet. This collaboration aims to 
support Vin Bus' fleet of 150-200 electric buses in Hanoi, Ho Chi Minh City and 
Phu Quoc. The smart charging infrastructure provided by Star Charge will 
incorporate various intelligent features, including load management, power 
consumption data analysis, energy management system and energy storage 
capabilities to handle peak charging demands. 

The increasing adoption of EVs in the ASEAN region presents a significant 
opportunity for the integration of EV charging infrastructure with buildings, 
enabling grid flexibility and energy savings. It is important to note that each ASEAN 
member state has set different targets for EV and charging adoption. These 
targets reflect their unique priorities and ambitions. By leveraging EGIBs and 
smart charging solutions, ASEAN countries can work towards achieving their EV 
targets while also enabling buildings to participate actively in the electricity grid.  

Smart inverters are showing benefits for 
large buildings and facilities 

 

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 
With the increase of solar PV deployment in residential and commercial buildings 
in ASEAN, the use of inverter has become a necessity to convert DC to AC. The 
use of smart inverters in the region, however, is still in a nascent phase. There are 
several pilot projects, mainly implemented in large commercial and industrial 
buildings, that are benefiting from this technology, as smart inverters are 
programmed to respond to grid conditions in an automated manner and unlike 
conventional inverters that simply shut down when sensing any grid disturbance, 
smart inverters provide grid-supportive functionalities and effectively manage and 
mitigate small fluctuations in voltage or frequency. 

For example, in Singapore, 20 TRIO-50 solar inverters were installed by ABB in 
IKEA's flagship store located in Tampines, to support the rooftop solar system 
capable of generating 1.3 million kWh of renewable energy annually, equivalent 
to powering over 280 households.  
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https://www.electrive.com/2020/10/29/star-charge-vinbus-to-electrify-vietnams-bus-system/
https://www.electrive.com/2020/10/29/star-charge-vinbus-to-electrify-vietnams-bus-system/
https://www.fimer.com/sites/default/files/TRIO-50.0_60.0_BCD.00611_EN_RevG.pdf
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An example of such technology available in Singapore’s market is the Sunny 
Tripower Smart Energy hybrid inverter, which combines smart technology with 
integrated services for storage solutions. Users can easily generate, use and store 
solar power, with the flexibility to expand the system by incorporating additional 
components such as e-mobility or heat pumps. The integrated battery-backup 
function ensures uninterrupted electricity supply, even during grid failures, 
resulting in comprehensive and self-sufficient smart energy systems with up to 
100% solar energy. 

In Indonesia, in Jakarta there are two examples including a hybrid PV system with 
an 11.68 kWp capacity and a 5.4 kWp hybrid ready system, using GoodWe ET 
inverters.  

In Viet Nam, ABB installed a solar PV installation with a capacity of 75 kWp at its 
factory in BacNinh province, including three-phase solar inverters such as TRIO-
27.6 and TRIO-TM-50.0, Weather Station and a smart ACB Ekip. These advanced 
technologies leverage the digital capabilities to ensure maximum efficiency, 
automation and cost-effectiveness, while also optimising space utilisation. The 
inverters can be remotely controlled, maintained and monitored using any web-
enabled device, such as a smartphone, tablet or computer. ACB Ekip helps 
integrate renewable energy into the existing grid through built-in load shedding, 
monitoring and protection features, which optimise operations. Viet Nam also 
hosts a manufacturing facility for KSTAR solar inverters production. 

Smart inverters were integrated into a multi-roof solar energy system 
(9 600 modules over 8 roofs) in Thailand implemented by Toyota using SolarEdge 
technology. SolarEdge includes PV modules of a total capacity of 3.4 MW 
connected to a power-optimising inverter system turning them into smart modules. 
It increases the overall efficiency, minimises power loses, allows for each module 
to produce solar electricity at its maximum capacity and therefore increases the 
amount of electricity produced by the entire system. Smart inverters and power 
optimisers also enable a real-time module-level monitoring of production, 
consumption and grid-import data, as well as accurate fault detection. 

Both Malaysia and the Philippines developed guidelines on net metering, which 
indicates the importance of smart inverters and particular their ability for 
optimisation and monitoring at the system level.

https://solarhive.com.sg/product/sunny-tripower-smart-energy-5-0-6-0-8-0-10-0/
https://solarhive.com.sg/product/sunny-tripower-smart-energy-5-0-6-0-8-0-10-0/
https://en.goodwe.com/indonesia-government-office-choose-goodwe-pv-inverter
https://en.goodwe.com/et-15-30kw
https://en.goodwe.com/et-15-30kw
https://new.abb.com/news/detail/6767/abb-factory-in-vietnam-inaugurates-solar-power-installation
https://www.pv-tech.org/kstar-to-complete-new-inverter-manufacturing-facility-in-vietnam/
https://knowledge-center.solaredge.com/sites/kc/files/solaredge_case_study_toyota_thailand.pdf
https://www.st.gov.my/en/contents/files/download/154/NEM_2021_(NEM_Rakyat_NEM_GoMEn)_complete_v5.pdf
https://www.doe.gov.ph/sites/default/files/pdf/announcements/draft-guidebook-on-net-metering-2021.pdf?withshield=1
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The way forward for buildings in 
ASEAN 

Efficient grid-interactive buildings (EGIBs) in the Association of Southeast Asian 
Nations (ASEAN) can play a crucial role in meeting growing electricity demand 
while reducing GHG emissions. Governments, industry and consumers can 
realise the benefits from the adoption of EGIBs through greater research and 
development (R&D), by promoting the value of interactivity within buildings and 
with the electricity system at large, by engaging users to increase their awareness 
of potential benefits and cost savings, and through government support in 
development and implementation of policies, programmes and projects. 

Based on the aggregation of the assessment results for each enabler presented 
above, each ASEAN country was placed in one of the three groups depending on 
where it stands in terms of the progress on enabling the adoption of efficient grid-
interactive solutions in buildings. 

Assessment results for enablers of EGIBs in ASEAN countries  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

 

The assessment of EGIB status and opportunities in ASEAN has shown that 
interest in buildings as a source of managing energy demand through energy 
efficiency and promoting grid interactivity is rapidly emerging in a growing number 
of countries across the region, becoming an important policy area for their future 
buildings strategies.  

The level of adoption of efficient grid-interactive solutions in buildings also may 
vary significantly within each group. For example, some of the countries 
(e.g. Singapore) within the Adopters group might be closer to moving into the 
Innovators category than others. It creates opportunities for countries to learn from 
each other through peer-to-peer exchanges. None of the countries in ASEAN were 
placed into the Innovators group, as policy developments and technology adoption 
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necessary for mainstreaming efficient grid-interactive buildings are still limited. 
The Innovators group can serve as a vision that ASEAN countries can aspire and 
move towards through implementation of related action and international 
collaboration with other countries around the world, which have a longer track 
record of utilisation of efficient grid-interactive solutions and best practices in 
buildings (e.g. the United States, European Union).  

The following recommendations highlight key actions that government, industry 
and consumers can take to benefit more fully from EGIBs. These 
recommendations are further expanded below for the groups defined in the 
assessment; however, the recommendations could also be seen as a potential 
way forward for most countries. 

Recommendations to support the uptake of 
efficient grid-interactive buildings  

Develop a comprehensive policy package  
Implementation of energy efficiency measures, smart technologies and enabling 
solutions for building-to-grid interactions requires the development of a 
comprehensive policy package. 

An effective policy package includes a combination of regulatory mechanisms, 
incentives and information policy instruments, supporting the transition of the 
buildings sector towards higher levels of buildings energy performance and 
contributing to enhancing flexibility of the energy system. 

Establishing a foundation for the policy package could begin from setting 
ambitious yet achievable overarching targets for improving energy efficiency, 
decarbonising the buildings sector, establishing effective interactions between 
buildings and the grid, and communicating these targets to key stakeholder 
groups. 

https://c2e2.unepdtu.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2016/08/unep-handbook-of-sustainable-building-policies.pdf
https://c2e2.unepdtu.org/wp-content/uploads/sites/3/2016/08/unep-handbook-of-sustainable-building-policies.pdf
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Buildings energy efficiency policy package  

 
IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Source: IEA (2023), Energy Efficiency Policy Toolkit. 
 

Regulations set minimum benchmarks and targets to give a signal to the market 
to retrofit (or in few cases, demolish) the worst performing buildings, phase out 
products and materials and set out a pathway for investments towards more 
efficient, low-carbon, smart and flexible alternatives. 

Regulatory policy instruments are critical elements when developing a policy 
package. Building energy codes are among the “most widely recognised, scalable” 
and effective policy instruments for buildings. They are implemented in over 
80 countries around the world. Proper tools to determine post-construction 
compliance will need to be deployed together with building code implementation. 
Such tools can also provide feedback to improve the whole construction process, 
taking advantage of digitalisation and controls to monitor actual buildings’ 
performance. 

Mandatory minimum energy performance standards (MEPS) and labels for key 
appliances and equipment used in buildings are additional fundamental policy 
instruments with proven effectiveness. Implemented in over 120 countries around 
the world, MEPS and labels “have helped more than halve the energy 
consumption of major appliances in countries with the longest-running 
programmes”. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-the-decade-for-action/energy-efficiency-policy-toolkit-2023-from-sonderborg-to-versailles
https://globalabc.org/sites/default/files/2020-03/GABC-NDC-GUIDE_ENGLISH.pdf
https://3csep.ceu.edu/sites/default/files/publications/boza-kiss-et-al-policy-instr-bldgs-2013-cosust.pdf
https://3csep.ceu.edu/sites/default/files/publications/boza-kiss-et-al-policy-instr-bldgs-2013-cosust.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/9c30109f-38a7-4a0b-b159-47f00d65e5be/EnergyEfficiency2021.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/9c30109f-38a7-4a0b-b159-47f00d65e5be/EnergyEfficiency2021.pdf
https://iea.blob.core.windows.net/assets/7741739e-8e7f-4afa-a77f-49dadd51cb52/EnergyEfficiency2022.pdf
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-2021/executive-summary
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-2021/executive-summary
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-2021/executive-summary
https://www.iea.org/reports/energy-efficiency-2021/executive-summary
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Once regulatory policies are in place, their effective implementation and 
enforcement could be supported by information policy instruments and incentives 
to ensure compliance and further progress. Building certification and labelling with 
ratings based on energy and carbon performance of buildings can provide clear 
signals for consumers and industry to encourage more informed and sustainable 
choices and practices. 

Information tools and awareness-raising campaigns intend to help consumers and 
developers make informed decisions about low-carbon choices for the 
construction, renovation, purchase and lease of building spaces. Capacity-
building programmes aim to ensure that there are sufficient skills and knowledge 
on various aspects of efficient grid-interactive buildings, as well as an adequate 
number of local, qualified experts to undertake an effective implementation of 
policies and to drive the necessary market transformation. 

A range of financial and non-financial incentives could be linked to certification 
schemes to support the buildings and construction industry to adapt to the 
regulation at early stages of adoption and to help overcome market barriers such 
as upfront costs and access to capital, as well as to drive action beyond minimum 
standards. 

Such packages could include the following elements and capitalise on the linkages 
between them: 

 Regulatory mandatory zero-carbon-ready requirements for all new buildings 
and retrofits covering both operational and construction-phase energy intensity and 
emissions (e.g. through building energy codes). They would also include 
requirements for smart electric vehicle (EV) charging, demand management and 
flexibility requirements to help buildings accommodate variable renewable energy 
(VRE) sources and interact with the electricity system. 

 Minimum energy performance requirements for appliances and equipment that 
set energy efficiency and demand response-ready requirements.  

 Certification and labelling programmes provide identification labels to show that 
certification has been achieved. Such certification and labelling schemes can also 
include information on whether appliances and equipment are demand response-
ready or if they are equipped with other smart or digital technologies that can 
facilitate the interaction with the grid. Applying these to new buildings and systems 
along with major renovations can increase consumer confidence and performance 
compliance. 

 Incentives that encourage energy efficiency performance improvements and low-
carbon solutions are often needed to prompt actions. Non-financial and, where 
appropriate, financial incentives tied to the energy and carbon performance, as well 
as demand response-readiness of targeted technologies and products, can boost 
demand for low-carbon, flexible and energy-efficient solutions. 

https://www.iea.org/reports/building-envelopes
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 Monitoring and tracking frameworks set out the range of indicators to inform 
policy makers and industry of the progress, delivery and performance of sustainable 
and low-carbon buildings across the region. 

 Data collection provides a means of gaining information to manage building energy 
use and operation, renewable energy generation, and building construction and 
renovation practices. These data can help to develop and regularly update 
baselines for tracking progress towards a net zero-carbon buildings sector and 
evaluate impacts of policy interventions. Robust data can also help to access 
project finance and develop more compelling proposals for investors. A recent tool 
to collect buildings data has been developed through the Building Passport, a useful 
way to collect data for national building stock statistics. 

 Financing and investing conditions for sustainable low-carbon building projects 
(both construction and renovation) through harmonising regulations and developing 
quality assurance programmes are vital to addressing risk adversity and broadening 
investment opportunities. 

 Building capacity among governmental officials (national, subnational and local) 
and industry can broaden support for low-carbon buildings. Providing accessible 
training on building energy performance certification, sustainable urban 
development and materials decarbonisation accompanied by professional 
accreditation (e.g. certified energy managers) is critical to moving towards a net 
zero-carbon buildings sector. 

 Stakeholder engagement within policy development, communication of policy 
priorities, and enacting and updating policies will broaden support for efforts to 
deliver low-carbon buildings among national, subnational and local governments 
based on the principles of multilevel governance. 

Modernise building energy efficiency through regulation 
to support flexibility 

Building energy codes are a key mechanism to promote energy efficiency adoption 
in new buildings construction, and the use of codes to include smart and 
interactive features will be an important approach to enabling building-to-grid 
interactivity. It is crucial that building energy codes include minimum requirements 
for various parameters, e.g. building fabric and system performance levels, as well 
as the whole building’s performance, which is required to become more stringent 
over time. 

For ASEAN countries that have already adopted building energy codes, in the next 
iteration of those codes they can include energy efficiency requirements, such as 
achievement of higher levels of performance of the building envelope, glazing and 
more efficient building services system performance requirements through 
reference to enhanced MEPS. For those without building codes, separate 
standards for new buildings can be enacted (or embedded in forthcoming codes) 
to set fabric performance requirements for all or most building types. 

https://globalabc.org/news/new-report-building-passport-practical-guidelines
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To avoid locking in the flexibility potential of buildings, it is crucial to prepare the 
buildings sector (especially new buildings) for potential interactions with the grid, 
even if it is going to take some time to modernise the electricity system. An 
important step in this direction is inclusion of certain requirements into the building 
regulations with their subsequent implementation and enforcement at the national 
and subnational levels. Such modernised requirements might include, but are not 
limited to: 

 Stringent energy efficiency requirements for building envelopes and electricity-
consuming systems with some level of the overall targeted building energy 
performance and supplemented by prescriptive compliance options. Where 
possible, this should be done for both new and existing buildings to ensure 
efficient design, maintenance, operation and renovation of buildings. 

 Requirements for buildings to be equipped with smart meters, advanced 
controls (including demand response controls, such as demand response 
thermostats, demand response lighting controls, demand response heating, 
ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) controls), sensors, and communication 
technologies. 

 Requirements for buildings to be equipped with smart devices and make use of 
intelligent analytics to improve operation. 

 Prescriptive requirements for on-site renewable energy systems.  

 Grid-ready requirements for buildings (pre-wiring, space requirements for future 
installations of PV systems, EV charging and energy storage). 

 Smart EV charging requirements. 

 Requirements for thorough testing and commissioning prior to occupancy. 

 Requirements for post-occupancy energy use monitoring based on the smart 
meter data. 

 
In order to ensure the effective compliance with these modernised requirements 
and realisation of the flexibility potential buildings have to offer, it is important to 
assess the impact of different EGIB-related measures and their ability to provide 
various grid services. Some EGIB-related measures could be prioritised based on 
their impact and amount of effort and resources their implementation would 
require.  

MEPS play a vital role in promoting EGIBs by setting mandatory minimum 
requirements for system performance which can reduce energy consumption and 
help reduce peak demand. MEPS can also include mechanisms that introduce 
controls and smart performance features, as well as demand-response-ready 
requirements for appliances to be equipped with devices that are communications-
enabled and able to respond automatically to price and/or other signals by shifting 
or modulating their electricity consumption and/or production. 

https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-24009.pdf
https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-24009.pdf
https://www.pnnl.gov/main/publications/external/technical_reports/PNNL-24009.pdf
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
https://www.en-standard.eu/pas-1878-2021-energy-smart-appliances-system-functionality-and-architecture-specification/
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ASEAN countries can adopt MEPS with higher performance requirements and 
smart features that specifically include requirements for equipping appliances with 
smart controls and interoperability communication protocols. 

Support flexible decarbonisation through on-site 
renewables and storage 

Decentralised on-site renewables (e.g. rooftop solar PV systems) provide a 
means for buildings to directly reduce energy demand through generation and use 
of that energy for building’s operation. They also contribute to carbon emissions 
reductions and increase energy security through decentralisation of the 
generation. Several ASEAN governments have policies that promote renewable 
energy in new building construction. These policies can be adopted across the 
region through the use of land-use planning regulations, building energy codes, 
and policies for existing buildings that meet energy or power thresholds (i.e. large 
energy users with the energy consumption above a certain threshold). ASEAN 
governments and utilities can also implement measures to prioritise on-site usage 
to reduce curtailment and adopt measures that enable local network peer-to-peer 
solar electricity trading where feasible within the grid or microgrids. 

On-site energy storage (thermal and electrical) is a key way to simultaneously 
increase the adoption of renewable energy while also reducing potential negative 
impacts on the grid. Sizing renewables that use battery storage designed to meet 
a higher base load of energy demand in buildings can result in greater energy 
independence of buildings and can act as reservoirs for the grid when power 
supply requires additional support. ASEAN countries can adopt requirements for 
on-site energy storage alongside renewables, which can be through installation 
connection permissions for renewables, building codes requirements for on-site 
storage, or regulations for large users requiring on-site generation and storage. 

Integrate smartness into building systems and controls 
Adoption of smart systems in buildings is a way to ensure building energy service 
demands can be made more flexible and interactive. The “smart” elements ensure 
that systems are capable of being interactive and use analytics to more intuitively 
adapt to user and contextual factors (e.g. weather). Promoting the use of the 
internet of things (IoT) in building systems and the use of smart sensors and 
controls and their integration into building energy management systems (BEMS) 
will ensure that demands for cooling, lighting and ventilation are maximising user 
requirements and capable of being reactive to grid interactions. These systems 
can help users identify energy-saving opportunities and encourage behavioural 
changes that contribute to overall building energy efficiency. To promote wider 
adoption of smart systems in buildings, ASEAN governments can work with 
industry to adopt smart-ready standards for appliances and controls to ensure that 
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system interoperability is not a barrier to future adoption. In addition, smart 
requirements for buildings can be included in building standards (e.g. MEPS) and 
codes for communication and power supply in buildings when issuing building 
permits. 

Smart meters and open communication standards in buildings are a key interface 
for buildings that promotes interactivity with the grid. Consumers benefit from 
smart meters through access to their energy use information that can inform when 
and how energy is used, particularly when connected to smart appliances and 
systems, which can enable behaviour changes and choices for adopting more 
efficient systems. Utilities benefit from smart meters through more accurate and 
remote metering of usage and can help plan and better serve their customers 
through pricing mechanisms. ASEAN governments and utilities in the region are 
adopting smart meters and the continued roll-out can be further facilitated by 
linking the smart meter installation to programmes that incentivise adoption 
(e.g. time-of-use or other energy savings programmes). 

Promote technology adoption to support building-to-grid 
interaction 

Adoption of grid-interactive technologies that are needed for establishing and 
ensuring an effective communication between grids and buildings should be 
supported by enabling policies. Technologies such as advanced metering 
infrastructure (AMI) that allow two-way communication from the meter point, smart 
inverters that allow for bidirectional flow from on-site renewable energy 
generation, and inclusion of smart charging for EVs in buildings electrical wiring 
and power connections need to be reflected into appropriate policies for their 
deployment. ASEAN countries can use existing mechanisms to enhance the 
adoption of these technologies through existing power connection standards for 
buildings that require AMI as part of the certification process for new or upgraded 
connections. For buildings that install on-site renewables, standards for 
commissioning as well as licences for installation and connection can require that 
smart inverters are used. For smart EV charging, building permissions can require 
that buildings adopt standards requiring smart charging to maximise power and 
energy supply for a greater number of EVs on-site. 

Use policies and programmes that increase the value proposition of smart grids to 
support consumers to adopt smart technologies and utilities to promote the use of 
grid-interactive services. The use of demand response-readiness standards for 
new appliances being manufactured will ensure grid-based communications can 
manage energy demand from appliances. Demand response programmes that 
allow consumers to benefit from flexible power demands for financial or service 
incentives allow utilities to reduce peak power and consumers to benefit. ASEAN 
countries can develop policies that allow utilities to offer demand response 
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programmes within their operating mandate to allow for consumer benefits and 
grid operation improvements. Regulations around MEPS can be enhanced to 
require manufacturers to adopt standards that allow for grid communications to 
transmit to building appliances, such as air-conditioning and water heating units. 

Utility-based programmes and initiatives can further enable grid interactivity by 
providing an environment that allows for buildings to be more closely connected 
to the grid. This environment requires both programmes and infrastructure which 
ensure that, as buildings’ capacity for flexibility increases through energy 
efficiency and smartness, the grid is able to adopt this opportunity. Utilities in 
ASEAN can develop programmes or allow energy service companies that 
aggregate flexibility in buildings to enhance the potential power and energy 
savings available from a larger number of buildings. Utilities can develop dynamic 
tariffs that allow for consumers to benefit from lower prices during off-peak periods 
and can enable utilities to better manage their peak power pricing to diversify the 
available base load. With the use of smart building systems, this power 
diversification can be automated to optimise energy use alongside reducing the 
peak electricity demand. Utilities in ASEAN can invest in creating virtual power 
plant (VPP) systems that can better test and manage the utility power 
environment, forward plan for decentralised energy generation and signal power 
management in smart buildings.  

 

Demonstrator project for EGIBs across Europe 

The Smart Readiness Indicator (SRI) is a rating tool that evaluates a building’s 
ability to accommodate smart-ready services. The concept was introduced in the 
European Commission’s 2018 European Energy Performance of Buildings 
Directive (EPBD). The concept of a smart building is related to its ability to “sense, 
interpret, communicate and actively respond in an efficient manner to changing 
conditions in relation to: the operation of technical buildings systems, the external 
environment (including energy grids), and demands from buildings occupants.” As 
of 2020, the SRI is established as an official EU rating system through its 
implementation mechanism, and as a standard. 

The SRI looks across a range of energy service demand (i.e. heating, cooling, hot 
water, EV charging, dynamic building envelope) and determines the smart 
readiness of a building based on its capacity to optimise energy efficiency, adjust 
operations to meet occupant needs and to adapt to grid signals. 

The rating system provides a score that determines a building’s smart readiness 
using input on the three key functionalities (i.e. optimal efficiency, adaption to 
needs and adapting to grid) and seven impact criteria related to efficiency, 
maintenance, comfort, convenience, health and well-being. 

https://energy.ec.europa.eu/topics/energy-efficiency/energy-efficient-buildings/smart-readiness-indicator/what-sri_en
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/ener/newsletter-archives/34153
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/ener/newsletter-archives/34153
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/ener/newsletter-archives/34153
https://ec.europa.eu/newsroom/ener/newsletter-archives/34153
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=pi_com%3AC%282020%296929
https://eur-lex.europa.eu/legal-content/EN/TXT/?uri=pi_com%3AC%282020%296930
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A pilot phase began in 2021 to evaluate the use of the SRI among a number of 
member states within the European Union. Denmark is beginning a test phase of 
applying the standard to around 30 buildings with a variety of uses to determine 
the suitability of the SRI for Danish buildings, while France’s Ministry for Housing 
and Cerema are applying the methodology on a large number of buildings in order 
to test and bring together the smart readiness index and energy performance 
certificates alongside a national testing phase. 

The SRI provides an example of a regionally agreed common standard to describe 
any building’s capacity to enable smart services. Having a standard that member 
states can use to evaluate buildings in their current and future smartness level 
means that policies can be devised to address current gaps and market limitations. 
The benefit of a uniform standard that is also integrated with an energy 
performance standard is that the smart buildings, grid interactivity and energy 
efficiency are aligned and self-enforcing within their criteria. For the 
European Union, adopting the SRI will provide a means of advancing EGIBs 
across the member states in the aim of achieving the EPBD and its energy and 
climate goals for buildings. 

Create favourable conditions and support mechanisms 
for EGIBs uptake  

To support the above recommendations, it will be necessary for governments and 
industry to invest in R&D and digital systems for data to support EGIB evidence 
and adoption and continue to build the value propositions for grid interactivity for 
building owners, consumers and utilities. 

ASEAN economies should prioritise funding for research in energy-efficient 
building systems that support flexibility, the adoption of advanced control systems 
for energy efficiency and energy flexibility, and the dynamics of renewable energy 
integration with demand and grid performance. 

Data collection and analysis are essential to understand the performance of EGIBs 
and identify areas for improvement. Governments could establish standardised 
data requirements for building energy consumption and performance that can help 
guide where flexibility benefits are seen. These data can be used to develop 
benchmarks, inform policy decisions, and track progress towards efficiency and 
interactivity goals for buildings. 

To promote the adoption of EGIBs, it is essential to demonstrate their value to 
both consumers and utilities. For consumers, EGIBs can offer energy cost 
savings, improved comfort and increased property value. Governments should 

https://www.euew.org/post/smart-readiness-indicator
https://www.euew.org/post/smart-readiness-indicator
https://www.euew.org/post/smart-readiness-indicator
https://smartbuilt4eu.eu/?jet_download=3151
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develop public awareness campaigns to educate consumers about these benefits 
and provide incentives for adopting energy-efficient technologies. 

Utilities can benefit from EGIBs through reduced peak demand, increased grid 
stability and lower infrastructure costs. To encourage utilities to support EGIBs, 
governments should establish regulatory frameworks that reward utilities for 
investing in demand-side management programmes, smart grids and integrating 
distributed energy resources (DERs). 

 

Actions for developing a sustainable, smart and reliable grid to 
support greater interactivity 

Potential and benefits of EGIBs could be realised to their full extent if their 
deployment is accompanied by the actions for modernisation of the 
electricity grids. While this area is outside of the scope of this report, the 
IEA report Unlocking Smart Grid Opportunities in Emerging Markets and 
Developing Economies offers a deep dive on the topic. The report outlines 
five key actions: 

 Create a coherent vision and modernise planning: Governments 
should envision how digital grid technologies align with national 
priorities and update policy frameworks accordingly. Engaging 
stakeholders from the digital and energy sectors is crucial for success. 
Integrated planning that considers distributed resources and demand-
side aspects must be prioritised across system operators and network 
companies. 

 Co-ordinate implementation: Governments should ensure coherence 
among various departments, regulators and industry stakeholders. 
Aligning national innovation systems with energy policy objectives and 
facilitating large-scale demonstrations can validate digital solutions. 
Governments should also enhance data access and sharing to support 
digital innovation and promote socio-economic benefits. 

 Facilitate rules and regulations that value digital solutions: 
Governments can incentivise and de-risk digitalisation investments 
through dedicated policies. Performance-based regulatory oversight, 
supply-demand balance and flexibility considerations should be 
integrated into regulations to promote systems efficiency. 

 Integrate resiliency and security: Governments should incorporate 
resiliency and security into electricity policy domains, considering 
climate impacts and cyber resilience. Long-term planning frameworks 
like nationally determined contributions and light-emitting diodes 
(LEDs) can highlight the value of digital and physical resilience. 

https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
https://eur01.safelinks.protection.outlook.com/?url=https%3A%2F%2Fiea.blob.core.windows.net%2Fassets%2F0b8c1500-2b02-4aaf-9072-90d88ae1e66c%2FUnlockingSmartGridOpportunitiesinEmergingMarketsandDevelopingEconomies.pdf&data=05%7C01%7Ci.hamilton%40ucl.ac.uk%7Cf55bffafa0ef4b7935e608db8226802b%7C1faf88fea9984c5b93c9210a11d9a5c2%7C0%7C0%7C638246876667582516%7CUnknown%7CTWFpbGZsb3d8eyJWIjoiMC4wLjAwMDAiLCJQIjoiV2luMzIiLCJBTiI6Ik1haWwiLCJXVCI6Mn0%3D%7C3000%7C%7C%7C&sdata=%2Brlx7qoBqnFGf%2BQj9Qs%2B%2FXCa7A%2BvXQF1%2BqEhqqf0A14%3D&reserved=0
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Strengthening ties between digital and physical infrastructure security 
is essential. 

 Track, evaluate and disseminate progress: Governments should foster 
a data-driven culture and monitor digitalisation progress. Monitoring 
implementation, promoting information sharing and strengthening 
international collaboration are key. Demonstration projects can provide 
valuable insights and de-risk future investments, while knowledge 
sharing accelerates progress and standardisation. 

 
Empowering users, installers and operators of EGIBs is essential to ensure their 
successful implementation. Governments should develop training programmes 
and certification schemes for building professionals, such as architects, engineers 
and facility managers, to ensure they have the necessary skills to design, 
construct and operate EGIBs. Governments should also promote the use of 
energy management systems (EMS) that allow building occupants to monitor and 
control their energy consumption.  

Public procurement policies can play a significant role in driving market demand 
for EGIBs. Governments should lead by example by prioritising energy efficiency 
and grid interactivity in their own building projects and requiring public buildings to 
meet high performance standards.  

Government support is crucial for fostering the widespread adoption of EGIBs. 
Southeast Asian governments should develop comprehensive policy frameworks 
that include building codes and standards, financial incentives, and public 
procurement policies that favour EGIBs. 

Identify actions for efficient grid-interactive buildings 
depending on the country context 

The adoption and implementation of energy-efficient grid-interactive buildings to a 
large extent depend on a country's current status regarding policies and 
technologies related to utilising energy-efficient, smart and renewable energy 
solutions in buildings and establishing interactions between buildings and the grid. 
By assessing these factors, countries can be classified into three distinct groups: 
Explorers, Adopters and Innovators. Each group represents a different stage in 
the adoption of EGIBs, and recommendations for all three groups can be 
structured across four categories: Energy Efficiency, Decarbonisation, Smartness, 
and Building-to-Grid Interaction. 
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Recommendations for Explorers 
Countries falling into the Explorers category are at the initial stages of discovering 
and researching the potential opportunities associated with EGIBs. They are yet 
to implement concrete measures or policies to promote widespread adoption. For 
this group, the focus should be on building a foundation for EGIB adoption. 

Energy efficiency 
Explorers are advised to develop and implement building energy codes, which will 
establish mandatory energy efficiency requirements for new constructions and 
retrofits. If not possible to introduce mandatory regulation right away, governments 
can consider introducing voluntary requirements first, but with a clear ambition and 
a timeline to make them mandatory. Additionally, introducing MEPS for household 
and commercial appliances can promote the adoption of energy-efficient 
technologies. To ensure compliance with these regulatory requirements, 
supporting policies such as information mechanisms and incentives should be 
introduced. By combining these actions, countries can foster a culture of energy 
efficiency, leading to reduced energy consumption and lower GHG emissions. 

Decarbonisation 
Explorers could consider introducing voluntary requirements for the installation of 
on-site solar PV systems in buildings to enable the generation of renewable 
energy on-site. Furthermore, promoting the integration of battery storage systems 
to store excess solar energy enhances energy resilience and allows for better 
management of intermittent energy sources. By embracing these measures, 
countries can make significant progress in reducing their dependence on fossil 
fuels and advancing towards a more sustainable and low-carbon future. 

Smartness 
Explorers could develop a smart building standard that can be voluntarily adopted 
by developers to encourage the integration of internet of things (IoT) solutions, 
smart sensors and controls in buildings, particularly in large buildings or high-
energy-demand users. Implementing BEMS in these large buildings through draft 
regulations further enhances their smartness. Introducing regulatory requirements 
for smart meters could provide real-time energy data to consumers and grid 
operators, enabling more informed energy usage decisions. Developing a high-
level plan for smart grid development sets the stage for an intelligent and 
interconnected energy infrastructure, allowing for better co-ordination and 
optimisation of energy distribution. 
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Building-to-grid interaction 
Conducting a feasibility study on open interoperability standards for two-way 
building-to-grid communication, based on international best practices, can pave 
the way for initiating the process of establishing interactions between buildings 
and the grid. Incorporating voluntary requirements for grid readiness in building 
energy codes (BECs) and MEPS can promote the adoption of grid-interactive 
technologies such as smart EV charging, rooftop PVs and energy storage. 
Developing voluntary certification and labelling for inverters, appliances and other 
equipment indicates their demand response capabilities, supporting efficient grid 
management. By conducting pilot projects and regulatory sandboxes to test grid-
interactive technologies in real-life conditions, countries can gain insights and 
optimise the integration process. Introducing small-scale pilot programmes for 
demand response and voluntary options for dynamic tariffs further incentivises 
consumers to shift their energy usage more towards off-peak hours, contributing 
to grid stability and energy efficiency. 

Recommendations for Adopters 
Countries in the Adopters group have identified some opportunities for EGIBs and 
are actively implementing pilot projects and sandboxes to test the benefits and 
potential of these technologies. 

Energy efficiency 
For countries in the Adopters category, the focus in the energy efficiency category 
should be on transitioning from voluntary to mandatory and well-enforced 
measures. This includes making voluntary BECs and MEPS for appliances 
mandatory and expanding their scope to cover all building types, including both 
commercial and residential, as well as new and existing buildings. Regular 
updates and stricter regulations for BECs and MEPS (every three to five years) 
are essential to drive continuous improvement in energy efficiency. Additionally, 
the introduction of supporting policies, such as information mechanisms and 
incentives, will play a crucial role in enforcing these regulatory requirements and 
promoting energy-efficient practices across the country. 

Decarbonisation 
To accelerate decarbonisation efforts, countries in the Adopters category should 
introduce mandatory requirements within BECs and/or standards for renewable 
energy generated on-site, specifying a certain proportion of energy and power 
demand that must be met through renewables. Similarly, the introduction of 
mandatory requirements for on-site battery storage with a minimum energy and 
power duration backup based on baseload demands will enhance energy 
resilience and support the integration of intermittent renewable energy sources. 
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Smartness 
For Smartness, Adopters could focus on adopting and implementing smart 
building standards for large buildings or high-energy-demand users, ensuring the 
integration of IoT solutions, smart sensors and controls. Regulations making it 
mandatory for these buildings to implement BEMS will further optimise energy 
usage and enhance building efficiency. Additionally, introducing a regulatory 
requirement for smart meters in all new buildings will provide real-time energy data 
for better energy management. Developing a detailed plan for smart grid 
development will set the direction for the integration of smart technologies into the 
national grid infrastructure. 

Building-to-grid interaction 
Within this category, countries could focus on developing guidelines for utilising 
open interoperability standards for two-way building-to-grid communication based 
on international best practices. Within BECs, voluntary requirements for grid 
readiness (EV charging, rooftop PVs, energy storage) should be incorporated, 
with a vision to make them mandatory in the next update. Similarly, mandatory 
requirements for demand-response readiness in MEPS for major appliances 
(e.g. air conditioners) should be introduced to enable appliances to respond to grid 
signals. Developing certification and labelling for inverters, appliances and other 
equipment will help consumers identify their demand response capabilities, 
promoting grid-friendly choices. 

Replicating and scaling up pilot projects and programmes for grid-interactive 
technologies (e.g. AMI, smart inverters, smart EV charging, DER aggregation, 
smart mini-grids) and incorporating lessons learned into regulatory updates will 
facilitate the widespread adoption of these technologies. The introduction of 
automated demand response programmes for large electricity consumers and the 
development of pilot projects and regulatory sandboxes for DER aggregation will 
further enhance grid flexibility and stability. Additionally, early adoption of dynamic 
electricity tariffs for large electricity consumers could incentivise electricity 
consumption during off-peak hours and when variable renewable energy (VRE) 
sources are more available, promoting demand response and grid optimisation. 

Recommendations for Innovators 
Countries categorised as Innovators have been implementing various EGIB-
related practices and solutions on a relatively wide scale and have integrated 
some of them into policy processes. Even though none of ASEAN countries were 
placed into this group based on the results of the current assessment, 
recommendations for this group provide details of the vision for the future, which 
ASEAN countries could move towards. 
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Energy efficiency 
For countries in the Innovators category, the focus in the energy efficiency 
category should be on further expanding the scope of BECs to cover all buildings, 
including both commercial and residential, both new and existing structures. 
These codes should incorporate requirements for building energy performance, 
ensuring that all buildings strive for optimal energy efficiency. Regular updates 
and stricter regulations for BECs and MEPS (every three to five years) will 
continue driving progress in energy efficiency. Additionally, linking supporting 
policies, such as information mechanisms (e.g. awards and capacity building) and 
incentives to higher levels of achieved building energy performance will encourage 
continuous improvement and recognition of energy-efficient buildings. 

Decarbonisation 
In the decarbonisation category, countries should expand mandatory 
requirements within BECs and/or standards to ensure that both new and existing 
on-site renewable energy generation significantly contribute to meeting energy 
and power demand. Similarly, expanding requirements for on-site battery storage 
to meet a minimum energy and power duration backup based on baseload 
demands will enhance energy resilience and support renewable energy 
integration. 

Smartness 
In the smartness category, the focus should be on adopting comprehensive smart 
building standards for all buildings, including IoT solutions, smart sensors and 
controls. Regulations making it mandatory for all non-residential buildings to 
implement BEMS and for residential buildings to adopt home energy management 
systems (HEMS) will further enhance smart building capabilities. Implementing a 
regulatory requirement to mandate the adoption of smart meters in all buildings 
will provide real-time energy data for improved energy management. Developing 
a comprehensive implementation plan for smart grids, supported by project 
development and investments, will pave the way for an intelligent and 
interconnected energy infrastructure. 

Building-to-grid interaction 
Innovators would have incorporated into grid codes requirements for the 
implementation of AMI, smart inverters in buildings with on-site VRE generation, 
and open interoperability standards for two-way building-to-grid communication. 
Expanding demand-response readiness in MEPS for all major appliances will 
further enhance grid flexibility. Introducing mandatory certification and labelling for 
inverters, appliances and other equipment to indicate their demand-response 
capabilities will empower consumers to make grid-friendly choices. 
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Countries should also focus on further developing automated demand response 
programmes, specifying them in contracts with different consumers, and allowing 
the participation of aggregators in electricity wholesale and ancillary service 
markets. Introducing regulations that allow DERs to provide services to the grids 
will promote a more dynamic and interactive grid ecosystem. Updating electricity 
tariff regulations to apply mandatory dynamic tariffs to all types of consumers will 
incentivise electricity consumption during off-peak hours and when VRE is 
available, further promoting demand response and grid optimisation. By taking 
these measures, countries can continue to lead in the integration of grid-interactive 
technologies and create a more sustainable and resilient energy future. 

Identifying countries as Explorers, Adopters or Innovators in the EGIB adoption 
journey provides valuable insights for context-tailored recommendations for 
targeted actions and strategies. By focusing on energy efficiency, 
decarbonisation, smartness and building-to-grid interaction, countries can 
accelerate the transition towards a more sustainable and grid-interactive built 
environment. These recommendations are crucial for achieving energy resilience, 
reducing GHG emissions and fostering the adoption of EGIBs. 
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Group-specific recommendations for EGIBs based on the assessment of the current status 

IEA. CC BY 4.0. 

Energy efficiency

Smartness

Building-to-grid 
interaction

Decarbonisation

• If BECs and MEPS for appliances have not been adopted 
yet,  develop and adopt them with clear and mandatory 
energy efficiency  requirements 

• If there are voluntary BECs and MEPS for appliances in 
place,  make them mandatory and well-enforced

• Regularly update and make more stringent BECs and MEPS
for appliances (every 3-5 years)

• Introduce supporting policies, such as information 
mechanisms and incentives to support enforcement of the 
regulatory requirements 

• In case of voluntary BECs and MEPS for appliances, 
make them mandatory and well-enforced

• Expand the scope of BECs to include all the buildings (e.g.
both commercial and residential, new and existing)

• Regularly update and make more stringent BECs and MEPS
for appliances (every 3-5 years)

• Introduce supporting policies, such as information 
mechanisms and incentives to support enforcement of the 
regulatory requirements 

• Expand the scope of BECs to include all the buildings (e.g.
both commercial and residential, new and existing)

• Make sure that BECs include requirements for building 
energy performance 

• Regularly update and make more stringent BECs and MEPS
for appliances (every 3-5 years)

• Link supporting policies, such as information mechanisms
(e.g. awards, capacity building) and incentives to higher 
levels of achieved building energy performance 

• Introduce voluntary requirements for on-site renewable 
energy generation (typically rooftop PV) into the BECs and/or 
standards

• Include voluntary requirements into the BECs and/or 
standards for on-site battery storage to accompany the 
installation of on-site renewable energy generation to meet a 
minimum energy and power duration backup.

• Introduce mandatory requirements into BECs and/or 
standards for renewable energy produced on-site to meet a 
certain proportion of energy and power demand

• Introduce mandatory requirements into the BECs and/or 
standards for the on-site battery storage to meet a minimum 
energy and power duration backup based on baseload 
demands

• Expand mandatory requirements in BECs and/or standards
that both new and existing on-site renewable energy 
generation are upgraded to meet a substantial portion of 
energy and power demand

• Expand mandatory requirements in BECs and/or standards
that on-site battery storage meets a minimum energy and 
power duration backup based on baseload demands

• Develop a smart building standard that can be voluntarily
adopted by developers to enhance buildings’ smartness 
through integration of IoT solutions, smart sensors and 
controls, starting with large buildings or high-energy-
demand users 

• Develop a draft regulation for large buildings or high-
energy-demand users to implement building energy 
management systems

• Introduce a regulatory requirement for large buildings or 
high-energy-demand users to mandate the adoption of 
smart meters

• Develop a high-level plan for smart grids development

• Adopt requirements for implementation of IoT solutions, 
smart sensors and controls in accordance with the smart
building standard that is mandatory for large buildings or 
high energy demand users 

• Adopt the regulation that makes it mandatory for large 
buildings or high energy demand users to implement 
building energy management systems

• Introduce a regulatory requirement to mandate the adoption 
of smart meters in all new buildings 

• Develop a detailed plan for smart grids development

• Adopt requirements for implementation of IoT solutions, 
smart sensors and controls in accordance with the smart
building standard that is mandatory for all buildings

• Adopt the regulation that makes it mandatory for all non-
residential residential to implement building energy 
management systems and for residential buildings – home 
energy management systems

• Introduce a regulatory requirement to mandate the adoption 
of smart meters in all buildings 

• Develop a comprehensive implementation plan for smart 
grids supported by project development and investments

• Conduct a feasibility study on utilisation of open 
interoperability standards for two-way buildings-to-grid 
communication considering international best practices;
develop a roadmap for their utilisation in the country

• When developing or updating BECs consider 
Incorporating voluntary requirements for grid-readiness 
(space and wiring requirements for EV charging, rooftop 
PVs, energy storage)

• When developing or updating MEPS for selected major 
appliances consider incorporating voluntary 
requirements for demand response readiness

• Develop voluntary certification & labelling for inverters,
appliances, other equipment to indicate their demand 
response capabilities 

• Develop pilot projects, programmes and, if needed, 
regulatory sandboxes to test various grid-interactive 
technologies (e.g. AMI, smart inverters, smart EV 
charging, aggregation of DERs, smart mini-grids) in 
close-to real-life conditions 

• Conduct a feasibility study on development of demand 
response and develop small-scale pilot programmes

• Introduce voluntary options for dynamic tariffs for some 
types of consumers to incentivise electricity 
consumption during off-peak hours 

• Develop guidelines on utilisation of open interoperability
standards for two-way buildings-to-grid communication 
considering international best practices

• Incorporate into BEC, voluntary (with the vision to make 
them mandatory in the next update) requirements for 
grid-readiness (space and wiring requirements for EV 
charging, rooftop PVs, energy storage)

• Incorporate into MEPS for some major appliances (e.g.
air conditioners) mandatory requirements for demand 
response readiness

• Develop certification & labelling for inverters, 
appliances, other equipment to indicate their demand 
response capabilities

• Replicate and scale up projects and programmes for 
various grid-interactive technologies (e.g.  AMI, smart
inverters, smart EV charging, aggregation of DERs, 
smart mini-grids) and consider incorporating lessons 
learned into regulatory updates 

• Introduce automated demand response programmes
starting with large electricity consumers

• Develop pilot projects and regulatory sandboxes for 
DERs aggregation and assess services they can 
provide to the grids

• Introduce dynamic electricity tariffs starting with large 
electricity consumers to incentivise electricity 
consumption during off-peak hours and when VRE is
more available 

• Incorporate into the grid codes requirements for 
implementation of advanced metering infrastructure, 
utilisation of smart inverters in buildings with on-site 
VRE generation, utilisation of open interoperability 
standards for two-way buildings-to-grid communication

• Incorporate into BEC, requirements for grid-readiness 
(space and wiring requirements for EV charging, rooftop 
PVs, energy storage)

• Incorporate into MEPS for all major appliances,
requirements for demand response readiness

• Introduce mandatory certification & labelling for 
inverters, appliances, other equipment to indicate their 
demand response capabilities 

• Develop automated demand response programmes and 
specify them in the contracts with different consumers

• Allow participation of aggregators in electricity 
wholesale markets and ancillary service markets

• Introduce regulations allowing DERs to provide services
to the grids

• Update electricity tariff regulations to apply mandatory 
dynamic tariffs to all types of consumers to incentivise 
electricity consumption during off-peak hours and when 
VRE is available 

Explorers Adopters Innovators
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Conclusions 

The concept of efficient grid-interactive buildings (EGIBs) marks a promising and 
transformative path towards a sustainable energy future in the Association for 
Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) region. EGIBs are buildings that actively interact 
with the energy grid, optimising energy consumption, promoting renewable energy 
integration and supporting grid stability. By actively engaging with the electricity grid, 
EGIBs offer numerous benefits to the environment, grid and consumers, making 
them a crucial component of the transition towards a sustainable and resilient 
energy future. 

One of the key advantages of EGIBs lies in their flexibility and the benefits this 
provides to the electricity grid. By dynamically adjusting their energy consumption 
and generation in response to grid signals, EGIBs help improve the stability of the 
electricity supply. This flexibility is particularly valuable in balancing the grid during 
peak demand periods and can significantly reduce grid congestion, mitigating the 
risk of blackouts or voltage fluctuations. 

Moreover, EGIBs play a pivotal role in integrating distributed variable renewable 
energy (VRE) sources into the grid. VRE sources are subject to fluctuations due to 
weather conditions and different frequencies that put pressure on the grids and 
challenge stability of electricity supply. However, EGIBs could be equipped to 
optimally use and store excess renewable energy during periods of high generation, 
ensuring its efficient utilisation during times when VRE generation is low. This grid-
interactive behaviour enables a smoother integration of VRE, reducing curtailment 
and maximising the utilisation of clean energy resources. This report has explored 
the benefits of EGIBs, drawing inspiration from international best practices and 
related projects and policies around the world. 

To provide a comprehensive assessment of the EGIB landscape in the ASEAN 
region, an analytical framework was devised, encompassing key enablers for 
adoption of EGIBs across for main categories: energy efficiency, decarbonisation, 
smartness and building-to-grid interaction. This framework allows for an evaluation 
of each enabler, considering a four-level scale. Based on the aggregation of results 
across different enablers, countries in the ASEAN region were placed into one of 
three groups: Explorers, Adopters and Innovators, each representing different 
stages of EGIB adoption. 

Through this assessment, Brunei Darussalam, Cambodia, Lao PDR and Myanmar 
were identified as Explorers, as they are in the beginning of the process of 
discovering and researching the opportunities for EGIBs. Indonesia, Malaysia, the 
Philippines, Singapore, Thailand and Viet Nam were classified as Adopters, as they 
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have identified some opportunities for EGIBs and are implementing pilot projects 
and sandboxes to test their benefits and potential, but still do not have all necessary 
policy instruments in place to support the mainstream adoption of EGIBs. These 
classifications recognise the unique national circumstances in political, economic, 
environmental and social spheres, and provide a basis for tailoring specific 
recommendations to support the uptake of EGIBs in each country. 

The high-level recommendations and group-specific guidelines offered in this report 
provide a solid foundation for ASEAN countries to embark on a transformative 
journey towards EGIB adoption. Development of a comprehensive policy package, 
combining regulations, information instruments and incentives is key for fostering 
EGIB adoption, especially in a rapidly growing region, such as ASEAN, where most 
of the buildings are yet to be built. Within this package incorporating energy 
efficiency requirements, flexibility considerations and readiness features for 
interaction with the grid into the buildings and appliances’ regulations can help the 
buildings sector to leapfrog towards higher levels of energy performance and 
decarbonisation, as well as support modernisation of the electricity system. Policy 
provisions to support integration of smart sensors and controls into building systems 
and energy management at the building level are also crucial. 

Important enablers to enhance building-to-grid interactivity, such as automated 
demand response programmes, aggregation of distributed energy resources and 
dynamic electricity tariffs are typically not present in most of ASEAN beyond some 
pilot projects.  

Interoperability standards are crucial for establishing a two-way communication 
between buildings systems and the grid; however, their utilisation in ASEAN is very 
limited. There are currently no mandated policies, projects or programmes that 
utilise technologies to enable communication and information flow at the equipment 
level. At the building level, there are a few building projects that utilise BACnet and 
similar systems in several ASEAN member states. As for interoperability between 
buildings and the grid, the related open standards are not used in most of the 
ASEAN countries, except for Thailand, where OpenADR is used in demand 
response programmes. 

The ASEAN region, comprising the ten ASEAN member states, is on the cusp of a 
transformative energy transition through the adoption of EGIBs. While each country 
faces its individual challenges and opportunities, the collective efforts towards 
EGIBs will accelerate the region's progress towards a sustainable and resilient 
future. By identifying and prioritising actions based on the recommendations and 
group-specific guidelines, ASEAN countries can lead the way in creating an energy-
efficient and grid-interactive built environment, contributing to a cleaner and more 
sustainable energy landscape for generations to come. 
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Annexes 

Abbreviations and acronyms 
 
3DEN Digital Demand-Driven Electricity Networks  
AC alternating current  
ADB Asian Development Bank  
AMI advanced metering infrastructure  
ASEAN Association of Southeast Asian Nations  
AUD  Australian dollars   
B2G building-to-grid  
BAS building automation systems  
BEC building energy code  
BEMS building energy management systems  
BESS battery energy storage system  
CO2  carbon dioxide 
DC direct current  
DERMS distributed energy resource management systems  
DER distributed energy resource 
EGIB efficient grid-interactive building 
EMS energy management systems  
EPBD Energy Performance of Buildings Directive  
EU European Union  
EUI energy use intensity  
EV electric vehicle  
GEF Global Environment Facility  
GHG greenhouse gas 
HEMS home energy management systems  
HVAC heating, ventilation and air conditioning 
IEA International Energy Agency 
IEC International Electrotechnical Commission  
IEEE Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers  
IES Intelligent Energy System  
IoT internet of things  
LED light-emitting diode  
LEED Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design  
low-E low-emissivity  
LPG liquefied petroleum gas  
MEPS minimum energy performance standards 
NZE Scenario Net Zero Emissions by 2050 Scenario 
P2P peer-to-peer  
PLN Perusahaan Listrik Negara  
PPA power purchase agreement  
PV photovoltaic 
R&D research and development  
SAIDI System Average Interruption Duration Index  
SAIFI System Average Interruption Frequency Index   
SCADA supervisory control and data acquisition  
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SDS Sustainable Development Scenario 
SGD  Singapore dollars   
SRI Smart Readiness Indicator  
STEPS Stated Policies Scenario 
T&D transmission and distribution  
TFEC total final energy consumption  
VND  Vietnamese dong   
VPP virtual power plant  
VRE variable renewable energy  

Units of measure 
 
EJ exajoule  
GW gigawatt 
GWh gigawatt-hour  
kV kilovolt  
kVa kilovolt-ampere  
kW kilowatt  
kWh kilowatt-hour 
kWp kilowatt-peak  
m2 square metre  
Mt million tonnes 
Mtoe million tonnes of oil equivalent  
MW megawatt  
MWh megawatt-hours  
PJ petajoule 
t tonne   
toe tonne of oil equivalent  
TWh terawatt-hour 
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